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1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Muoh ra8«aroh has been done to inoraase tho teohnioal effioiency 
of livestock production. The results have been greater meat output per 
unit of feed or improvement in the qualitj' of tho product. But, rel­
atively little emidiasis has been placed on livestock marketing problems* 
It is assumed that tho ^ diysioal operations of a modern meat 
packing plant aire efficient in slaughtering, prooessing and utilization of 
byoproducts. However, there are ireaknesses in the pricing mechanism. There 
is a tendency to pay an average price for all slaughter animals instead of 
paying each individual producer the true value^ of his product. There is 
need for improvement in msat distribution and for the developmsnt of •ways 
of accurately determining consumers' preferences. 
There is a great deal of interest in problems concerning; present nethods 
of marketing slaughter lives':ock« The analytical tools of economics have not 
generally been applied to these problems. The present system of marketing 
slaughter livestock has not been examined in terms of the economic objectives 
of sociei^ . 
The Agricultural Besearch and IJarketing Act of 1946 outlines, in a vague 
manner, sons of these objectives. Title II of this act explains that it is 
the policy of the Congress, "•••to promote the efficient production and 
1^3ie term "true value" means the retail value less all processing and 
marketing costs. 
utilization of produota of the soil as essential to the health and wolfare 
of our people". Title IZ of this sane aot declares that "... a sound, 
efficient and privately operated system for distributing and tnarketing agri-
cultural products is essential to a prosperous agrioulture and is indis-
pensable to the naintenanoa of f\ill employment and to the welfare^  pros-
peri'ty^  and health of the natiaa". Both of these quotations imply that 
soaroe resources should be used efficiently in teros of social welfare or 
satisfaction of sooie'^ * 
The ultinate eccnoiaic objectives of society in the Marketing Act of 
1946 might trail be stated more explicitly as a marketing system that will 
allocate scaroa resources among producers, and distribute scarca goods 
and serricas among consumers, in such a way as to maximize satisfaction in 
the acononor* The desired allocation is, of oourse, limited by the ability 
to forecast accurately the factors that will affect production and con­
sumption. At any given point in time, the neximisatlon of total welfare 
implies that It would be impossible to increase welfare by vax^ 'ing the 
output of any product. Including variations from saroj or by var^ l^ng the 
amount of any product consumed by Kay consumer, inoliding variations from 
saro} or by varying the amount of any factor unit used to yield direct 
sarvica to any individual, including variations from saro^ * Stated more 
explicitly by Dr. Badar, -there are saren marginal conditions naoessary for 
welfare to be at a maximum. They aret 
1. The marginal rate of substitution between any two products 
sust be the same for evwry individual nho consumsa b oth. 
B^adar, U.YI.t Studies in the tiieory of welfare economics. I'lew York, 
Coluzjjia Univarsi-fy Press, 1948. p. 38. 
2. The marginal rate of transformtion betneon any two produots 
roust be the sane for any two firms that produoe both. 
3. The mrginal rate of transforaatioii between any fkotor and 
any produot nust be the same for anj' pair of firms usin^  ^the 
factor and producing the produot. 
4. The marginal technical rate of substitution between any pair 
of factors must be the same for any two firms usln^ s both to 
produoa the same produot. 
5. The marginal mte of substitution between any :}air of products 
for any person consuming both nust be the same as the mrginal 
rate of transformation (for the oomnunity) between them* 
6* The marginal rate of substitution between the amount of 
(Product) X received for aiding in its pi^ uotion (by a given 
fira) and the time spent in rexidering this uid must be the 
same for each factor unit owner as the marginal rate of trans-
fomation between the time of his factor unit spent in aiding 
production (in this way) and the (product) X, 
7. The marginal rate of substitution between resource oontrol at 
any pair of momenta (t^  and t_) nust be the same for every 
pair of individuals or firms tincluding pairs, one mcnber of 
T^ ich is a firm and the other an individual). 
These conditions app]^ ' to a static stationary economic systen and are 
based upon certain restrictive and expository assun^ tions. (l) Production 
and consumption functions are fixed. (2) The state of technology is fixed* 
(s) There is a given pattern of resource ownership and income distribution* 
(4) There is perfsot Imowledge and foresight, (s) Saoh individual is 
attempting to maximize satisfaction. (6) Each producer is attempting to 
maximice profit. 
In the light of the ultimate objective of maximisation of the general 
trelftire and satisfaction, men specific 0' jootlves for what may be termed 
the "Ideal Msirket System" can be developed. These objectives most be in line 
with the above mentioned conditions and aasumptioos. 
The first objective of an "Ideal !4arl:eting System" is to determine con-
sumsr demands* This means the quantities and qualities and the prices at 
•whloh tho goode will bo 'bou(,;ht iu tho frao inarkot. This ob.jeotlve can 
also be deflnod to inoludo the potential damnd for naw products* The 
second objeotiTa is to determine dernands and pi^ ferenoes for mar^ cetini; 
servioas (as distinct fron the denonds for Goods). This objeotive is based 
on the assumption that there exists the opportunity for ohoioe and the 
williriGness and ability/ to mke choice. The third objective is to provide 
an effective pricinG mechanism that Trill reflect acotirately and quickly 
to the producer the consuner's desires for goods and services. This means 
that prices raust c^ ide the flow of rosources into alternative enploymonts 
and the flow of ^ oods and sex^ cas into alternative uses. If prices are 
to be used for other purposes, the distortion in resource allocation that 
results should be Isionn. Tlio fcMrt!i oljective is to allocate soarca re­
sources used to perform marlcet functions in such a way as to reduce market-
inc coats to a miniimm. The 7m.yB to decrease mrketing costs are first, to 
perform a given amount of services by using fewer resourcest second, to 
reduce tiie number of marketing services if consumers desire this (This, 
however, chaziges the mture of the product prwidad to the consumsr)* The 
fifth objeotive is to enoourago economic progress. This objective would 
include the development of technology v.'ith proper combination of resources*^  
S^hepherd, Geoffrey, The Field of agricultural marVroting researchi 
Objectives, definition, contenbs, criterici. Jour. Farm Keen. 31t444-455« 
1949* The author has added objectives two and five to those discussed by 
Dr. Shephard. 
5. 
The Problem 
The problem is to determine a mothod of tnarketing slaughter livestook 
that most nearly aooompllshes the objeotives of the "Ideal I^ rbstins 
System", Indioations are that the present system of marketing slaughter 
hogs differs oonaiderably from "Ideal tlarketing System". A fundamental 
problem in the marketing of hogs is evaluating the aoourapy of the prioe 
determining meohanism* It has been frequently ooxttended that the prices 
paid for slaughter hoga too nearly approaoh a flat prioe at ai^ r given time. 
There appears to be considerable disparity between prioes paid for individ­
ual lots of animals and aotual out-out values. This dispari-fy probably 
disappears with the purchase of large nunbers of aniioals. Uowo'ver^  the 
individual producer is concerned with the aotual values of his particular 
animals• 
In the past* fiaxmers have generally adopted practioes that reduce 
produotion costs. IXit the use of teohniques nftiioh improve quality without 
affecting pbysioal input-output ratios is likely to have little appeal to 
produoers unless they reoeive a higher price for superior products. The 
consuner may desire the impx^ ed quali'br of a product but the pricing system 
miist reflect this preference to the farmer if he is to be encouraged to pro« 
duce the improved quality. 
Scope and Specific Objectives of this Study 
This investigation is conoemed witli the imocuracies of the present 
6 
ayatem of inarl:etlnG slaiightar ho^ a and tho possibility of devoloping tho 
altexmativo ejrateia of laarkotinc hoes by oaroaas wsight and Tlie 
speoifio objeotivsa of this study exo as followsi 
!• To outline tho oharaotsristioa of the presont systan of rnar'cot-
ins ho^ s in tho United Stataa. 
Z» To outline the essential differenoes betr/eon tho prosont s^ 'stera 
of mrketing hoc® and the "Ideal ?%rl:eting Syaten . 
5« To invwstif.ate the alternative method of marketing hogs by 
oaroaas 'areight and {^ rade and to shon by theoretical models niiiethsr 
this system oan satisJ^ '- the conditions nooeasary for an "Ideal 
IJarlcetinc Syatem". 
4. To oittline hypotheses that need enpirical Torifioatio:!. 
5* To test sone of tho hypotheses outlined by tho t^ iooretioal 
jaodels* 
In?>ort«uioe and Value of tlie Problem 
Stfllizu; slaughter livestock is the most important mrketinc activity 
earried on by farmers in tho United States. Cattle are kept on about 80 
per cent of the f^ jnu in the ooantrj', hoca on about 60 por oent and sheep 
and laribB on about 9 per odnt»^  Tho cash fam inoomo obtained from neat 
animle aocountod for over 26 per cent of the total oash fam inoome from 
all crops, livestook, dairy, poultry products azvi r^ ovemnont pajTnonts daring 
2 S 
the years irmodiately preceding V/orld War , and 82 per cent in 1047. 
•^S, iStti Census I 1940, Agriculture, 4i598-650» 1943. 
2u,S, IXireau of Agri;;ultural TJconomioa. Agrioultui^ l Statistics, 1941* 
p» 549* 
•^S, Bureau of Agricultural Economioa. Fam Income Situation, 
Jan, 1948. p. S. 
7, 
Pork roprooonta 47 per oont of tlio total moat producod and otHiBumod 
in tho United States.^  In 1947 pork production aooounted for 57 per ooxifc 
of tho value of agricultural produotian in Iowa, 2o per oant in Illinois 
9 
and 10 per oent in ^ iliimosota.^  
llie above fi^ jTires indioato tlie importanoe of porlc production and oon^  
•unption in the United States. Any iaproveaont in tiie systeri of mar'rcetinc 
porl: vjould affeot a {;x*eat proportion of tlie individuals iu tlie econo&^ . 
Producers olain tiiat tliey are not paid the trae value of tho hogs 
thoy sell because hOoS of different quality and degree of finish are 
bought at the average price. Therefore* tliore is no incentive to improve 
quality-. Producers olain the distribution of inooae from pork production 
is not equitable* 'Hioae miio employ superior breeding and feedixig practice* 
are not rewarded in aooordanoe with their efforts. The oonsumra may desire 
the improved quality of a product but if the pricing aystent does not re­
flect thia preference to tlie producer, lie iri.ll not produce the Improved 
quality. Indications are that quality is i^ iven leas ccnaideration in the 
pricing of hogs oonpared to other apeoiea of alaughter livastock. Arjy 
improvenent in tho narketing oyston in lino vrltli the "Ideal A'cirket System" 
would be cf value to boi^ i tho producer and the consuioer. Producers could 
allocate reaources more efficiently and consuioers vxiald be able to buy the 
quantity and qualit;^  ^of pork desired at tlie lowest price, thua increaaing 
their aatiafaotion. 
Bureau of Agricultural Econociios. Liveatock Market I'owa. 1948* 
p. 79. 
,^S. Bureau of AgPioultwal Econooucs. Agricultural Statistica. 1948, 
p* 365. 
8. 
SUKVBY OF LITERATUBf; AIH) AlIALiTSIS OP 
T!ra PRBSE.'JT lO'ITHOD 'JF :'AR:<ETIHG HOGS 
Description of rdstjiode of Buj'-in^ j Ho^ s in tho United States 
lloss are sold in thro® different ways in various parts of tho world. 
In nost primiti-TO countrios and even in Pranoe, they- are sold by tho hoadj 
in the United States and some other countries, they are sold at so niich per 
100 pounds live T.'ei3ht; in still other countries they are sold at so nuch 
per 100 pounds carcass weisht.^  
Sale by the head necessitates estimating not only the grade of tho carcass 
but also tho live -ifei^ ht and dressing percentage of the hog* This nsthod is 
the nost inaccurate of the three rnetliods because of the three possible sources 
of error. 
Sale by 100 pounds live weight is the coninon notliod used in tho United 
States. The earliest references to livestock mrhetbig pi^ ctioes indicated 
that trading in slaughter hogs on the 'basis of a specified prico per pound 
appeared verj' early on the agricultural scene. In 1662 Vdlliam rs,'nchon, the 
first iUnerioan packer, located at Sprin(',fieldj Massachusetts« paid farinsrs 
"••• 2^  to Zfi por pound in country'- pay" • In tho last deoado of the 18th 
S^hepherd, Geoffrej', Fred J, Peard and Arval Erikaon, Could Hogs be sold 
by carcass neicht and grade in the United States? lona Exp. Sta. Bui* 270* 
1940. 
2 Clei»n, Hadolph Alexander. The American livestock and neat industry. 
New York, Tlie Ronald Press. 1923. p. 23-24. 
9. 
century, Chio River Vallej' farmow floated -Gieir surplus ho^ .a and oattle 
down tho Ohio and ?.!i88is8lppi rivers to i'ew Orleans, thon a Spanish, town, 
inhere it is reported these animls oonmnded a prioe of $12 per hundrod-
•waif:ht»^  
The fiwt proalum for qualit:- appeared as early as 1317 when pork 
paokers of ihe Ohio vallo" paid $4 per hundred wei-^ ht for "good oom fattened 
9 
boss" and :)3.50 for "nast-fed ho-s" , It is apparent that a few dooades 
later, packers vrere atteraptins to pay premiui® for qualitj' by classil^ i-ing 
hogs aonordinc to •wei3ht. Heavier aninals sometl-nos ooananded tvdoe the 
price paid for li-hter hof;8» a^lii^ ' and weight, however, are not s^ /non-
JTUOUB, Tho reneral suppositioei i«as that the heavier hogs were confined and 
fed heavily on grains, at least in the later feedinc period, and '.vould 
produce a higher quality port. Prices paid ty the packers were alnost 
universally determined by the weioht cf the hoc. 
The Prairie Ffemer in 1867 reported prices from the recently established 
Chioaco 'Jnion Stooliyards as choice, rnediua r.nd ooroon taoon ho^ s. The 
pulvlished prioe quotations indicated that prioe differentials were lari^ ely 
« 
based on Trei^ ht with heavier ho-js roeelvinc tho preniuTns. 
In more recent times it has been reco;;nized that there was a nood for 
the develcpmont of classifioatiw.s and srades of animnlfi oonsiotont with 
Ifci^ », p» 43* 
Z 
r!^ id>, p, 54* 
« 
The Prairie Farmer* Ilew Series* 20tS49a 1367* 
10. 
some aooepted theory' in teznns of value. For tho last saveral deoadoa homo* 
gonei-t;y of output has heon oonsidarod as a prerequisite for competitive 
prloiiig in value theory. Tloe do^ ;ree of homogeneity depends upon the degree 
of aubstltutabiH-t^ /. Iho tost for honogeneii^ ,- Is the lack of buyer's 
preference for speolfio units in favor of others. The separation of slaughter 
ho{;8 into homogeneous groups includes tvo (general processes« classification 
and cradlng. Classification geiierally involves sorting of animals accord­
ing to -wreisht, BOX, and age and general use. After animals have been 
classified according to their proper description, differences in value 
still exist -within the classification* Animals vary in finish, conforma­
tion and quality. The classification of livestock into hooDgeneous f,roaps 
aocordinc to finish, coiiformation and quality, is the process that is termed 
grading. 
In the past few years some -work has been done on developing cnide 
standards for live hogs. These standards have not been universally aooepted, 
and under existing conditions, butcher hOi'-.s are usuall^ v sold in tho iJnited 
States by live -weight with little or no o ortinp or pricing on tho basis of 
quality, except for gilts advanced in pregnane:.'- and ho^ s with obvious defects. 
Most butcher hog buyers in -the United S-fcates bargain -wi-fch respect to a 
particular wight, assuming -that most butcher hoc« of a civen weight range 
will have about the sarae grade of earcass. In a few cases, bargaining is 
dotne wi-fchin a given weight range. Vihen hogs are sold on this basis, the 
buyer estima-bes -bhe cut-out value of eaoh lot of animals. 
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HoGardloBB of tho bareaining procedure, tho bijyor for a paoksr 
ordinarily oporatoa under tastruotions to buj' diffororrt grades of ho;j8 
on a dressed -woif^ t or carcass basis. Tho peioker laaows that on tho average 
tlio oaroaases of a waicht and oraiS® Tidll yiold a oortain ninaber of 
poimda of tho different cuts. For example, he nay instruct tho buyor to 
buj' No, 1 oaroaasea at 3^5,00 por 100 pounds drossod Yfoi:-ht. Tlio suj^ -osted 
oaroass quotations aro not tho average wholesale prices at whicli tlio paoker 
oxpeots to sell tho outs from tho carcasses• Thoy aro based on the ox-
peoted tviiolesalo price of outs, plus a orodit for tho value of the by­
products, and less tho cost of buying, assenblinc* slaughterinc. selling 
of the resulting v/iiolosale outs and tlio expected profit mrgin. The buyer 
nust then estimate the dressing percentage of the live ho^  and tlio nusiber 
of pounds and grade of tho different -wholesale ovits that the carcass irill 
yield. 
Tlie packer b\!yer receives regular reports of the slaughter records of 
the diffex^ nt lots of hogs bou;;ht by him. In this way ho is ablo to keep 
a ocastant check on the relationship betneon his estlnatos at tlie tioo of 
buying the live animals and the results obtained in tlio packing plant, 
r^ ifferonces between the estimated and the actual yiolds and grades of the 
various cuts are regarded as errors of estimate on tho part of the buyor, 
i^ oni this explanatiosa it is apparent that "wlien peckers buy slaughter 
hogs they appraise the live animals in terns of tlie products they are ex-
peoted to yiold. Thoy actually aro engaged in buj^ ing carcasses plus the 
variois by-produots. The live animals are regarded .aerely as a means to 
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an end. The packer is satisfied with tho buyer's ability, providing the 
oxpeoted -values of his estinates of dressing percentage and grade of all 
the hogs ho buys in a given time period is equal to the actual out-out 
values of the caroasses bought. 
Produoers and their agents, on the other hand, are more inolined to 
focus their attention on the live animals than on the resulting carcasses 
emd other products. They think largely in terns of total live weight, rel­
ative merits, and price per 100 pounds live -neight for a given lot of hogs 
or a given anisml. 
Another rasthod of buying hogs is on the basis of estimated f,rade and 
actual yield* This method was first tried in the United States in 1923 
by the Payette Produoers Company in P^ ette County, Qhio^ . This organ­
ization sold hogs on the basis of guaranteed dressing percentage or yield. 
The packer paid a premium for hogs dressing over a predesignated percentage. 
Sale of hogs on. the basis of dressing ^ /iold also was practiced to a 
liiaited extent by local livestock cooperative shipping associations in lona 
2 from 1930 to 1932 • Honever, this method did not become general and 
apparently has been discontinued. 
TVhen this method is used, the bu^ 'er estijnates carcass grade while tlie 
actual dressing percentage and weight are determined at the paokinc plant. 
In 1929 Professor Ceorge F. Uenning of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment 
m^iler, Haul L. Direct packer buying in marketing of livestock. Jour. 
Fam Boon, lit302* 1929* 
2 
Thompson, Sam n, Eoonomio trends in the narketing of Iowa livestock. 
Ifapublished Ph.D. Thesis. St. Paul, I!innesota, University of I'linnosota. 1937* 
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station made the followinc obsenmtiont 
Soiling on yield is no doubt TsaBod noro on qualifr^ - tlian other 
forms of liveBtook nartcotinG. The li-veatook producer is r\ore 
nearljr paid for Trhat he produces. Good llvestook nu)n are re-
muneratod for their raotliods of production; poor n»thods are 
disoounted. 
Selling on yield brines the producers a step closer to laiovrinc 
idiat tho consujQers vant in tliat the packers' requirenents on 
noicht, Grade and quality are refleoted to a cwater degreo to 
the dix*eot selling aGonc;; and thenj in tum« to tho liTostock 
producers. To lao this is desirable in aar-tDtins.^  
2 
Professor Dowel! and r»5r. Bjorka have listed several faotora #iioh 
contrilmted to the ultimate failure of this inethod of mrketinf:. These 
nay he listed as followst (l) tho dressinc iwichta •were not checkod by an 
agent of tho seller or by a disinterested party} (s) hostility vras shovn 
by naxji' public narket agencies. Including the nanageTaant of sorno of the 
ooopeztitivo selling agencies on these narkotsi (3) difficulty was on-
countered In roaohing an agrooKient with slaughterers as to tho guaranteed 
yield] (4) the taonagers trore not able to accurately estimato the yiold 
of a particular load of hogsi (5) the producers did not understand the 
nature of shrinkage and the reasons for variations in shrinkage; and 
(6) individual producers did not reoeive paj^ 'ronts based on the aotual 
weight of dressed oaro&sses delivered. 
Still another method of narl»tiag hogs is by oaroass neight and grade. 
By this method irnch of the guess work io taken out of hog buying. Hogs are 
H^enning, Seorge F,, Jour. Rarm Econ. lliSOS* 1929* 
Donell,A.A. and Knute Bjorka. Livestock mrketing. New York. 
r.!oGr«»-Hlll Book Co., Inc. 1941. p. 420. 
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butchered and the irai^ ht and £;rftde of the oaroase are determined. The 
value of the aninal is then oaloulnted on the hasis of oaroass woij^ ht and 
grade. Kstimates of dressing percentage are eliminated. Still, there 
are some iziaooiuraoles because the r^ rade standard used to crade ho;; oaroass 
may not accurately reflect the true cut-out value of the oaroass. The 
accuracy/ of aarl:etin(; hoes by oaroass ireisht and depends in part on 
the aoBurae^ '' of the oaroass c;rade standards. 
In Dezsnark this method of marketing ho^ s has been used for many years. 
In 1931 the British began narketinf: ho£;s by oaroass weight and grade, and 
todsy all bacon hogs in C^ reat Britain are sold on tho oaroass neight and 
grade basis. In Jul^ *- 1934 the oaroass basis of sale tms introduoed at a 
plant in Canada and by 1936 over 400,000 hogs itere sold on this basis. This 
taethod of naz^ eting hogs ims T«idely accepted in Canada and by 193D, 49 
per cent of inspecfted slaughter vaa on the oaroass basis.^  During the 
V/orld Vi£ar II all Oanadian hogs nere sold on this basis. 
The first attempt to develop this method of mrketing hogs in the 
United States nas initiated as a series of experiments in sou them ?>!lnnesota 
in 1933 and ims carried on about 10 years. The vica-px^ sident and general 
manager of the George A* IIonoBl Cos^ >anj'- of Austin, Ilinnesota, advocated 
O 
trading in hogs on the basis of meat yield.** This plan included the buying 
of hogs on the basis of the value of the weight of the iriiolesale outs. This 
method tms abandoned later during the same year. It proved to be almost 
Shepherd, Oeoffrey* Llvastock toax^ eting met2^ ods in Denmark, Great 
Britain and Canada. lona Agr. Hxp. Sta. Pul. 363. 1937. 
2 Thompson, op. oit,< p. 102. 
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an In^ ossible task to secregato the outs for a lot of lions and 'noigh and 
raoord theai without reduoisG the speed at wiiibh hor; carcasses are broken 
down under tlio maes disseabling aysten of tiao aodem cutting floor. Another 
reason for abandonment -iNas the faot that iiAien the paokinG oompany mo buying 
live hoge at negative margina, -liie producer received less at the ^ oinc 
live price tlian ho vnould at i^ e llwneight basis. Hie added cost of this 
nsthod, iiaking payments to farmers for hogs, ms estimated to bo about 
50 cents per hundred pounds live vreiGht* 
In 1934 the purchase of ho£;s on the carcass weight and grade basis was 
introduced for the first tioe in the United States by t!ie iiorael Conpar^ '. 
This plan was of an experlnental and preliminary' nature and included deduc­
tions for condemnations and bruised portions and assessed a flat chart;e of 
52 cents per 100 pounds live weicht for processing. After abotit two years, 
this experiment was discontinued because it was felt ttiat more investigative 
work T/as needed to determine gztide standards that would adequately reflect 
value differences of different caroasses to the packer. 
In June 1940 the Seorge A, fiomel CompaiTy again undertook tl:e brr-ing 
of hogs cm. the carcass grade and weight basis. The carcass grade* then 
established and used, had the following desoriptive titlest 
No. 1 Prime or top grade 
No. Z Overfinished 
ITo. 3 Uhderfinished 
No. 4 Scalawag or Sorub 
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Caroassee trare first classified aooording to BOX and veight* Carcass 
prices for No* 1 grad« Ytore simply li'vre prices transformed by tho so-oalled 
standard dressing yield for the particalar sex and vieifjht olasa oonoomod. 
Discounts applied on Nos. Z,  ^ and 4 grades varied from time to time at 
the wholesale prices of the different cuts and the ratios of these prioes 
to the price of land ohanged« Prooessinc charges, oandeinnatlons and bruis­
ing losses vere not deducted from the returns to farmers, no^ vever* a flat 
condennation insurance fee of one«half of one per cent nas assessed to 
focus attention on this pivbletn and all condemnations wex>e reported to the 
producer, A report on the results of the lot ims prepared &nd sent with 
the check to the producer on the da-- following the slaughter. 
Rirchase on the grade and yield basis yma discontinued on October 
1943* The ceiling prices on hogSj -nhich had been established by tho Office 
of Price Administration, did not permit the paj/mont of a premlun nrioo 
on No. 1 grade carcasses. The plan has not been resumed sinoe the vrar. 
Tho firm has not been completely confident that its subjective crade 
standards adequately reflected value differences in hor carcasses and has 
been especially desirous that further iarestigative studios In this direction 
be undertaken.^  
f^ingelman, Serald. Soms economic and physical problems in the marlceting 
of slauf^ ter hogs on the basis of carcass -weight and grade in the United 
States. Unpublished Fh.D, Thesis. St. Pau1« 'Minnesota, University of 
Uinnesota. 1948* The discussion of the experiments carried out at Qoorge A. 
Uormel and Company is takenlargely from this study. 
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Further analysis of the oaroass weicht and method of raar'coting 
hoG8 is diaoiisaod in Chapter III of this dissertation. 
A Comparison of the Present lietliod of .'hrhotinc 
Ho^ s with an "Ideal Lkrket Systen" 
The purpose of tixie seotion is to anal^ '-se the imperfeotioris of the 
present live might method of raarketing hogs* Ihis problem oanoerns the 
effioienoy of the prioiixg process j as applied to this marketing system^  in 
refleotixig oonsmners' preferenoes to the producers of hogs and eventxially 
in allooatinc productive resouroes in the most efficient r»nner« 
Inperfeotiona in tlie present prloing process 
Variations in oaroass value and earoass yield cause variability in the 
out-out value for live hogs of a given -weiEht, Siniiarly, for a 
weight the oareasses vill var;- in value due to (l) the distribution of 
high and low valued oomponent outs and trimmings in the oaroasses and 
(2) tho quality grade and absolute weights of these oomponent outs and 
triannings* Tlie oaroass* yields« expressed as a dressing percentage« vary 
because of fill^  -wsight of hog, degree of finish* type or breed of hog, 
amount of bruising* amount of diseased parts in the oaroass* methods and 
dlstanoes of transportation before being butchered* and condition of preg-
nanoy in female hogs. 
Consujasr preferenoes for the various outs are reflected to the packer 
vith varying degrees of perfeotion in the form of different prices for -Uie 
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Tftrioua 8l£«s and gualiti«« of the outs and trinminga. The out-out value 
of the ho3 oaroaoB is •tiie auranatioa of all tlie •values of the various outs 
of the oaroaae. If the market ohamol Ibetnreeu the producer and the paokor 
reaoted perfectly« these out-out values plus oredits for by-produots minus 
oosts of pMoessir^ , determined for the paoker at the reatil level* would 
be in turn reflaoted to the producer. 
In the past average carcass might has been given too tmoh importance 
in detamining hog prioesi therefore, it lias been contended that the price 
paid for slaughter hogs too nearly approaches a flat prloe for any weight 
classification at any given tiroe. 
Tihere hogs are being sold aa a weight basis* ire have an inequitable 
method of pricing. Certainly, so far as the hog producer is oon-
cemed* a cliange is not only due—it is long past due* In general, 
the heavier a hog, the higher the carcass yiold. But Trith the 
changes that have taken plaoe in the demand for pork products, 
carcass yield is not the meet important measure of tho value 
of a hog. 
In recent years no have seen rather startling changes in the 
relative values of pork cuts. The leaner pork cuts haw captured 
the consumer's i\uicy -tdiile the fatter outs go begging* And lard, 
faced Trith strong ooopetition from vegetable oils, haa fared 
rather badly price-vrise. All this add* up to the fact that 
cut-out returns are more important than carcass yield in deter­
mining the value of live hogs* 
In the Livestook Branch -we have realized for some time that the 
practice of letting seales determine the price of hogs is a bad 
one* Norr, of ooxurse, pricing hogs according to Height may be a 
fast method of handling hoga in a market plaoe but since hog 
shippers are paying their agents to obtain the highest possible 
net return, speed should not be the criteria for establishing a 
marketing practice* It is a lasy man's nay of conducting a selling 
or buying operation* There is nothing wrong with our marketing 
•ystm, our wholly Aiasrican system ^ re open oogopetition deter-
mioos prioos* It is the loose way we operate it that makes it 
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Inaffiolent. This Is particularly true when the method does 
not provide hoc produoors irith an inoontivo to produce the 
t;^ "^  of hogs the market can best absorb 
Other leaders in the livostook production field have reoocnized tiiis 
problem. 
Before the adequacy of Treight-oohedule selling tms questioned« a 
vetoran commission mn testified that 'nhon. livestock were sold on 
a 'nei{^ t>sohedule basisj tlie onlj^  possible service the salesnrxn 
ocwld porfom for the prodioers amounted to efforts to outsort 
the packer buyers at the scales and gat inferior grades of live-
stook into weight classifications carrying Taore favorable prices* 
Although the finish, quality, and amount of fill are u important 
as average weight in deterndnin^  the value of slaughter livestock, 
the packers seem to attach great significance to the average xveight 
of a pen of livestock.^  
A study, conducted by the Io«a Erperimont Station in 1939®j indicated 
that there were variations in cut-out values of 100 individual hogs that 
graded good to choice and weighed betiTeen 220 and 230 pounds on foot* It 
was found tliat tho out-out values, based on prices prevailiz]g daring the 
second week in Decenber 1937, ranged from $3*40 to per 100 pamd live 
weight* 
Those hogs were all one breed, Poland China, and were more uniform than 
tho ordlnori^ r coimnsroial run of slaughter hogs* The variations weire found to 
be eqxially due to differences in dressing percentage and grade of carcass* 
Beed, H,£. TSurketing hogs* Address before 'tiiie annual meeting of the 
Central Livestock Association, St. Paul, Minnesota. Feb* 7, 1950* Produc­
tion I'4arkoting Administration* U,3, Dept. of Agr* (processed). 
9 
Cook, XJ* Hogs selling on a nsrit basis. Ikrketing Activities* Pro-
duotion I^ Lrketing Administration. U.S. Dept. of Agr* Usy 19^ * 
S^hepherd, Deard axid Eriokson, op. cit., p* 454-466* 
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In another experiment« a partial out-out test 'waa performed on IS 
lots Inoluding 157 anlraals in whioh the weights and prices of five primal 
outs (bans, shoulders« loins, bellies and fatbaoks) nere reoorrJed and the 
aotual lot value approxiisated* Tho arerage prioe paid for these lots mis 
99«89* The standard deriation of the differenoes between prioe paid and 
out-Knxt value vtas $0*241.^  
In another test of 425 hogs in 55 lots, the oooperatin;; packer butchered 
and out up the hogs into the various outs* Cut>out values "were fi{^ ed on 
tlie basis of current prices of -nholesale outs. The test indicated that the 
standard deviation of tho differenoes betneen prioe and value of the various 
lots to be ^ *176 lAen the average prioe ms $3*46 per 100 pounds live 
weight. 
In reoent years, the degree of correlation between the grade of the 
live animls and the grade of -tiie resulting oaroaas has been inrsstlgated* 
In a study oonduoted in lom , 100 hogs were graded on foot by paoker buyers* 
The live grades used were ohoioe, good, medium and ooraaon. The oaroasses 
obtained from these hogs were graded aooordiug to objeetive speoifioations 
established by looa ^ ricultural Experisent Station workers* The carcass 
grades used were 1, 2, S and 4* The r.rading of the 100 oaroasses was oom-
pared with the buyers' grades of the original hogs from Tdiioh the oaroasses 
•wore nade* The grades were identioal in 95 of the oases* They differed 
by one grade in the other seven eases* 
I^bid*. p. 470* 
I^bid*, p* 488. 
Those studies would seem to indicate that there is a fairly hi^ h 
oorrelation bet;veen the live and carcass grades, Hoi-wver, a mmber of 
other tests have been oonduoted, chiefly with hoes, that show wide 
variations between the grades of the live hof^  and the grades of the 
corresponding carcasses. The Canadians found that the grade placed on 
live hogs was often at variance with the grade placed on the carcasses.^  
In a test conducted in. the United States in •vihich 27 ooramercial hogs 
were garded on foot by expert graders. It was found that live grading was 
only 50 per cent accurate. Die live placings of 14 of the 27 hogs were 
2 
changed when the carcasses were graded after slaughter* In mmerous other 
cases the judges' placing in the show ring did not correspond to the rank 
of out-out values after the animals were slaughtered. 
At the 1930 Iowa State Fair, a class of 34. baxrons was placed on foot 
by three experienced judges. They were then slaughtered, the carcasses out 
up« and each out weighed said valued on the basis of ourrent wholesale prices. 
The rank in wit-out value differed greatly from the placing on foot. The 
hog that placed first on foot ranked next to the bottom when it was slaughtered. 
Qaly 6 of the 10 highest in cut-out value were in the high 15 on foot. The 
ir 
out-out value per 100 pounds live weight ranged from $11.38 to 313.72. 
In another test of the aocsuraoy of live judging, six groups of fat hogs 
were placed in the show ring by expert judges, then slaughtered, and the 
D^owell and Bjorice, op. oit.. p. 444. 
I^bld.. p. 444. 
J^hit«on, Jay. A butcher judges the barrows. Tfallaoe's Fanner and 
Iowa Homestead. 55il430. 1930. 
oaroaasos ranked by 03cp«rienood moat gradars. The first plaoe croup on 
foot ranked Gixth In the ooolez*fl, and the sixth plaoe h02S on foot ranked 
flMt after they were slaughtered.^  
Tho most reoent and probably the most extensive study to bo completed 
on the problem of detexTninin-j the relative accuracy of the pricing of live 
hor>s was conducted by the University of liinnesota in 1947 a«d 1948. In« 
formation nas obtained on a random sanple of 40 lots of ho^ s, five hogs per 
lot» or a total of 200 individual animals* This sample vras confined to 
spring faiTOwed butcher hojs and all were marketed Tdthin a tw week period. 
The weights of both tho lots and the individual animals WDre obtained and 
recorded* Of tho 40 lots> one weighed in tho 180 to 200 pound weight class« 
26 vwro included in the 200 to 220 pound weight class« and 13 in the 220 to 
240 pound weight class* The rfxngo in individual live TWights t«I8 165 to 
266 and the individual carcass weights 111 to 184 pounds. 
Average prices which prevailed during the tv/o week period in vihioh the 
data ware colleoted were used to determine the 'value of both the live animla 
and carcasses* Eaoh ceroass VOLS graded on the basis of previously developed 
objective oaroass grades and a -value -nas placed on eaoh carcass and eaoh 
lot of 5 carcasses* Carcass grades were numbered 8, 9, 10 and 11* The 
distribution of individual carcass grades included 16 in grade 8( 55 in 
grade 9, 102 in grade 10^  and 27 in grade 11. 
F^inding cut what a hog is really worth. Editorial. Y)allAoe*s Farmer 
and Iowa Homsstead. 63tl50. 1938. 
2 
Engelman, op. cit.j p. 154-178. 
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!lhe results show that the average value per 100 pounds live woi^ ht 
Tsas 023.39. The standorcl deviation of actual values about this inean ms 
10.795. The oorrespondiiig total variance of individual animal values iias 
90.6419. 
The purpoees of this study were to detenaiae, first, the variance of 
individual aninal values atout their cisan, second, the varionoe of values 
about live vraight prioes paid for lots and, third, the variance of values 
about prloes -n^ .ioh -ivould have been pnid under tlie oaroass vN>ie;ht and crade 
notliod of jnarketiag hoss. Ihe difference between tlie first and aeoond 
ooaprises the reduction in varianoe aocoaplished the present live weight 
method. The difference between liie first and third was the reduction in 
variance, attributed to a possible oaroass weii^ ht and grade rsethod of 
buying hogs. These reduotions in varionoe attribi;ted to the live and 
oaroass methods, respeotivol^ ', are nieasures of the relative aootiraoy of 
pricing by the two netliode. The third and final variance is the residual 
variance due to the variations in value ifith oaroass It is a raeasure 
of the error in pricing •rfiich rrould renmin trith oaroass buying. Those 
varianoeo were oos^ ted and the total vnrianoe was distributed aooording 
to its oonotituont elenento as shown in Table 1« 
The peroentago figures indicate tliat live buj^ iue ronovos only 45 per 
cent of the value varianoe and 55 per cent of the total variance still 
existed under the live oethod of biding hogs. 
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Table !• DiBtrlbution of the ©loraants of variano« about tho 
average live hog values^  
Source of variation Variance Peroentagee of 
of values total variances 
Total variance of individual aniinal values *6319 100.0 
Beductiooi attributed to live buyinf, 2442 45.0 
i'urther reduction from live birring to 
carcass buying 2895 S7.9 
Residual variance remaining after 
carcass buying (within grades) .1082 17.1 
D^owella A.A. and Gerald Engelman. fiesearch into the problems 
Involved in narlreting slaughter livestock by carcass veieht and 
grade. Paper No. 2425. Scientific Jour. Series. Minn. i^ gr. Exp. 
Sta. Sept. 14, 1948. 
There is evidence that the live method of buying hogs is not in accord 
•nith the objectives of the "Ideal 'krlcet". There are weaknesses in the 
pricing mechanisQ and a tendenc^ r to r;enerali2e prices paid for slaughter 
anioale instead of paying the true value of the actual weight and grade 
of product delivered by each individual producer. The developniont of 'nays 
•nhereby consuioer preferences can be i^ rought into sharper focua than at 
present is needed. 
Ebcperlnental evidence indicates that oven ei^ nei^  bikers or graders are 
:3ot able to estimate accurately the yield and dressing percentage of a single 
animal or lot of animals. They are unable to estimate accurately the qualil^  
grade of the carcass when woridng with the live hog. Thus, the buyers face 
soiQs error in <rrer*estiinating or undeivestimating the actual carcass value. 
25 
Duyera hove aooesa to the actual gradoa and vfeichta of tho outs of a oar-
oaaa and to the dreaaing per cent of hoga that they have bought. Thus, 
the uncertainty aa to tho true grade and dreaaing percentage becomes oal> 
oulated aa a probability distribution and ia reduced to a calculated risk 
for the buyer. He rollea on this calculated risk vhon ho purchases hogs* 
Lino DD in Figure 1 represents tho demand of the packer for ft certain grade^  
of hog oarcaas* The buyer, instructed to quantity q^ ,^ will pay up to 
prloe p for tho deaired qualit;i>' grade of hog oarcaas but he Icnowa ho oarmot 
eatimate oorrootly the o&roaas quality grade by obaerving the live animal. 
' Quantity 
Figure 1. Demand curves for pork 
Therefore f he will buy aom anlsnla uSiioh will hare a oaroaas that gredea 
high D'D' and vdll be worth more per hundred weight P* and otherc -Uiat 
The grade of tho oaroasa is determined by tho out«out quallt^ r emd 
quantity oharaoteristloa of that oaroaaa. This includes the proportion of 
the various fat and lean cuts, the size of thoae outs and the quality grade 
of these cuta* 
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will have a oaroasa that Grades lower D"D" and will be wortl; lose per 
hundred weight P", For many puroliases, however, tlio average crado v/ill 
be DD and vrill be worth P» Tliis indioatea that tlie total amount tliat ie 
ptild far the hoes is approximtely oorreot. TJio distribution of those 
proceeds :nay not be oorreot for the sellers of the hor.s. Hogs with the 
actual grade above the line DD are under-prioed txnd those belorr the line DD 
are over-paid. The farn»r who produoea only a smll number of livestock 
and does not know the oaroaaa cjrade of the aniraala, is faced Tfitli uncertain­
ty' bocause he ocumot compute the orobabiliH^ r distribution of his error in 
eatimtin-; the oarcass grade. This puts the paolrer in a more favorable 
position when bargaining poner is oonsidered, The consumer preferenoaa for 
different sizes and quali-ty of exits, as represented by tiio value of the 
oaroass of a given grade, are not reflected to the producer. Thus, due to 
uncertainty as to 'nhat hog carcass diaraoteristios the consumer desires, 
he Is unable to adjust his bleeding and feeding praotices to suit oonsumen* 
demands. He has little or no econonio incentive to produce the quali-l^ ' and 
quar.tities of pork -the consumer desires. 
This sane analysis holds for tlie dressing percentage. As has already 
been pointed cut, dressing percentage is influenced by the amount of brula-
iiV; of a hog oarcass, the pox>tion of the carcass tiiat is defective because 
of crippling or disease, and the amount of fill, YJhor. the hog is "butchered, 
the bruised, crippled and diseased portions of the carcass are cut amy 
and discarded as tankage. The bi^ er is unable to determine the exaot amount 
of these -wastes by examining the live hog ljut from the oxporienoe of bvying 
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neay hogs Icnows the probability distribution of their ooourrenoos. Thus, 
he diaoounta all purchases by the amount of the risk involved (t'isure 
P 
/ 
Figure 2* Demnd curves for pork 
Oiven tho demand ounre for a siven quality of live slaughter hogs DD 
and the risk disoount for bruises, fill, oondesned oaroasses, eto*, the curve 
D'D' ocin be found. For ary quantity value of these hogs per live 
hundred -neioht to the paolcer is price P but he knovs that sons or all of the 
live hogs vill possess various degrees of Ttasta. Iherefore, he disoounts 
the value of all live hogs by a given amount and pays price P' per live 
hundred tveight for all oaroasses. 
If the paolcer has oaloulated his average disoount oorreotly, the total 
amount paid for all hOtiis is equal to the total value of pork to the packer* 
The producer, however, does not reoeive the true vmlue of his live hog* He 
has no inoentive to eliminate losses duo to bruising, undetectable disease 
or fill. 
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'i!hiB analysis indicates that productive resouroes are telrn; vrasted* 
Einpirioal evidenoe indicates that the loss duo to crippling: r.nd bruising is 
extensive. In 1948 tlie death and crippling; losses of animals on arrival at 
all mrkets in the United States based on oxtcnsivo market records, was 
approxinfiteli'' $7,000,000—a direct loss to producers and sooiety, Tlie loss 
from bruises in the United States, based on vorj- limited tosts, was approx-
itnatel^ ' -?26,000,000« T}iia is in large part an indirect loss to proc^ uoers, 
and a complete loss to aooiet^ '* Tl^ e total loss -gms approximtel;; $S3(000,000* 
A study of the causes of bruising and crippling indicates that mch 
of this loss could bo prevented* !Zhe pricing systen does not, however, foaui 
the responsibility on the guilty parties. Thez^ fore, the economio incentive 
to reduce losses, where possible, or to use productive resouroes to modify 
handling prooodure and eqtxipment as a oaans of preventing these losses, is 
not present v^ n each producer is discounted an average amcunt of the price 
he receives for these losses* 
One of the -wastes of the present mrkoting system is the practice of 
filling. A high proportion of the aninials received at public mrkets ai» 
given fills of com ar.d water in or.^ er to increase the total live iroisht* 
Buyers are unable to detect accurately the extent to which anLmls have 
been filled and all hogs are discounted some average proportion of their 
real value* Therefore, producers and Iia:idling agencies on tho nnrlcet are 
oos^ wtitively compelled to fill livestoolc as much as possible* The feed 
given during the fill ordinarily is not digested before the animals are 
n^ith, H*R*, General Manager^  r{s.tional Livestock Loss Prevention Board* 
Llvastook losses in -Uie U*S, Statement presented at Chicago* 1949* (Iflmso-
graphed) 
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alaucht«red. Fill ovor and abovo vdiat io neoosaar:' for huniRnitarian 
roRSons represents a waste to aooiot:'. 9^ coat of alaui^ htor'n;; exo«B8i'vrely 
filled animla 3.8 alao inoreaaed. Raokera objeot to aniinala vfitli heavy 
fill, not only beoanae the;/ draas a relatlvel,y smaller peroentage of oaroaaa, 
Txit alao beooiiae thoy are more difficult to hasAolo during, 8la\i,";htori^ if!:. 
The offeotiveneas nf the preaent mrket infommtion aez^ ico Is also 
iapaired the producer's uncertaintj'". It haa alreadjr been pointed out 
that the droesinG poroentago Tariea between antrnala and between lots of 
aninala. The producer doea not know the lilcely ahrinkase of his hoGa for 
varioua distanoea to mrketa. Even if he has complete price information 
on Tarioua weighta of hers at alternative market outlets, he ia rot certain 
of the beat outlet for an;,' -weifiht or clasa of hOf^ a at any particular time. 
The reault ia an over-lapping; of trade areas* The choice of outlets at 
the extremities of the different market areas is not highly sensitive to 
ohaaces in price differentials betwean the aeperate sarketa. Reoelpta at 
each Tnarket are lesa reaponaive to rather amll changea in the prices 
offered. Hence, the price structure over the entire market dvoa ia loss 
closel;'- interrelated and thus, may often result in erratic geo,-graphic 
raoverienta in the price aurface. Farmers haul their hogs over longer 
distances than nay bo necesaary to detain the sane net fam rotums for 
their product. Insofar as the overlapping of trade areas is due to ignor­
ance of the net price differentials, this overlapping would tend to increase 
tsransportation coata and, therefore, the transportation z*eaouroes of society 
are wasted. 
It iB also lor.ioal to eorioludo that laolc of producer loioivledge of the 
real "oaluo of hie product my benefit oertain agents in t}\o Tnar^ ietln^  ^
channel l^ etween the producer and the packer* It is conceivable that these 
acents are inefficiently performing niarVotine services. An cxanplo of 
this t^ 'pe of agent TRy be n "soalper"' working in an auction or public 
livestoc'f mr'-ret. The nroducer nny think the "soalper" is the best outlet 
for his livestook. The a^ ent is able to take advantage of the producer 
because of the prodixoer's lack of knowledge as to the true value of tlie 
product. The agent perfonna services stich as sorting or grading but on 
such a Binall scale that the average cost of perfornin.'^  the service io above 
the cost of other agents in the narlcet. Therefore, the resources of 
society are unproductively used and the ftinnor's bargaining TDowr is reduced. 
Sono of the inperfiBctions of the present live buyin^  ^method oar: be 
suTamarised. Thirst, experimontal evidence indicates that under the present 
live b'jiyins sj'stejn, hoc buyers cannot estinate aoeurately carcass r:mde 
and dressin-^  percentages. Therefore, hogs of a f'.iven weight are sold near 
the average price resulting in teclmical uaoertaintj' to the producer. This 
prevents optiaim ad ustment of production to consumers' demand for quality 
or op^ l^rain oonbinations of flat and lean cuts. Ihe pricing medhanism does 
not function efficiently. Second, productive resources at the farm level 
arc rrasted. All anisials are discounted the average amount of loss diie to 
fill find physical defects. There is no incentive to reduce excess filling 
above huaanitarian needs, or reduce the losses from bruising and disease* 
H^iyers are xmable to aoeurately determine the extent of fill, bruising. 
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disease or oripplins losses frosi obaenration of the live anlnal. Third, 
market news oannot be aocujrately rela;/ed to tho producer because of 
imoouraoy In live grading nothods and live hog srade standards. There­
fore, mrketinc resources are not used most efficiently and too many 
resources may be used in moving the hoc to market. Fourth, the producer 
does not kno«sf aoourately the quality- of meat he is producinc, Therefoins, 
he does not know his exaot oompetitive ber^ ainin^ ; position. It is possible 
that this TWakened position .-nay result in duplication of mrkotins fxinotions 
and Tiaste of market ins resouroes. 
The value of the oomponenrt; parts of the hog o&roass and henoe, the 
oaroass value, oan be determined in the peeking; plant and questions oon-
oeming fill, prognanoy, disease bnd bruises oan be definitely ajaaymred 
at the time or shortly after slauchter* The question then arises as to 
nhy the animls are not sold as oaroasses. I3ie answer to this question 
is not a 8irq>le one. It depends upon the eoonomic desirability; and phj'sioal 
praoticability of the oaroass method of sale. The folloirin^ : (duipter 
analyses the eoononio problems involved and attempts to determine Khether 
a system of mart:eting hogs oaroass weight and grade irill more completely 
fulfill the conditions and objeotives of the "Ideal ikrket System". 
DESIRABILITY OF THE CAECASS METHOD OP BUYING HOSS 
It is tho purpose of this section (l) to desoribe briefly a Avorkablo 
system of marketing hogs by oaroass •weight and gradej (2) to show the 
eoonomio benefits and advantages to the producer and to society and (3) to 
show hoir this method of marketing hoga would more completely fulfill the 
conditions and objectives of the "Ideal tJarket System". 
To date* few hogs have been sold on a comosroial carcass basis in the 
United States.^  Sotne experimental buying by the carcass method has been 
done in recent years in several areas* However* little can be said as to 
the actual detailed procedure that would be used in the United States if 
such a system were to be accepted* To establish a basis for further dis-
aussion« it is necessary to describe the details of the carcass xaethod 
that mi^ t be desirable for use in the United States. The follovixig section 
describes how the carcass system might function were it to be accepted 
entirely by all buyers and sellers and were it to be used to buy all 
butcher hogs in the economy* 
Under the carcass system, the packer buyer would bargain with the owner 
of the hogs or his agent on the basis of specific carcass grades and would 
operate under instructions to buy different grades of hogs on a dressed 
n^ie Shen Valley Usat Packing Cooperative» Virginia* has recently begun 
to purchase hogs on the carcass basis* 
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oaroass might and grade. U« tnay, for examplo* be instructed to buy No. 1 
carcasses of a gi'ven weight sise at $30.00 per 100 pounds and No. 2 ceur-
casses of the same -neight at $38.00 per 100 pounds. This quoted price 
would ordinarily be as hich or higher than, the price the paclcer receives 
for the dressed carcass. The reason is that the value of the by-products 
usually is as great as or greater than the cost of bv^ ing, dressings (bill­
ing, and selling the carcass to the Tiholesaler. The point of sale could be 
at the farm level or at the central livestock market. The packer or farmer 
would transpoz^  the to the pocking plant and thei% the packer would 
identify all carcasses either by tagging or tattooing tho animals. The 
packer would slaughter the aniinal and trim the carcass according to the 
usxial procedure. 
Kext, tho carcass would be graded and weighed and the information on 
each carcass sent to the central office tdiere the calculations could be isade 
that would determine the value of the carcass. The weight and grade of the 
carcass would not be known until 'Uiis point but the prices for the different 
weights and grades would have been established previously. Assuming that 
the grading and weighing wvre accurate» the hoG carcass would be worth the 
same amount of money had it been slatxghtered by aqy other packer in the 
adjacent area providing the other packer had been willing to pay the same 
price for corresponding grades and weight classifications. The packer 
would then calculate the returns due to the producer. Any bruised or dis­
eased portions of the carcass would be trimmed from the carcass before it 
was weighed. Thus, the producer would stand the full discount for losses 
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due to bruising. Similarly diseased animals could be noted and recorded 
as information to be sent on to the producer along with the prooeods for 
the hogs sold. 
In order to discuss further the results of the carcass systeisj certain 
other assumptions sust be xnade. First« it should be assumed that a suit­
able and acceptable carcass grade standard lias been developed^  which vrill 
refleot the true value of the carcass to the px-oducer. The validi-fy of 
this assumption is suppox^ d by a recent studj^ , conducted at the University 
of Mixinesota. In their investigation it mis found that vrith the intro" 
duction of the carcass grade rmd ticight metliod of mar^ reting hogs, the 
variation in the price end tlierefore the value of the live ho[^ s trould be 
reduced oonsiderably. Tftble 2 shows the value variance remaining after 
purchase by livewBight« the reduction of value variance to be had by carcass 
buying, and the remaining residual variance. Concerning the remaining 
variability of actual values about the live price pald« it is significant 
to note that about 69 per oent, over two-thirds, would be removed "by the 
adoption of the carcass buying systen. This would leave about SI per cent 
as the residual varianoe, the irreducible variation caused the variation 
of the oareasses within grades*^  
The reduotion of 69 per cant of the variation is due to the elimination 
of the entire portion of the error due wo estimating dressing percentage of 
the live hogs and part of the error due to estimation of the carcaas grade. 
E^ngelman, op. elt«. p* 176. 
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Table 2. Distribution of valuo -variaiioe remaining after 
purohase on tha live weight baeis^  
Diaperaiona 
Uoasure of Bamaining after Beduotion from live Heoaining after 
diapersion live buying to oaroaaa buying oaroasa buying 
Varionoe ,347741 .239480 .108261 
Peroentage of 
distribution 100*0 68*9 31•! 
Standard 
deviation *5897 •> .3290 
*lbid.. p. 176. 
The seoond aeauniption Is that produotion and oonsiiBiptlon fimotiona are 
fixed and that all producers and oonsunsrs are making rational decisions. 
Finally it is assumed lAat the distribution of inoons is fixed end the prioe 
that the oonsuraers are willing to pay for different qviantities and qxialities 
of pork outs are beins reflected to the packers. 
If these fox^ going assumptions hold, the desires of the oonsuissr would 
be refleoted to the packer and the packer would in turn pass on to the 
producer the consumer's desires in terns of prices for the hoc oaroass. It 
shot Id be pointed out that the prioe per 100 pounds of pork in the oaroass 
form is determined bjr two factors. First, oonsuraars b\^  pork as outs and 
are willing to pay different prices for the different qualities of the outs. 
Second^  fat outs in general are lowsr valued than those that are classed 
as lean outs. The price of the oaroass then depends on the quality grade 
of the outs and on the relative proportion of the carcass that those com-
blned outs tnake up. Ihereforo* the demnd for the hog oaroass is a derived 
demand baised on (1) the value per pound of eaoh of the component: outs, 
(2) the relative proportion of flat and lean outs and (3) the relative pro­
portion of the different lean cuts (hams, lolas« boston butts« mid pionios) 
that make up the classification called lean cuts. 
Effeotfl of Gi^ ater Aocuraoy in Prioe Petemination 
Under the present live system of bt^ ring ho^ s, the packer znust quote 
prices per 100 pounds live weight in fairly vride remges to cover the differ­
ences in values that exist among hogs of equal live weight. Dien he 
buys the hogs at too nearly a flat prioe for animals of a given veight. 
Thus the price > ^ ioh is offered for a live hog of a given might, is 
essentially a flat price regardless of the value of the carcass. This 
prioe is usually based on the average value of the resulting carcasses from 
these hogs. The producer nho does not knew the value of his hog in the 
carcass form is vllling to accept premiuos for hogs that out out a high 
valued carcass. But he becomes suspicious of discounts for hogs that the 
packer claims will out out to a Inr valued carcass. For this reason the 
packer pays only small discounts or premiums or none at all. 
In Plgttre S the average prioe paid to farmers for the high quality^  and 
Q^uali-ty in the following diaauasion refers to hog carcasses that yield 
high quality outs and have the highest relative proportion of high valued 
outs. In other words4 the tenvhigh quality carcasses« includes hogs that 
will have the highest valued carcasses in the long run. 
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low quality pork Is shorn as the revenue line AA, The mrginal rate of sub­
stitution of high qualitj,' for low quality pork for the producer is constant 
and aqual to one* To say this in another way, the reolprooal of the slope 
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of the revenue line A'A is equal to one. The revenue lino to tifie 
produoer is the oost line to the paoker. 
The curve I'T is a long run iso-cost curve and represents a given cost 
to the produoer of different quantities of high and low quality pork. The 
slope of this curve is not constant and is the rate cf cost substitution 
for one unit of low valued pork without ohanging the total cost* The slope 
of the iso-coet ourve then is equal to the ratio of the mrginal oost of 
low quality pork to -&e marginal oost of high quality' pork* It can be argued 
that the iso-oost oontoar is concave to the origin* The reason is that it 
oan be argued that there are dlseooaoaies of scale in producing high quality 
pork. The loner part of the contour will curve downward because the animals 
have a low rate of transforming feed into por!:* 
As has alrea<!^  been explained, the pa^ er under the present live system 
will pay about the sane price for both high and low quality pork. Therefore, 
the queuitity' OA^  is equal to 0*A. The produoer is in equilibrium at point 
where the producer's revenue lino is tangent to and equal to the iso-ocst 
contour* Tho ratio of the marginal oost of low quality pork to the marginal 
oost of high quality pork la equal to the ratio of the price of high quality 
pork to the prioe of low quality pork. Therefore, the produoer will produce 
q]^  of low quality pork and q]^ ' of high quality pork* 
P^olats A, B, and C (Figure S) sire supposed to represent points where 
the relative prioe line crosses the X axis. 
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It oan be assumed that all oonsumsrs have the sane Indifference nap 
and there is a aoale factor for each axis. The consumer's indifference 
curve oan nov be represented by the curve I'I'. Ihe slope of this 
contour is the rate of substitution betrwen the two products—the aaouut 
of hish qualitj' pork which oan be substituted for or.o unit of Iciw (luality 
pork rrithout changing the total satisfaction to the consuster. Indiffer* 
once curve I'I passes through the point smd shows that at poinL Ej^ , 
tlie consumer is vrilling to oonsune the quantities of low quali-ty pork 
and q]L* quality pork. 
The optiBMia direction of pi^ jduotion has not been roached at point Ej^  
because if the producer produces more of high qualitj' pork and less of loir 
quality pork, the oonsumsr vrould get the sane satisfaction at a lotror cott 
for the producer. Line O'O represents the scale line whero the ratio of the 
nargiTuil rates of cost substitution is equal to the ratio of the siarginal 
rates of satisfaction substitution. In other -words, the slopes of all iso> 
cost curves and all indifference curves are tangent and thus have the eaas 
slopes. 
If the assumption is made that the consumer's desires for high and low 
quality pork is escpressed to the paoker as a ratio of the prices of the 
two products, then the looig run optinum point of tangen^  between the paoker 
revenue lines and the indifference curves will all fftll on the scale line O'O, 
The ratio of prices that would give optlmm produotion and consumption 
for a given outlay by the producer is line B*B« 
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At the pjvsont timo* th« packer passas the revetiue he reoelvvs* minus 
prooeaainc ooata, as poj/mont to the produoor making no differentiation in 
the prioe for either high quality or low quality pork. TiThen quantities q^  
and qj' of the two products are produced, the oonsuwar is rrillinc to pay 
the relativoupricea Turliioh is represented b;'- the slope of line C'C, 
In the lone run the introduction of tho carcass svsten of n»rkoting 
hoes would Inflect the prioe ratio, repwscnted "by tho line 3'B to the 
producer. Then Hio producers, to roach equilibrium, -woild char.[;c the pro­
duction of tho relative quantities of the tiro products and produce qg of 
low quality pork and qg' of hish quality pork. Tho cigar shaped area 
between point and N would b® tho area v/horo any movononts fron or 
N to line O'O would be gain either to tho producer, conaumer or peokor. 
The area of gain would be at a aaxiimm anj'ttfiero on the scale lino 0*0 be­
tween the points K and K'» At point K' tho oonsuaer would ^ et tho full 
benefit. At point K the producer vjould 'thfl full benefit of noving 
from point E^ . If, however, tlie packer was able to keep tho gala as 
monopoly profit, then he would get the full banefit. It is likely in the 
short ran, that all thwe groups would gain by tho introduction of the 
oaroass system. l\it in the long run to tho extent that the packers and 
piTOducers operate in a competitive onvironnent tho entire gain v/ould o^ to 
the conaumer* It is also intereating to note that the ratio of prices 
paid by the ooziaunBr for the two products, would change the slope of the 
line C'C to the slope of the line B'B, This indicates that tlio prioe of 
high quality poric would deoreaae and the prioe of low quality pork vfould 
Inorease* 
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The less the elope of tho Indifferenoe contour in the relerant area, 
and the more oonoave to the origin the iso-ooet curve, the gx^ ater would 
be the area of gain axid the longer Trould be the segnent of tho line betmen 
K and K' representing the line of xmxxmxa gain and, therefore, the greater 
possible gain to all groupe oouoez^ d. 
Distribution of Ineozne and Effeots on Resouroe Allooation 
kay inno^ tion suoh as the adoption of the oaroaes nathod of buyijog 
hogs vould liave soms effeot on the organisation of the farm firm. The 
distribution of the total iaooiae from pork production to different farm 
i?inas trould be changed. 
The optlnum combination of enterprises exists when the marginal value 
of produotlvlty of each f&ctor is equaled in the vurious lines of invest­
ment. If eaoh dollar invested is yielding equal returns in all lines of 
investtrwnt, then the optimum allooation of farm resources exists. 
Figure 4 illustrates the relationship of two farm firms vfaere firm A 
is now producing a relatively high qualii^  pork and some other product coct-
petinf; for feed resources such as beef. Firm B is producing beef and rel­
atively low quality pork. This is a case in which two products are com­
petitive and substitutable for each other at a diminishing marginal rate. 
i\s the output of pork is saerificed to produce more beef, increasing incre­
ments of pork are neoessary for ea(^  suooessive incretasnt of beef. The 
curve TT* shows the many possible long run combinations of pork and beef 
from a given input of resoaroes or costs. The straight lines A*A are iso-
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roveme line® -.iiioh roprosent all of tihe Tarious oorablnations of pork and 
beef whloli oan be marketed to brln^  a jiven reYenue* The naxLitum profit 
for a given, prioe rolationBhip oan only be denoted by the one lao-reveme 
line Y;hioh is tangent to the Ions run iso-ftiotor ourve. Thus the equilib­
rium point El ooours v;hore tlxe ratios of tho mrginal rates of cost sub-
•titution and tli© ratio of prices received arc equal* At point each 
firm will produce of pork and of beef. Both finas are receiving 
the saoe price for the pork it produoes. 
If the oaroass ayatea of b^ j'inc ho^ s woi« introduced so that prioes 
which tlie oonsuaer is willing to pay for tho different qualities cf pork are 
reflected to the farcier* then the price of hich qualitj- pork would increase 
and the price of low quall-t^  perk -nould decrease. Thia would ohan£e the 
iso»revenue lines from M' to DA' • Oie slope of tho iso-revouuo lino -viould 
beoone flatter for firm B because :>f tiio ii^ oroased nunbcr of lioco it rould 
require to bring in the sasje revenue* 
For firm A a new iso^ revenue line CC nmst bo constructed parallel to 
line BA' that will be tax^ ent to tho lon^ ; mm ioo-oost curve TT'« This 
i80*revenue line will be a higher revenue lino and the new equilibzlua 
point will be Eg* At tJiia equilibrium point Eg*  ^vrill noi/ produce the 
quantities qg pork and qg' of beef. There will be u substitution, of pork 
for beef* !Qie position of Firm A will be orJianoed since It now attair^ a 
higher rerenue line witJi the sasie outlay of resources (ioo-oost curve). 
For firm 3 a xiew iso-revenue line C'C mst be constructed pprullel to 
line BA' that will be tangent to the long run iso-oost oarve I'I at 
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This nust be a lower revenue line than line BA' • At the equilibrium point 
Eg, firm B -will produce quantities qg of pork and qg' of beef. Finn B 
irill substitute beef for porlc. It will be worse off because a lower iso-
revenue line is now tangent with the Bane loiig run iso-^ ost curve at 
point Eg* 
For the same amounts of resouroes, the net inoone to firm A will in­
crease and the net income to fix*n B will deorease. Thus, there Trill be a 
redistribution of income amon;; pork producers. 
The short run iso-oost ourve for both firms watld be more ooneave to 
the ojpigin and is represonted by ourve SS», A new iso-revenue \ine par­
allel to line CC and tangent to the short run iso-oost contour vould 
cause only a small shift in the substitution of pork production for beef 
production for firm A and only a small substitution of beef for pork for 
firm B« The longer the period of time, the greater would be the substitu­
tion of pork for beef for the two competing ezxterprises. 
It would be impoesible to determine lAtether the ii^ ole hog produoing 
industry were better off. Sons producers will gain and others will lose. 
It is impossible to deteraine if aggregate gain is greater than the aggregate 
loss. In the long run^  there will be some incentive for those piroduoers 
who are worse off to change their long run breeding and feeding practices 
to eventually produce a higher quality pork. If this Improvement in quality 
ocours, tiien for a given outlay of resources the total satisfaction o/ the 
I^t is assumed that there are no long run changes in the transformation 
or indifference curves. 
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oonsumsr will increase. Any inorease in tho ovorall supply of high quality 
pork will avontually deoreasA th« price of hi^ h qualitj' and inorease the 
price of low quality pork. The final prices for hl^ h quality pork and 
low quality pork will be between an average prioe for both and •ttie initial 
short run prices. 
In the oase of firm A, less beef will be produced and for firm B nore 
beef will be produced, Hius the allocation of farm resouroes will be 
altered by 'the introduction of the carcass method of buying hogs* 
Filly Disease and Bruising 
Hogs sold on tho present live weight basis are quite univiersally given 
a fill of grain and water before thsy are marketed. The packer expects 
that all hogs he buys are filled before thej' are sold. Buyers are unable 
to determine accurately the amount of fill. The inabilil^ - to determine the 
extent of filling eonstitutes the enters of estimation of dressing per-> 
oentage. Therefore, the e::q)orienoed buyer will disoount tho prioe of the 
animal some average discount. Theoretically, the producers as a group 
are no better off filling their hogs. Feeding livestock at markets to 
increase the weight of the animal before selling seems to be« tberefore« 
uneoonornioal* Tlie producer loses the cost of the feed, 
Hot onl^ ' does the producer reoeive a reduced price for hoes due to 
fill but also an additional reduction in price due to the increased cost 
of slaughtering. Animals that have excess fill are difficult to handle on 
the killing floor. Thus the cost of slaughtering will inorease. The 
pooker will attempt to pass this cost on to the producer as a further 
disoount in price or as an incxwse in iiie price to the oon8uinor» or both* 
If the carcass Twthod of narketing hoga ftere introduoed# there would 
be no incentive to fill hosa since prices pp.id would be based on weight 
of carcass* The elimination of filling would represent a reduction in the 
famers production costs by IJie amount of the cost of feed now used for 
filling hogs. An enount equal to the extra cost of alau^ hterinn the filled 
animls would be deducted froci t^ e narkstinc costs* 
Under tlie carcass system, the producer would be pnid on -liie basis of 
aaleeble carcass delivered to the producer after the diseased and bruised 
portions of -tiie carcass had been trismod* This could be rapreseated as 
an. increased cost of production to the 'producer for a civen awount of 
saleable earcass delivered to the pac^ r* 
The statenent of returns to the producer could contain informtVon as 
to the extent of losses due to bruising; and diseases* The producer would 
be coosoious of and absorb the full loss* Any producer acting rationally 
would* in the long run« attenpt to eliminate, ^fdiere possible, disease and 
bruising and consequently, reduce production costs. 
Figure 5 represents the mrginal revenue and narginal cost curves of 
a producer. If the earcass sj'steni of btjyiag ho^ s were Introduced, the 
marginal cost curve would move from the position MCj^  to ?^ 2* reduction 
in the naj^ inal cost would result because the producer is no lon^ r.er conpelled 
to fill hc£;s and thus saves feed costs* Also, the producer would probably 
attempt to minimise disease and bruising losses* tOie producer, attempting 
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to maximise ziet inoomo, 'will move from equilibrium point to point Eg 
and will increase his production of pork from qi to qg* u^s the short 
run net gain to the producer vrill he the area 
Figurs 6 shows the supply and demand curvo for the poric industry. I3y 
assuxoing all producers mil reduce costs of production, witli the intro­
duction of the carcass system, the supply cujrve will move from to S^ , 
!Ihe price of hogs mil decrease from to Pg and the consumption of porlc 
vill increase from qi to qg* Ai^ er all long run adjustments are made, the 
price of pork vill reach an equilibzdum some place bettraen and ?£• The 
longer the time period considered, -&e less will bo the slope of the supply 
curve and the larger will be the decrease in price below The returns 
to the industry nay not be az^  larger in the long run. The amount of the 
increased returns will depend on the relative elasticities of supply and 
demand for the relevant areas of these curves* The individual producer 
will be no better off in the long run because of his oon^ titlve position. 
Fiturs 7 illustrates the relationship of the consuiqption of pork to 
other food products. Line A*A assuiass a fixed consumer outls^  for food. 
The slope of tills line is equal to the price of pork over the pidce of o'Uier 
foods. As was illustrated in Figure 5, the introduction of the oarcass 
system would reduce the cost of producing pork* After all adjustments 
were nade, ei'tiier the packer would retain the gain as monopoly profit or 
pass it on to the consumer in the form of reduced prices for pork, there­
fore, A'D would represent the sams oonsumer outlay for food after the price 
of pork had deoreated* la other tiords, m ore pounds of pork could be 
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puroliasod for tho aaao total outlay vdiioh v.ould novo the point of inter-
so cti on of tho outlay lino and tho baB® axia from A to B, 
For outlay lijie A'A, tl-.cro \7ill be eonic ir.difforonoe curvo tancoi^ t to 
it (point E||^ ), Tills is tlio point vhoro the ratio of tho narfjinal ratos of 
oubstitution of porl: for other food ir equal to the invoreo ratio of the 
pricec or tlio point •where tho mjrginal value products are equated. Con-
suner outlaj-^  lino A'B will be tangent at point Eg to a hichor indifferonce 
curve (Ig)* This x7ould mean a greater satiofaction oaa be gained from 
tho sane oonauner outlay for food, TIius the oor.sumption of pork -nlll 
increase from to qg. Tho ooneujaption of othor?fcod vill inureaae or 
deoroase depondir.c on tho mcnitude of the cubstitution offoot oonparod 
to tho incono effoot. The consuner vd.ll be on a higher indifference ourve. 
This result hue tho sano effect as ircroaaing tho consuEwr's inooTiw, 
Tlio producer, packerj and oonsunor may all gain by the roduotiori in 
costs of produoinf, pork due to tlie adoption of tho oaroaos systen. 1?ut in 
tho long run, it ic vor;;,' lilcoly that the oompotition anon^  nroduceirs and 
packers will result in raost of tho gain being passed on the consxinors. 
Tho relative anaants passed cn to tlie consumer v;ould depend on tho relative 
elasticities of the lor^  run supply' s.nd detnand cux-ires. 
Bargaining Power of the Produoer 
At tlio present tiiae nai^ ' farooro solioit the service of tho oxpoJUnoed 
saloaraan at the public lairket to sell his hoes. Tho salesnan or cormission 
loan keeps up to date on prices, quantities, and qualities of hogs dosnndod* 
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At the public yard there is usually a oonoentration of llvestook buyers. 
Bargaining is done on the basis of prioe* but a price is based implicitly 
on the probabili-ty distriljution of dressing peroentage and quality of the 
carcass. Because the buyers are uxxable to estimate accurately^  from the 
live hog the probable dressing percentage and grade of the carcass, a vride 
range of prices is usually quoted to cover the vdde -rariatioos in cut-out 
values of the carcass. 
If the px^ sent live system were altered to the carcass system, the 
grade of the carcass oould be determined accurately and -Qiere would be no 
need to consider dressing percentage in determining price. Thus the range 
of price quotations would be TOioh narroner or ivould be an exact price for 
each might and grade of carcass. The carcass systemwould fticilitate the 
use of a more accurate marlost terminolo^ . The exact prices quoted to 
the producer for a parbicular weight and grade of carcass would enable the 
farmer to do his own selling. The bargainin would be over price alozig 
because dressizig percentage and quality would be determined at the pQc!ci2ig 
plant. 
Assuming the same carcass grade and weight classifioations are used at 
all available outlets, producers oould compare the prices offered by one 
buyer with those offered by o^ er buyers. Thus, he could obtain the highest 
possible net price for the product* Furthermore, the bargaining over price 
could take place at the flarm level before the animals had left the farm* 
Henoa, the producer would be in a stronger position to determine the exact 
tine and place of sale. The producer would no longer have to worxy about 
eomparative shrinks for near or more distant hauls. The comparison oould be 
more easily mds as to yAi&t mrket to sell booause the unoertaln-ty ro^ arding 
the relative exoretorj,' shrinkage between different outlets, vjould Tao olim-
Inated. 2io producer would oaljf have to consider price, rolativo ooato of 
transportation to eaoh murket and possible tissue shrinkage. 
It seoaiB lo.'^ ioal to oonolude that the producer would have increased 
bargaining povrer under ohe oaroaac vroi^ ht und grade syaten. Ho oould do 
his ovn bargainiaijj ho vjoald be provided with a more accurate lantjTiago for 
prioe quotation; ho \vould not havo to consider relative excretory shrink­
age between altomative narketsj and his timo and place vdiero settlonont 
is agrood upon would be at tlic fana level* Tliorefore,it ^ ould plaoe the 
producer in & stronger oorapetitive position, 
Baoker buyers could mke their bids with the assuranco that tliey trould 
obtain the kind and amount product de3ix>ed and, thus, tliey could offer 
prices ooaparablo to the true 'smlue of tlio livestock laeat* 
Reifuoed marketing Cost« 
In the foregoing secticins of this chapter, an attempt has been mde to 
shon how the oaroass system would provide a more efficient pricing mechan­
ism in the market, a system that will register tlio consumer's desires to 
the producer and allooate soaroe productive resources into optimum uses* 
This aeotion is concerned with the efficient movement of goods from the 
produoer to the oonBumer. 
If it is lor^ ical to conclude tliat the producer's bargaining pokier is 
increased, there will be resulting reductions in the cost of mrketing hogs* 
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Aa mia pointed out earlier* many producers have, in the past* solicited the 
aid of professional salesman at the publio livestock markets to aid hin In 
maximising his returns from the sale of hogs. ISiose producers idio have not 
sold their hogs at the publio markets* have been subject to the abuses of 
more experienced paoker buyer* country dealers and auction markets. In 
mry oases* hogs have been handled several times before they were finally 
bought by the paoker. It seems logical to assume that each tine the hog 
-mis bought and sold* someone WM able to gain on the traxuaction. The 
intermediate dealer mst be making normal profit or he would be forced to 
iri-Uidrair his resources and place them in alternative employments. In 
other -words* -bhe cost of -these se-veral trazisaotions between -bhe producer 
and -the paoker is equal to -bhe sum of all opportuni-ty costs for the several 
Intermediate agents* !Dio functions performed by -these agents are mainly 
those of assenbly* standardisation and transportation. Hax^  of -the in-tex^  
mediate agents ha-ve merely duplicated -these marketing functions. H Is 
also conceivable that scale of business organisation has been so small that 
even -though -these intermediate agents are making no higher profit than 
they would in alternative opportunities* -tiiey are operating high on the 
decreasing range of -their long run average cost curves. 
To illu8tx«te the magni-tude of these costs* -the relative oost of these 
different intenosdiate agents are given in Table S. As an example to 
illustrate -the duplication that might occur in the market* cocaider a lot 
of hogs first sold to a country dealer. 
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Tablo S* Bxpenaes of roarketlxig llvestook per hundred pounds^  
of mricet Hors, 1947 
(centa) 
hibllo mrkets 
-Auctions 
Conoantration yard# 
Looal oo-op assooiations 
UealerB 
28 
43 
14 
18 
18 
Average<^ ll markets 
Transportation 
23 
46 
68 Total 
"•Farstad, Edmund, Livostock rmr^ rotinG oxpenaos inoreaso a fourth 
since 1939. Bureau of Agrioitltural Koononioa. U,S, Dept. of 
Af^ rioiilture. The Agrlonltural Situation. 3St5, 1949. 
The country dealer my in turn sell this lot of hogs through an auction 
sale* The buyer« «ho nay be another dealer, loay sell the ho{;s at a public 
market. This sequence of sales urould result in an average znarketin ; ocst 
per hundred pounds in 1947 of 89 cents. 
The principal reasons for Idiese duplications in the market system are 
because producers are unable to make acourate decisions as to the best 
altemati-ve outlet. Usually the producer is too busy to allocate sufficient 
zvsources to stucfy the narkets and to determine the best possible outlets 
for his ho{; from the price quotations he receives* 
AD. ideal carcass system, where prices could be quoted as a single 
price for each ireight and grade olaaBifioatioa« troald enable the producer 
to detemins his best alternative irarket. lie would no loncer have to 
solicit the services of the intermediate agents but could sell directly to 
the packer. 
Hogs that pas8 through saveral aeenta* handB raay lose their identitj,'^ . 
If the;' did, produoera oould not bo paid the true value of tlioir animals, 
and, therefore, tlie advantaGos of tho oaroass systen would bo lost. Any 
producer, desirlnc to receive the true value of his hof^ s^ would sell his 
hogs directly to packers. Direct soiling of hogs to the paokor would 
eliminate T.ost of the costs paid to the intermediate agents for duplicated 
services. The function of etandardiaation would be performed at the 
packing plant, thus reduoinc the number of asencies needed. All of these 
factors would lead to decreased rarketing cost in tho market area between 
the producer and the packer. 
The buying cost to the packer viould be decreased. Packers would no 
longer have to send highly paid buyers into the countx^ ' or to the public 
livestock maricets to buy hogs. The price would not be based on eatimated 
dressing percentage or estimated grade. Therefore, thoM ivould be no need 
for higgling over that part of the price baaed on tbsse factors. It 
would be possible for packeirs to bvy hogs by description. The producer 
woul<? rwrely describe the approximate quality' of his product ar3 the 
buyer could then decide whether hogs r/oiild fit liis needs. The final grade 
and weight would bo set at tlie packing plant, 
Tho ellniiiation of considerations regarding shrinkage, standardixation 
and grading; the increased Icnor/ledge of price differev.tials; and tho in­
creased bax:gaining power of the producer would enable the prcducer to 
choose his best outlet for any particular weight or olass of hogs. T!ils 
would reduce the overlapping of trade areas that is nor; characteristio of 
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live#took marketing. Hog mrketing areas would beooaje more olosely Inte­
grated and more sharply defined than they are at present* Insofar as 
overlapping of trade areas is due to laok of a producer's knowledge as to 
shrinkage, grading and price differentials, the elimination of overlapping 
TTOuld tend to produoe a marked eoonoay in tx^ sportation oosta. The 
oholoe of outlets at the fringes of the narket areas Trould be sensitive 
to small prioe and receipt olianges and eaoh market xvoiald be nore re­
sponsive to prioe. Spatially erratic movements in the price ourface might 
be minimised* 
If the carcass system resulted in increased movement of ho^ s directly 
from the producer to the packer, there would be a saving in transportation 
costs. Most of the hogs produced in the midmst vould be slatightered In 
the interior packing plants of the midwest. The present freight rate 
structure is such that dressed meat can be shipped cheaper> to the 
eastern laarkets of the United States, than can the live aninal. 
The sux^ lus poi^  produced In the midirest trould travel the entizv dis­
tance to the eastern markets as dressed meat. The incentive to ship pork 
part of the nay as a live animal and the remainder of the distance as 
dressed meat would be eliminated. Therefore, it seems loclcal that the 
transportation costs to the eastern market would be decreased* 
It would appear, therefore, by introducing the carcass system of bi;^ -
Ing hogs marketing costs would be reduced} duplication of functions would 
be eliminated} buylns costs would be reduced} transportation costs would 
be minimised and the buying of hogs by description could be initiated. 
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The reduction of isarkstinG oosts in the area between the producer 
and the paoker would benefit either the producer* packer, coaBumBr or 
all of these groups. The consuster's demnd curve for pork is represented 
in Ficure 8 by line DoDo and the deatmd curve for pork at the farm level 
is represented by line DpDp* The vertical distance between the two demand 
curves Is the oar^ ceting margin. If by introducing the oaroass system 
of bxiying hogs, tliere resulted a reduction in marketing costs, then the 
reduction in oost oould bo represented by a movement of the demand curve 
froni Dp to Dp'. If is the quantity offered at the market before the 
intz^ uction of the carcass system, then the price to the producer would 
be Pj, and the price to tiie oonsuxvr v^ ld be F^ '. After the reduction in 
maz^ etine costs due to the ixitroduction of the carcass system, the price 
to the producer tiould move to Pg* Figure 9 shows the n&rginal oost curve 
and the narginal revenue curve of a producer. The mirginal revenxis curve 
corresponds to price on the izdustry curves in Fif;ure 8* Iho 
marginal revenue curve corresponds to the price Fg on the industry 
curve after costs of mar^ reting have been reducsd by the adoption of the 
carcass system. V/ith the increase in marginal rvveni'^  from  ^
the producer will, if acting rationally, move from equilibrium point 
to equilibrium point £2 increase produotion from qj^  to qg. If all 
producers have t±ie ssise reaction, the increase in produotion can be shewn 
on the industry curve as a morvenent along the supply curve from to ££• 
The quantity' taken at the narkst vill increase from qj to q2» If all 
producers have the ssias reaction, the increMe in productiooa can be shown 
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on the industry ourve as a moTamant along tho supply ourve from to Sg* 
The guanti-^ - talcon at the market will inorease from to  ^
ereased supply nill out the oonsxaoBr's demond ourve Do at a lower point 
and decrease the prioe to the oonsiuoers iVom to • The increased 
quantity will decrease the price paid to the produoer from Pg to Pj* 
AlHser the prloe is increased to the produoer» flnai in the narloBt 
will expand production and new laarginal finoB will enter the hog producing 
industry and inorease still furt^ r* the quantity offered at the markBt 
and reduoe Hio prioe to the produoer and the consumer* The longer the 
period of time, tiie less will be the slope of the supply ourve and the 
greater will be ths quantity of porlc o/'fered at the market. After all 
long time adjustosnts are nade, the individual produoer will probably re-
ceiTe only slightly higher prioe because of his competitive position* 
In tiie long nm, the consumer stands to gain moat from the roduotion in 
marketing costs* Ihe relative gain of the produoer will depend on the 
relative elasticities of demand and supply at the farm level* 3hs packer* 
in the short rua, nay absorb part of liie decreased cost of marketing but, 
in the long run, his gain nay be small because of the competition hs nust 
face* Ihs landoimer also may stand to gain in the long run* rel­
ative gain of -ttie landonnor will depend on the relative elasticitlss of 
supply and demnd for land used to produce porlc or feed needed for poxic 
production* The more Inelastic the supply oxirve for lazid relative to 
the elasticity of -Oie demand curve * the greater will be the gain enjoyed 
by the landoimer* 
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PROBLEJB ARISING OUT OF THE INTROr/JCTION OF TIE 
CAIiCASS W3IQHT AI!D ORADB TiETlIOD OP UAHODTIIJO UOGS 
The disoussion in the prerioua aeotion was devalopod under the asaump-
tion that an ideal oaroass grading aystem of mrketisg hoi;8 vas in oper­
ation. IQ this section, direct and indirect problems that vrould be en-
ooimtered in initiating the oaroass grading aystem are discussed cmd hypo­
thetical aolutions ax^  suggested. 
Derelopnont of Caroass Grade Standards 
In order to introduce a oaroass systera of marketing hogs* it is 
necessary to liave caroass grade stazidards that will aoourately deteztaine 
differanoes in oaroass values. It is also necessary to have grade 
standards that will be generally acceptable* Vfithout adequate hog carcass 
grade standards, the proposed system of marketing hogs on the basis of 
carcass -might and grade oould not be initiated. No universally acoepted 
set of oaroass grade standards is in existexioe* Tentative subjective 
standards have been developed but, as ^ >et, they have not been generally 
accepted. Therefore, adequate and aoeeptable hog oaroass grade standards 
must be developed* The next major section of this dissertation deals 
with the development of hypotfaetically adequate and acceptable oaroass 
grade standards. 
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Identifloation 
If paokorB w#re to pay producers the true value of the hog oaroass, 
It would be neoessary to m&intain the identity of eaoh emlnal until the 
hoc loai slau^ tered and the oaroaas graded and iraighed. The only new 
praotioe nooeesar^ - would be a method of maintaining oaroaas identity 
from the live animal to tho cooler* 
Ear tags are generally enqployed aa a means of identification in other 
countries*^  Xn soms oases, ear tags mre torn out ty the dehairlng 
machine, maizUy because of over*«oalding in the scaldizig vat. The Canad­
ians found that tattooing the hogs ivith ink that does not f&de cr spread 
in the slaughtering process wis more praotioal than using metal ear tags. 
Since the type of packing house equipment and methods of slaughtering 
hoi^ B are muoh the same in plants in the United States and Canada, it 
appears that tlie Canadian solution could be adopted in tho United States* 
It is conceivable that still further improvements might be made in the 
ink and in the tattooing instrusients • 
Iibintaining the identity of the animals that pass tlirough several 
market agents' }mnds -would be a difficult problem* If the introduction of 
a carcass system would reduoe tho need for Intermediary dealers, this 
part of the problem of identity would be reduoed. If sons hogs were still 
channeled through several dealers' hands, it is probable that the identity 
would be lost* The solution to this latter problem will require further 
study. 
Shepherd* Livestock marketing methods in Denznark, Qreat Britain and 
Canada, op* cit«, p« 164*155* 
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Weighing 
It is essontial that all parties in tho trade have oonfidonoo in 
tho Treighinr, and rooording syater.. In Canada^  the problen of vjoishing 
is purely neohanioal. Eleotrioall^ '' opemted scales are used* Ib^ s oan 
be TJoiGhed at a rapid rate without interferonoo with pleint operation. 
Elootrioal scales could be attached to the rail line. In manj' plants 
in tho United Statesf such scales are notf in use. In the paclcinc plants 
at present using this t;'pe of soales, little additional expense waild be 
incurred. A trained rooorder would be required to record tho weicbts, 
tattoo nunbers and grades of eao'i individual carcase as it passed along 
the rail line. 
To assure the oorrolete confidence of all parties concerned, it appears 
logical tliat a tJiird disinterested pajrb/ should be held responsible for 
and do tho actual weighing; and recording. If tho scales we re operated 
electrically, any human error in reading or recording of ireishts could 
be ellainatod. The govemraent TWJuld be the logical pGrtj' to be hold re­
sponsible for accurate weighing of the carcasses. A govemiaent agent 
cculd check the soales periodioally and thus encourage the confidence of 
all parties concerned. Obtaining and recording accurate Twei^ hts does not 
appear to be a lericus problea* 
I^bid.. p, 154-155. 
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Grading 
The lo;;ioal plaoe to do the grading is inmodlately after the oar-
oasses have been weighed as they move along the oaroass rail to tlie 
ooolera. If the packer did the grading, producers would likely have 
little confidence in the system. If a representative of the producers 
did the grading, the packers would have little oonfidenoe in the system. 
A third disinterested part:/ oould be held responsible for and actually do 
the grading. An official govomment grader would probably f^ xlfill the 
requirements as an unbiased grader. 
It is also important tlmt a given hoc oaroass should gr«de the samsi 
no matter whez^  that oaroass was processed. In order to achieve this 
desired uniformity among plants or geographio areas it seexos appropriate 
to have the responsibility of grading in the hands of the government. The 
practice of rotatiiag the graders from plant to plant periodically might 
also be considered as a contribution to aoouruo:^ '' and uniformi-t^ r. 
Settlement with Producera 
TOien hogs are sold by live weight, pa^ ooent is usually made in fUll 
after the animal has been weighed. If the anijnals are shipped to & public 
market, the payment for the animals is taailed the day the animals are sold. 
If the sale were made on the oaroass basis, the final settlement could 
not be made until after the hogs were slaughtered, weighed and graded. 
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Some producers mipiht object to •waitinf', for payn»nt« In Canada^ , the hoga 
are usually slaughtered on the day of arrival at tlie plant and tho oheolts 
are mailed the followlxig day* There aeens to be no reason to assume 
that tl\e loncth of tirae between delivery and final settlemont should be 
lonc®r than that experienced in Canada. It is possible tlmt the producer 
could be peid a portion of his returns at the point of sale* The bal-
aaoe could be paid after the hog oaroass was woifihed und graded. This 
praotioe would entail added oosts* however* 
USaiting for final settlensnt is not a new experienoe for the Aaerioan 
fanner. In mary oases, producers wait several daya or even a week for 
final settlement. Canadian producers have offered no serious objections 
to the delay in settlensnt* The delay in settlement of a day or two 
probably would not prevent producers from adoptinf; the oaroass method of 
sale* 
Shrinkage 
Under an ideal oaroass system, hofi;s would be slaughtered tho sane 
day they arrive at the packing plant. In aotual practice, it nay be 
impossible to butoher all of the ho^ s on the arrival date. Often -aie 
paolcer nay buy enough hogs in one day to loeep the slaughtering oxvws busy 
for two or three days* During this tine, tho hogs are fed very little 
because a smallsr fill results in easier handling on tho killing floor* 
p* 155* 
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During the tvK) or throo daya tliat the hog remins in the peoker'a y«ix^ 38« 
it is likely to lose weight. This shrinkage will be of tvfo kinds* 
exoretory and tissue shrinkage. Exoretory shrinkage presents no 
prohlem to the packer or produoer because the value of the oaroass 
would be detertained by the dressed weight and grade. 
The degree of tissue shrinkage presents a problem to both the 
peoker and produoer. Homallyt hog caroass irill shrink from 1 to 2 
per oent the first 24 hcxirs that it hangs in the oooler* After the 
initial 24 hour period, the rate of shrinkage is very small. 
Hogs that are thoroughly shrunk as live hogs tend to shrink less 
in the oooler. As inas suggested earlier* the weighing ^ vould be most 
eoonomioally done as the hogs leave the killing floor and move along the 
oaroass rail. Therefore* it is an advantage to the paoker to have the 
live hogs -mil shrunk before killing. He oould expeot less oaroass 
shrinkage in tlie oooler after the purchase value of the oaroass xma 
determined. The pa(dcer'8 saleable weight of pork would be more nearly 
the same weight on which he based his payoBnts to the produoer. 
The produoer, on the other hand, is interested in receiving payment 
for the hog oaroass before tissue shrinkage has oocuzred. The produoer 
would want his hogs butohered the samo day they arrive while the paoker 
would want the hogs to be thoroughly shrunk before they are butohered. 
It is very unlikely that packers oould always buy the exact neo» 
essaxy number of hogs each day to Just equal the number that oould be 
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8laughtored in a day, Son» hoga vroiild have to be held over. For hogs 
held over from one day to the next, tlie packer oould provide the 
neoesaary food and -mter to prevent tissue shrinkage. This ^ ffould 
mean an additional oost to the packer, i^ other solution mould be 
for the paoker to pay aotoe slight premium for the hogs that trore held 
over. 
At first glanoe, this problem rrsay seem insignificant but it niey 
contribute such to tlie aooeptanoe of the carcass system by producers. 
The burden of the responsibility for solving this problem probably 
lies in the hand of the packer* Qiis also seems to be an area in trhioh 
furUier empirical investigation is needed. 
Bruising and Disease 
In the previous section, it ms assiioed that the producer would 
be held responsible for losses due to bruising and disease, Ilie 
portion of the carcass which the paoker would buy would be that part 
of the carcass that is left after the defective portions are trinsnsd 
away. The caroass would be wsi^ ed to 'tiie producer's credit after it 
was trizonisd, !Qius the producer would stand the full loss, 
SoioB of bruising may occur during transit and while the hogs 
wers in the packer's yards waiting to be slaughtered. The producer 
would objeot to discounts in wei^ t due to bruising in transit or to 
rough handling by the packer* Vihen the sale is made, the producer or 
the paoker oannot detect the presence of bruises or certain types of 
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dlsoasss. Ihe produoer viould aoouae the paoksr of causing the brilsos 
and Tiod-Torsa. 
In the case of disease* theire would probably be no quarrel as to 
xiio is responsible. Losses due to disease are caused at the fam level. 
Producers nay not, at first, like the idea of absortiing these discounts 
for disease. If every packer -nrere to buy on the oarcass basis, the 
producer vrould find that he nust either reduce disease or absorb the 
losses. Therefore« there would be a strong incentive to eliminate 
disease. 
In the case of bruising, the answer to the problem is not as easy. 
One possible solution would be to allow the faxnsr to stand the loss 
but inform him specifioallyf at the time he received his settleioent, 
as to the extent of the losses due to bruising. The age of a bruise 
oazmot be determined exactly but it can be estimated. Additional in-
fonaation as to the approacimate aige of the bruise ivould give the pro­
ducer some idea as to vAiether the bruise was caused at the farm level 
or after the animal left the farm. Producers could then discriminate 
against transportation agents or packers that they suspected were 
causing bruising after the hogs had left the farms. 
•Another possible solution to the problem would be to handle ccn-
deamtions as the Canadians^  handle them. Ihe packers deduct 0,5 per 
Shepherd, Livestock marketing methods in Denmark, Great Britain, 
and Canada, op. pit.« p, 156-157, 
oont of the price for all ho^ s as an offset for oondensied or rejected 
carcasses. 3ho producer is paid the full price for the oondonned 
oarcassas but is told the reasons for and extent of tho lose* 
In this second cascj it seems possible that spreading; these 
losses jnay destroy the incentive to reduce bruising and disease. In 
the first case, tlao incentive would be present but producers nay object, 
at first, to this solution of the problem. It is conceivable, honever, 
that producers would discriminate against packers who persist in 
rouGh handling of hof;s and the packer would attempt to change his 
handling methods and eventually reduce braising at the packing plant 
level. Diacrimination bj' the fanner and conpetition amonc tho trans** 
portation agents may also, in the long run, tend to reduce bruising. 
There is need for further investigation as to tlie best way to 
handle condsnmations due to bruising and disease before tho caroass 
system of aarketijig hogs would be considered satisfactory. 
Credits for By-produots 
Live hof:s of different weights yield different quantities of the 
various by-products. The value of the hog by-produot represents only a 
small portion of the value of the total hog. Yet the differences in 
the values of the by-products would make a difference in tlie total value 
of the live hog. There is some evidence that the value of the by­
products is chiefly a function of weight of the hog. 
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Tho ansmr to this problon sooms to be the reapaisibilltj' of the 
pacbsr. The paokera could inoludo tho valua of tho by-producta aa a 
oontributins flaotor in the price offered to the producer. Fuirtlxer 
atudy of this problen ahould bo eonductod In oonjunotion with the 
reaearoh on grade atandarda* 
Prioe Differentials Between Oradea 
Throughout the previoua aeotion, it ims asaumed tJiat the oaroaaa 
ayatem of buying hoga would foroe the paoker to pay the producer the 
true value of the hog. If oaroaaa grade atandarda vrero accurate, the 
true value of the oaroaaa could be detominod at the paolring plant. 
But tho qucation ariaea aa to vihether tho paoker would actually pfiaa 
the price differentials for different gradea on to the producer. 
Paokera are conscious of thoir relationahip vdtli tJio producer and 
retail diatributora. Larco mcbero gonorally have a vory definite 
and erfcenaive orcaniaation of -nixolesalo braioh neat houaca whioh oater 
to a fairly act pattern of retail diotrlbutora. Tlie ptioker fs concerned 
with the problem of aaintaining rather conatant the pattern of hia 
retail atore outlets for maat. Therefore, tho pacl^ r nust buy both 
low and high quali-ty pork, Produoera also deliver both kinda of poi^ c 
to the paoker. 
The packer ia interoated in hs.vinE tho boat poasible relationship 
with the producer. Each year the meat packera in the United Statea apend 
large auna of money to further their working rolationa vrith tho producer. 
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To obtain th« needed quantities of high qualitj^  pork, the packer oould 
pay a premium. But if they do this, they rust also pay a lower prioe 
for low quality pork. If durinc the introduotoir;/ period for the 
oaroass system* soiae of the paokers were bi^ in^ ; on the oaroass basis 
and soTie on the live basis, a short run problem may arise. The pro­
ducer of high quality pork would sell to the paokers buyinG on the 
oaroass basis. The producer of low qualitjr perl: probably would sell 
hie hogs to peckers buying on the live basis. This is especially true 
if paokew buying on the live basis paid a flat or average price. 
The pa<^ er buying on the oaroass basis would not be able to buy 
needed quantities of low quality; pork. The packer bvying on the live 
basis would be unable to buy needed quantities of high quality pork. 
It appears, however, that certain forces would be set in motion 
to reotif;;/ this situation. The packer buying on the live basis would 
no longer get equal amounts of high and low quality port: at the average 
prioe. All of the high qualit;- pork produced in a given area would be 
taken by the paokers buying on the carcass basis. Therefore, the 
average qualitj' received by the live-buyer would be lower. To nake 
profits, ho would have to pay a lower avextige price. Eventually the 
packer buying on the live basis would have to offer price differentials 
for varicus qualities of pork which were more in line with those paid 
by packers buying on the oaroass basis. 
The dual system of buying hogs waild also constitute a problem to 
the producer. It would be neoessait/ for him to determine the relation-
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•hip batneen the llw and the droasod weiGht prioes per 100 poimda. 
Ihla is not easy haoauae of tho variations in yield. Lishtar woisht 
hoes usuaHj' have a relatively lower oaroass yield than heavy hO;-fl. 
HO,;-.8 of the Sana live vreicht var:' in dress in^  paroantaga. It would 
"be necassai^ ' to dataraino tho averago ratios betneen live and dressed 
weights for the varioxia "noight groups. Tho problan would ba oornplioatad 
by -variationfl in tha yields of hogs fron different areas, in the t^ /pas 
of hosB, tn method of slauchtdrini;, and by vartations due to seasonal 
and o-Uiar faotors. 
It saenss probable that if tho oarooso ays tan were aooapted by tiie 
majority of those coneamed, tharo would be foroas that vrould tend to 
cause universal aeoaptanoe of tho syaten. Paolcers buying on tha live 
basis irould be forced to pay a prioe differential. ?^ut they T?ould not 
loiow the differentials thoy shcxild pay for eadi lot of hogs beoause 
they oannot estissxte grade and dressin.^  ^pajrcantaga accurately. There­
fore, this group of packers night consider it best to buy on the 
oaroass basis. tlien nould they be able to determine prioe differ-
entials for different lots of hogs accurately. 
The universal acoeptanoe of tho carcass systen watld still present 
an additional probler, to tho packer and to tho producer. V/ith the 
carcass system. It \70uld be possible for the packer to paj' an accurate 
price differontial for different qualities of nork. But tho question 
arises as to •wftether the paoker vrould follow this practice. Tho paoker 
irould still be consoious of his rtilationship td-th the producer. Packer* 
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arQuo that tlioy cannot pay this prioo differontlal booause they would 
exporionoe ill feeling on tho part of the produoera of low quali-ty 
poric and lose produoer-petrons to thoir competitor. Therefore, to he 
able to buj"- the neoessarj' amounts of low qiialit;; pork, tlioy would 
have to pay a hljjher price than that paid to them by the retailer* If 
they did, then they must also pay a loner prioe for high quality pork, 
thus deoreasing the prioe difforentlAl between high and low quality 
pork. 
Tills sort of reasoning nay be sound only if there v/ere collusion 
between 'tiie large paokers. Ihe oligopoly position of the large packers 
oould lead to this collusion or non<«ggressiTe price polloy. It is 
probable that the oaroaas systen tnay oojitrlbute sufficient knowledge 
of differences in gualil^  of hogs to cause oertain Institutional forces 
to operate, whereby oollusion among the big packers oould be reduced to 
a oinimsi. Knowledge of qualll^  differences and pressure of organised 
fam groups, and enforoesient of govenaaontal antitrust regulations 
oij^ t oause a reduction In ai;y oolluslve tendencies. 
Tho p&okei*8 my also be plaoed on a higher level of competition 
because of the e:cistenoe of tho saall speoialised interior packers. 
These sinall packers may be buying and processing mainly either high 
quality or low quality pork. If their costs are near those of the big 
packers, they can afford to over-pay producers of high quality relative 
to what tho big packers might pay. Corapetition from the small packers 
for high quality pork would in time foroe packers to pay more for high 
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quality and lees for low quality, Hiua it would brln^  the prioa differ­
entials to tho producer nore in line witli the prioa differential re­
ceived from tho retailers# 
These price differential probleTOB are oharaotoristio of riar^  agri-
oultural produots. More aoourate and distinot systons of classiiying 
agricultural produots aocording to pihysioal charaotoristics offers a 
possible solution to these problems, 
Tho problem of prioe differentials requires study bej^ ond the limits 
of this dissertation. 
Costs of tlie Carcass System 
One of the loost important eoononio problems arising from the proposed 
systen of laaifceting hogs by oaroass weif^ t and cnide is the direct and 
indirect cost to society on short run and long run bases. Sono of the 
diroot cost of perfoming functions under the present live oysten 
Y;ould probably retnain the sane. Others irould be reduced or inoreassd. 
It is also probable that increased indireot costs to society'' my result 
from the irapaot of tho oaroass system on tho eooaonlc structure of the 
•arket. 
There -would likely be very little change in the cost of weighing 
the animals. In nai^  cases« a decrease in cost would be experienced. 
Plants now equipped with scales attached to the carcass rail would 
have little additional expense to the liwstock industry other than that 
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or reoording vroiiihta aooordinG to the tattoo mmber. Ofclior pedclng 
pliicts would Tjo required to install aocurato rail eoales* This, of 
course, my be tin additional coct to the industry. On. the otlier Irnnd, 
it ropresout on.l;' tho substitution of capital for labor. Vxith 
tlio oaroass aystom, tho eoalos are figurativelj'- moved fro!.i the yard 
into tlie plant, Tlie need of vfeiEhinG tho live animl vjould be elim­
inated and a lovrer to-bal coet of vroi^ hing would resMlt. On plants 
v/hloli do not wigh oaroasses an increase in cost would result beoause 
hogs would be weiclxed individually' instead of in lots, 
Vfi-Ui the oaroass system, hof, oaroasses would be graded individually. 
This operation tJwn would be a new und additional cost. E:q>orienoe in 
Canada^  with the oaroass system indioates tliat the oost of grading 
woild not be prohibitive. It was found that up to the point where 
full utilization is oade of the necessary equipnont and personnel, iiie 
oost per oaroass of weighing and grading on tho rail varied inversely 
witli the number of oaroasses graded. It was also found tliat tno graders 
ooild grade oaroasses on the rail at a rate of 550 per hour and at 
the same time handle a portion of tho reoording work neoessary on the 
grading line. 
Additional oost would be incurred tc train new graders. This oost 
would be at a naxiinuin onlj' during the initial introduotorj,' period of the 
oaroass system. 
I^Wd., p. 155-156. 
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The ooat of sorting would remain unohanged or be reduced. If the 
hoc# "were bought at the Sara or at the public ranrket, there would be 
no need of sorting the animals exoept in lots aooording to owners. 
These lots oould be tattooed at the fam or in the public livestook 
yard. Smll lots of two or three head, which had not been previously 
tattooed, would oause an uneoonosdoal use of yard spaoe i^ en the paokers* 
yards or central markets were crowded. Ome the proper tattoo had 
been placed on the anin&l, this problem would be eliminated and lots 
of ho{;;8 oould be mixed in the yards. 
The laajor increase in oosts would be in identifying, recording 
and settling. Each individual ho^ :; would have to be tattooed. Tattoo­
ing oould be done at i^ e farm by the producer, thus giving him a 
better check on hia breeding prognun. The oost of recording would be 
inoreased because instead of recording lot data, it would be neoessary 
to record individual animal data. The additional cost of transferring 
the individual animal data to the settlement sheets and naklng out the 
oheoki to producers would depend largely on the amount of lOBohanlcal 
calculating equipment used* 
Since this msthod of marketing hogs has not been used in this 
countsy, it is not possible to obtain actual cost figures. Bstinates 
have been made of the probable oost under Cemadian conditions that do 
not differ greatly from those in thiii country*^  The estimate of the 
l^bid.> p. 155-156. 
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approxlmto oost on a daily run o f  4,000 ho^ s^ nas 2 oenbs per hoj;, 
or about 1 oent por 100 pounds livo weight* On a run of hoes smaller 
than 4,000 Ihis oost per hog rai^ jht rise as muoh as 3 cents per hoc, 
or 1§- oents per 100 pounds live weight* These costs are tlie additional 
dizvot labor oost of the oaroass system* It inoludes increased oGsts 
of identifioation, sorting, grading, "wei^ ing, record koepins and 
settlesient* 
If these estiinatos are reasonable, for oonditiona that are foxmd 
in this country, it seesis safe to conclude tliat additional costs Tvould 
not prevent the adoption of the carcass grading system. If live Height 
and oaroass systens wero used side by side in the same plant, there 
would be some duplication of personnel and equipment* The oost under 
these conditions would be increased* .Additional research is needed 
to determine the additional costs Mdiich could be expected* 
Otlier problems arise in the area of aggregate oconomios* Those 
px^ blems my be classified aa indirect problems, such as oost of 
market or industry reorganization, costs of monopoly, and other oosts 
of the carcass system* 
Any innovation may result in extensive short n:n costs due to 
obsolescence and costs of reorganisation. If it con be assumed that 
the introduction of the carcass system resulted in a marked increase 
in the direct packer buying of hogs from the farmer, certain fixed 
market facilities could becotns obsolete. Equipmnt owned by the 
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country daalor, oorsoontration yards and portions of the central 
livestock yeird equipniant could bocor© obsolete. T!ie cost of this 
obeolesconoe would depend on how extonoivo direct mrl:ati:iG of hogs 
vjas developed and the rapiditj' of tiio ohanee. Tho '^ o society' 
fron the oaroass systen night be offset by tlie sliort run costs of 
reopGanitation of fixed resources in narlcet channels» 
In tSie extreme long run, homver, the cost of obsclesoenoe 
and reorganisation vx>uld be at a )niniiii«n tmd any benefits of the 
carcass system would be a gain to eociety# 
Jnotlior problen to bo solvwd is the probable cost of Monopoly with 
tho oaroass system as conparod to tho present live system. The monopoly 
eleinentB viliioh should be oonaiderod are (l) market sharing, (2) other 
non-<iS5ressive price belmvior, and (3) price discrimination. 
One of the most important market patterns of a non-agfnwssive 
nature is that of nartet slmrin^ , "For thirtj*^  or forty years, the four 
largest Anerioan neat packers appear to have esdiibited a decided marlret-
H1 
sliaring tendenoj'^  in buying livestock." The principle of market shar-
iag lies in the area in which there is only a hairline distinction 
between "formal agreement" or oolluBion emd "tacit understanding". 
The action of dominant firms in the nsat packing; industr^ *^  Is an example 
of ooopexutive behavior oven tho-ij^ i collusion i«y not exist. 
N^ioholfl, Vfilliam K. Imperfect competition in acrioiAltural procesa** 
ing and distributing industries. Canadian Joar. of Boon, and Pol. 
Scionoe 10t152. 1944. 
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In the oaBO of ho(3fl, meirtcot sharing may tako two forms» first, 
sharini:; of tho si'.pply of hogs dollvored to a nartloulpr pub lie 
market, and seoond, tho sharing of a supply of ho^ R in n partioular 
mrlret area. Under market sJiarinf^  oo'idltiono, tho tuylnc price for 
ho!;s oould be lower and t)ie selling price for meat higher than under 
pi:re oonpetition. 
If it oan be ass iiaed tiiat mth tlie ir.troduotion of tlie oaroass 
system, there would be an increase in direct naricetinc of hoes frota 
the producer to tho paclcBr and that prioe differentials oould bo 
quoted taore aoourately and exaotHy, tho produoer could raore accurately 
choose his alternative outlets. Thus, tho baindarios of n ^ iverv 
laaricot area najr become rather rigid. In the Ions run, it would be 
easier for oaoh individ'aal packer to obtain his supply of hoas from 
a siren fired area* At the sane tine lees hOEs vrould be shipoed to 
the central public mricets, .\ny packer, buying most of his hor,g 
directly, would cease to placo tlio emphasis on bvxyinc  ^public 
mr^ et. Therefore, it is probable tlmt sharing of n nuirlcet area 
would be cone more pronounced. And tlve sharir^  ^of tho volutae in a 
public market would become leas important and consequently, not as 
rigid. 
During the introductory' period of tho caroass grading syatem, 
there could, be less of the phenooenon of non^ i^ggressive price policy* 
Any narir innonration comlBg from within an industr:/ or any aajor olianges 
originating from without would -bend to upset ary distinct behavior 
patterns of eoononio orGaniBations. Tlierofore, tho introduction of 
tho oaroaaa systera, aa a new innovation, may upset the narket sharing 
pattern and result in a more ocmpotitive situation luitil set patterns 
of non-aggressive prioo behavior -wero again established. The dominant 
firms nay assurae tenporartly a high degree of conpotitive behavior, 
thus reduoiiig profits as a result of strong ootnpetitive buying and 
selling. 
Another consideration to be discussed is tlio rolationship between 
the few dominant processing finas, as a group, and tho coTipetitlve 
reaainder of the industry. It is probable that tho several dominant 
firms frequently assume a position of joint price leadership for the 
rest of the industry. Hiey do this ?«.inly because of tlie economies 
of scale that are believed to ezcist in t!ie neat packing indxiatiy and 
the non-aggressive price poli^ r of t!ae dominant firms. To each new 
price level established by tlie dominant firms, the small firms nay 
tend to adjust on the basis of ooriipetitive behavior. This would mean 
that the dominant firms are non-aggressive not only among themselves 
but toward the many small firms. The small finns would take that 
part of the volume idiich they want at the price level established by 
the dominant finns* Ihe dominant fims would take what is left after 
the small oonpetitive firms have taTcen vdiat they want. 
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PiGuroB on the porcontago of reooipts t&'.cen by tho largo finna 
land support to tlio auov* atatonont.^  Those flcuros also ahm tlio pro­
portion of total purohaaes tahon by tho amallor fims fluotuatod widely 
from year to yoar. Tlie proportions taken by tlie doiainant finna re­
gained virtually fixed relative to each other. 
If tho introduotion of tho oaroaaa system contributes to geographie 
area sliaring of the doninnnt firns, tho eoonomio results may renain 
about tho same. Consequently, the pressures toward non-aggressive 
pricing in relation to each other nay cause tlxo dominant firms, as a 
t:rt3up, to follor; an oven less eiggresaive policy toward tho snail fims 
tlion v^ ould a singlo doraimnt firm. The final long inm outociae, given 
low cost of entry, will tend to eliminate the dominant firms' abnormal 
profits• But the results will probably not be those of pure compe­
tition. \/ith the entry of new firas, tho processing oosts nay rise 
because of deoliniisg individual scale of operation. !Qius, long rvn 
excess capacity aiid higher costs may arise. In this way, esoeasive 
profits may bo eliminated in spite of what miglit be regarded as increased 
ooapotitlon from the entry of new firms. 
The aoove discussion would probably apply to a oase where there 
were two or more dominant firms operating in a geographic area. If the 
introduotion of the carcass system made it posoible for a particular 
major packing plant to dominate an area, then tliere would be no need 
for non-aggr«ssive price polio^ ' and excessive profits nay be inoreased. 
This would neeui loner prices to the producer and, tlxus, increased 
monopoly cost to society* 
I^bid.. p. 155. 
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V^ioe diaorimimt.lon in buying; farm iiroduots is probably Loooniing 
less cojisnon. .''idv&noe;.ionts in tranaportation faoilitios anJ. raarlsst 
new3 aex^ ioes liavo tended to develop rolativelj' porfoot naricots over 
a ooiislderable ai*Qa. Iho most oormon Tom of price dis or Initiation 
probal)!^ ' is that of paying tlie aarae prioo for !io-js difforor.t gredos, 
Thoi^ fore, if the oaroass system rosiilta in tho pa;yraont of 
proper price differentials for different grades of hogs, this element 
of Tno:iopoly will bo olininated# 
Costs of Education 
Ihe introduction of the oaroass systor) wo-jld require oertain 
additional costs of ed'aoatinii tho producer and narket agents. If the 
needed oaroass standards iraro developed tind if these st&:idairda 
vwre sinple, few resources would be required to educate the iiidustiy 
to tho oaroass system. Soiling a-jricultural products -without knowledge 
of thoir jjrade at tlio tiae tlie sale is not noM to .'aiiorioan famors. 
Tho foregolni^  discusBlon Ixaa been an attenpt to point out Bome 
of tile problen areas t5iat r.iglit bo enoountered in initiating the 
oaroass system and to outline possible hypotheses that need erapirioal 
verification. It is obvious that certain of tliese problens oan be 
solved only by additional research. 
Sorae of tJio raore direct problems tliat require furtlier investigation 
include' (l) tlie possibility of developing aocurate and acceptable 
carcass grade standards; (s) the most praotical and deaireable iwthod 
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of Idontifylnc, woighinc and gradine hoes; (s) the effect of delayed 
settlement on producers} (4) the nost acceptable tiiay to deal vrlth 
shrinkage, bruising and disease; (5) the practioabilit;'/ of obtaining 
nore ooitiplete phj-Bical by-product data; (G) the persistance of price 
differentials between grades di.iring the introduotorj' period cuid after 
the carcass system has been entirely accepted; (7) the direct costs 
of inar'ireting hogs by carcass Tseight smd grade compared with the present 
live weight notliod of laar^ ceting; (3) the increased indirect costs to 
scciel^  such aoi cost of roorge^ ization of tho market, coats of monopoly 
and costs of educating producers and neat [>aokers. 
03. 
DEVELOPING CBJECTIVE GRADE STANDARDS 
The dev«lopirn«nt of satiafaotoi^ r and aoooptable oaroaas grade 
standards that raflsot the trae out-out Talues of the oaroass probably 
is the Tuost ifflportant teohnioal probleri involved in narketins livestook 
by oaroass noight and grade. This problen also has definite eoonordo 
iaplioatlona. In the absenoe of satisfactory grade standards it is not 
possible to approach perfect knowledge. Buyers cannot classify oar­
oasses into homogeneous groups that ha-ve idi^ 'Sical and economio signif-
icemoe. 
!Ihe taa'': of developing carcass standards appears to be more 
difficult for hogs than for the other species of livostook. TJost hog 
oaroasses in this country aro disassembled or broken down in the packing 
plant, and the products sold as viholesale cuts. 
** Ideal" Grade Standard 
An "ideal" grade standard should have certain desirable and nec­
essary theoretical characteristics. First of all* it is necessaxy that 
a particular grade be accurately' described. The huraan error oontribtrked 
by the grader must be at a mininir.. Any two graders grading the sane 
product at a given tine should arrive at the same grade. 
Secondly, it is necessary that a particular grade be understood 
"by all conoomed. This implies that the grade standards should be 
fixed and stable between geographio areas and over tine. The various 
olass and gx*ade diYxsions should be oloarly defined and the noioonolature 
should be auoh that the oonsuner, processor and producer can bo easily 
educated to interpret the oharaoteristios of a partioular Grade and 
distinguish that 2*®^ ® from other grades. 
Third, another necessary'' oharaoteristio is timt the {^ rade standard 
have eoononio sicnifioanoe. The aystem of nomenclature used (1, 2, 3» 
4j A B C D) should be such tliat the partioular cra^ ®* whioh in the long 
run has tho highest value, should have the designation of highest order. 
The nr*de8 should be sufficiently broad to expx^ ss economic differencea 
betneen homo^ enaoua olassifioations. This does not siean that the sane 
value differentials will prevail at all tines amon^  different cJ^ idea 
but that tho GJ^ dea ahould be broad enough to allow for distinctive 
price differentials. In tho short nm, however, a product graded No. 2 
in a given laailcet nay exoaed the price of the product graded !Io, 1 
because of unusual short run supply and dentfmd relationships. 
Fourth, a desirable characteristic of a grade standaxxi is that it 
be ainplo. Thia would inean a atandard such that graders could easily, 
quickly and precisely perfojrm tho function of grading without resorting 
to extrenely technical procedures. 
Fifth, it is dosii^ ble that tho grade standard ahould be practical. 
It ahould conform as cloaeljr to oxiating trade practices as is con­
sistent with the objectives sought, HXIY TWV standard, 'nhere possible. 
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should not cleriato too drastl-^ ally from thoso standards for similar 
products, T!ae number of grades and the relative difforonoa between 
the spocifloationa of tivo oor.seoutive grades should be reasonable for 
pruotioal use in the market. 
A grade standard consistent mth -liie desirable and neoeesary ohar-
aoteristios of the "ideal" standard would facilitate kiiovtledgo of the 
nar?:et. It should make possible on aoourate doten.iiaation of values by 
reduoinc uncertainly'' oonoemias the oharacteriBtioa possossed by the 
product. This T/ould nalce market reports more intelligible. 
The "ideal" Grade standard vfould assist in aooon5)lishinG nore 
optiinun allooation of resources in line witli the objective of mximua 
satisfaction of socie-ty. Producers could, by increased knovjledge as to 
exact characteristic8 of piroduots desired, inake :nore aoourate pi^ jduo-
tion plans. It -vrould assist in aooon5>li8hiii5 trading by description and 
thereby elininato duplication of services and possiblj'- reduce resources 
needed to perforra certain mrketing services. 
Effort* at developing and Improving Hog '5rade Standards 
During earlj' colonial times, ccraparatively little attention nas 
niver. to the problem of classify-in^ : and grading livestock#^  This im* 
particalarl;/- true in the case of ho^ s, Ihe classification of hogs 
during the first half of the nineteenth century itas based upon differences 
C^lonen, op. cit.. p. 56. 
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In. ace, sex and nethod of feedinc. Little or no gradijic of hof^ s 
1 
8^ done before 1350. 
V/ith the efltablishinc of riodom pjlilio livestock mrkets, after 
the Civil Ymr, 9or» procross was nado in olassif^ -inf;: and f^ rftdinc of 
hoca. Descriptive terras for the bacon-type ho^  i'-iclmied oJioice, nedium 
and comon# Prices were based larcely upon woicht Kfith lota aTorsLg-
ing 300 pounds or laore flellinc considerably higher than tlie Iio^ s of 
lighter vreiGhts, 
The first important effort to establish standard mrket crades 
"?ma mde In tlie early years of tho twentieth century by tho Illinois 
/.gricultui^ l rixperinent Station, A series of bulletins -nas issued on 
tho r.iarl»t classes of the different types of livestock. In 'lovember, 
1904, Bulletin 97, "^ .Sgirket Classes and f^ rados of Suine" by Tlillian 
Dietrich ma Issued, Tliia bulletin vras besed vxpon extensive investiga­
tion at the Union f?took Yards, Ciicago, It enphasized the inportance 
of standard classes and sr®-de8 to producers, rnftricet agents and packers. 
It also focused attention on the general lack of iciifomit;'- in the 
use and neaning of market toma, 
T!ie Tr,S, Doparfcnent of Agriculture began work on the problen of 
developing grade standards for livestock and meat about 1915, "It 
•»jas generally recognited tlmt tho class and grade terns used to describe 
g 
slaughter animals shoiild be related to the resulting carcase," Conse-
I^bid,, p. 56—60, 
T^he Prairie Bfermer, %ir Series 20i249, 1867. 
o^nell and BJorka, op« eit,« p« 292, 
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quently, the v/or'c of tlio 3uroau of AQriourcural ^oorioii^ics in 
devolopinc otnndard olasoifioatlono for live ani-ials haa boon carried 
on in o on junction witi: tho foniralatio;-'. of sta::dards for tlreasod 
oaroassos and noai: outs. 
Tontativo spooifi oat ions for the puroliaae of pork oaroasses ai^d 
outB v;oro published t'ao Bureau of .'i^rloultural Soononiios in ^5a.roh 
1 1924* Tontative United States standards for classes and grades of 
2 
slaughter barrov/s and [jilta wer^ issued July 31* 19ol» 
i^iblic and private liTostool: :rarl»t ago.ioies have bse;: slow to 
ao'-'opt tlieso standards, A st'ady oor.duoted by tlio Bureau of Agrioultural 
Eoonor.iios revealed that, 
• ••local olassifioationa are used b^' tlie trade v/hen referring 
to tho various :aarket Groups of hogs-^and by Icoal mricet 
novB acenolos vjhen dosoribino narket oouditions and quoting 
prioos,^ 
Seventy-two different olaasifioationa woro used at 204 different 
nartceta. The lack of uniformity in olaflsification of live ho^s nai 
found to handicap the marketing of hogs in tho United States. 
^ir.S. Bureau of iv;r. Eoon. Speoi float ions for tho purchase of 
pork oaroasses and cuts emd nisoellaneous nvaats. U«G, Dept. of /tgr* 
riiroli 1024. (Prooossed) 
2 
U.S. Bureau of .l^r. Hoou, Tentative I'.C. standards for olaaaes 
and i-rado of slaughter barror/s and gilts. U.S. Dept. of .igr, July 1931. 
(Processed) 
J.^. Hureau of -igr. Eoon. Tho direct nurieting of hogs. 'liso* 
Pub. 222, 1935. p. 108. 
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Cfrado standards for hof, oaroasses have been vused vex^ ;- little 
slnoe their deTalopnient* Probably the nest important reason is that 
hogs are bought on the live basis and out up and sold as 'wiiolesale 
outs* Conseqiientlj', there has been little need to use a oaroaas grade 
standard for hor^ s. Duriac "the reoent -war there t*as some gradinc of 
viholesale outs of pork in aooordonoe wltli U.S. grade standards. At 
the present time, the wholesale outs purchased by sovomment a^ enoies 
are also f;raded in aooordonoe mth these standards. 
Charaoteristios of Hoc Caroass Grades 
Previous -work in the field of grade standard developnwnt has 
derwnstrated that there are ^ lide Tariations anonj: oaroassea tliat are 
classified alike trith respeet to sex« use* age and iveight. Butohex^  
t;,'pe hor: oaroasses of a -weicht range differ in qua::titative and 
qualitative oharaoteristios. These variations are due to differences 
in oonformation, finish and quality* 
Ckn.foraation is the build, shape, or proportion of the vajrious 
parts of tho caroass. Carcasses that have superior ooiifomation 
yiold a high proportion of the rnost desirable cuts. 
Finish refers to tho degree of fatness. It inoludeo tho qua:^ tity 
and the quality of fat on the outside and on tho iiiaide of the bod^  
and the amount and distribution of fat betiraen the musoles and tissues. 
Quality refers to tho oharaoter of the flesh and fat. In tho 
oaroass it is detemined b^ * the tenderness, palatability of the nsat. 
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atrongtli of mxsole fiber, oolor of the lean and fat noat, amount and 
atrenstl: of the oonnootl'76 tissue, tho ol^ iaraoter of the intercellular 
fat, relationship between adiblo noat and fat and tho size and ohar-
aotor of the bones. Cojifcmation, degree of finish and quality' depend 
upon br«edin:3, ld.nu and amount of feed and nature of tlie care of the 
animal.^  
Ihe grade of a hoij oaroasa depends on all tlireo of tlisao factors 
(oonformtion, finish and quality). Ifo sliarp lino can be drann 
between upper liaiits of one 2«tde and tlie lo\';or linits of another. 
These factors ar« continuous variables, ITo devices are available to 
determine the exact degree of oonfornation, finish and q.iality. Yet, 
8one division jnust be rside or upper and lower limits ostablisliod and 
tho corresponding grade considerations described on tho "basis of tlio 
oharacteristics associated v/itli the nidpoints of the grade. 
Because httnan ojrror scnotines oreops into tho subjootivo eval­
uation of these characteristics, the buyer and seller nay believe that 
tha grade of a particular carcass is not in tlieir favor or they nay 
believe that a particular grader has a definite bias in his estimtion 
of these characteristics. It is possible for equally Taoll qualified 
graders to disagree as to the emct grade of a carcass. Consequently, 
it is easy to see idiy buyers and sellers might lack confidence in the 
grade standard. Ihis is true even vdien tiio graders are non-partisan 
graders such as those employed by the government. 
D^omll, and Bjorka, op. oit.» p« 303. 
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It is also poasibla that sraders located in different parts 
of the oouatry oaild differ in their crading. Such oonplaints vfere 
frequently roeistered against tho oonqpulaory official •iovommont grading 
of "beef, veal and lamb oaroassea during Vtorld War II. Tho 
tnas unablo to place oorapeteat Buporvieor;/ (graders in tho vilioloaale 
rooeiving centers ivhere the grading of oaroasaes from all seotiona of 
tho country could bo easily spot-ohecked to dotormino the oorreot 
regional differences in grading, 
A possible solution to this problem tvould be to develop an ob* 
jective grade standard* Vihen the grader questions the proper classifi­
cation of a carcass ( an obJeotiTe measurvrodnt of scrae oliaraoteristic 
v/ould permit hin to decide tho issue. If this nothod of graditi^  re­
solved tho question without an observable bias, the conflicting views 
of the two interested parties oould bo more easily reconciled. 
Tiie advantages of objective oaroass grade standards over subjective 
sta::dards ap^ oear to be two-fold. First, only by means of an objective 
classification could there be a strictly uniform application of tho 
stfuidard over the country. Second, by focus ir-c the attention upon 
objective standards, all parties to tho trade are inclined to have 
more confidence in the s^ 'Btera. 
This is not intended to indicate that subjective standards are 
without Tierit. It is possible tliat subjective considerations connected 
with a oarcasis standard, based primarily on objectivs neasures, oould 
Improve the accuracy of oaroass grading above that possible by objeotive 
measures alone* 
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Tho Standards and Grades Sootion of the i'roduotion and .Viarketing 
Adminifltration of tho U.S. Departinent of Agriculture has rooently 
set up tentative objective oaroass standards. Those standards 
use cbjeotivo carcass moasurenionts based in part on tho rooaardi done 
at the Universitj'- of .Vdnjieaota, Before these grade standards can be 
acooptad tliroaghout the Ilidivest or the United States, additional checks 
and tests mst be made." Variatic-is in t pe of hcf^ , feeding, and brood-
ins praotioes for different geographic areas rsfly influence tho rela-
ticaiBhip between various objoctiro noasurer.ients a:id tho ocrrospcnding 
diaraotoristica of tho hoc carcass, 
Objeotivei 
The objectives of this phase of tho at-ady are (l) to dotomino 
tho x^lationahip between, objootivo inoosuroncnts and cliaracteristios of 
the hoc carcass for butoher-tjTpe hoes mi^oted in lona, (2) to Mse 
these relationahips to develop tentative caroaBs Grati® atar.dards for 
hoes :narketod in lovra in accordance \7ith oharaotoristics of tho "ideal" 
grade standard, and (o) to shon tho relative values per 100 pounds be­
tween tho various carcass grades and -weisht olassificatiais. 
1 
*The North Central Livostook liariceting Conmittee has been vozicing 
for two years or. the problen of "IJarketing Livestock by Carcass Woicht 
and Grade". One of the isqportant jihases of this problem ia to develop 
objective oaroass grades for ho[js. 
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PreTioua Approaches to the Problem 
In Denioark, Qreat Britain and Canada objeotiTe oaroaas grade 
staiidards, based on physical aoasuroTaoats, Imve provided tho basis 
of settlement for soma time and are G®norally accepted by all parties 
in the trade. The Danes use laeasuroments of the tliiclsieas of the fat 
along tho baolc« body length, fimness of tho neat and weight of carcasses. 
The British grade their bacon hog carcasses on the basis of measureTnents 
of shoulder fat and belly thiolmess and might of carcass. Ihe sieasure-
nents used in classifying carcasses in Canada are iveight# length of 
body* tliickness of fat over tlie shoulder and thickness of fat over the 
loin. The Csjaadians also oonBider and disoount carcasses for sub­
jective reasons such as soft or oily pork* disease, bnising, ridglings, 
eto»^  
All of these standards depend primarily upon objective criteria 
for determining degree of nerit. Only a few subjective criteria vmre 
used* For the nost part, objective neasurements supply the priiaary 
determinant of carcass grade. 
In order to explore the possibilities of establishing objective 
Z  
carcass grade standards. Shepherd et al« subjectively graded and 
weighed a random sample of 830 butchex^hogs from the reg:ular run of a 
S^hepherd, Gooffrey. Livestock max^ ceting msthods in Dexuaark, 
Oreat Britain and Canada, op. oit«« p. 152. 
2 
Shepherd, Beard and Brickson, op. oit., p. 488. 
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oonmeroial paokln^  plant. Tlie laoasuromonts taken were length of oaroaas, 
thlokneaa of the baok fat at tliroe polnta and the depth of tho o&roass 
at two points. Prom the results of this survey it is apparent that, 
among oaroasaes of l^ ie same vwight group, tiie baokfat thiokzieas of 
Ho. 1 oaroaaa ia greater than that of the discounted grades• Length 
of oaroaaa ia amaller for the i'o. 1 grade than it is for the discounted 
grades. 
In ox*der to develop possible objective gxiade standards, Engelman,^  
In 1946« "weighed and measured COS hog carcasses • Iho measurements vrere 
recorded on the cold carcass and included body length and ham length, 
baokftit thiclciess at tiie first rib, last rib, and the last lutobar 
vertebrae^  the vridth through the shoulders and through the hams and 
the belly pocket thickness* These measurements were used to predict 
the ratio of the five primal outs plus lean tz>imming8 to the total 
caz^ jass wsight. These measurements nvre used also to predict honr the 
resulting vdiolesale outs were distributed by grades. It ims found 
that for carcasses of equal wsight, average baokfat thickness -ma the 
most important measurement and body length ms nexb. Other measure­
ments contributed little to the accuracy of prediction* 
The primary goal or objective of the British, Danish and Canadian 
meat processors is the 'kViitshire side for the Britiah market. The 
rrhole aide of carcass with only head, feet, aitch bone, backbone, 
E^ngelman, op* eit*« p* 50* 
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braaatbono and neolrbon© removed, is piciklod and cured and then sold 
on tlxo T/lioleaale m.rl:et in the Jnited Kingdom. Tlio -iltnarioan processor, 
on tho other liand, has his attention fooused primarily upon the vrhole-
salo narkets for a nusiber of outs and is oonoerned with oonaiuner 
preferenoea for a dozen or aore products• This essential differonoe 
ooraplicates the establislment of carcass standards in the United States. 
Tho Problem 
The major purpose of this phase of the study is to detemine 
whether the relationships amonc several objective neasurenents a:id tlie 
oharaeteriatios of the carcass axv suffioiently accurate and reasonable, 
so that an objective carcass grade standard would be acoeptablo to all 
oonoerned* 
M already mentioned, hog oaroasses are sold as vrholesale outs in 
tho United States. Some of these vrholesale cits are, in tun\, 
on the basis of oonfonaxtion, finish and guali%. Tlie grade of the 
carcass is dependent on the aggregate evaluation of quantitative and 
qualitative oharaofteristios of the outs. For the carcass, conforma­
tion is dependent upon the quantitative relationship of the various cuts; 
finish and quality are dependont in part on the quantitative and qual­
itative relationships of the various cuts. If the quantitative and 
qualitative characteristics of a given out are in turn related to 
the physical measurements of the carcass, then tlie grade of the caroass 
oan be determined by tlie use of physical measurements. 
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Source and Chnraotor of Data 
TIio data for the analyBis to bo used in the dovelopnont of ob-
jooti-Te oaroaaa standards vwre obtained at the Iowa Pao::in5 Cor^ ip&ry 
Plant at Dos Moines, loim, fron Juno 15, 1948 throuj^ h Julj^  20, 1943. 
!>!easurenent8 -were taken on COO hog oaroasses and recorded. After 
being measured, the oaroaases vnre out out and tlie vreights of tlie 
•wholesc.^  outs and triamings wre recorded. Trained goveamaent graders 
plaoed quali-t^  grades on tlie four major outs. 
The sa:npling teohniqua followed in selooting the carcasses for 
this study ms a stratified random tj^ 'pe. The saii^ le vas designed to 
sangjie adequately'-, -wi-bhin presoribod limi-fcs, the total jrange of jihyaioal 
•variatian, for butdier-'l^ '-pe hogs, regardless of the number in -which 
the -Ttirious categories oosae to oarket. 
Iteight of the oaroass m.s assuioed to be one of tlie ioportant 
laeasurenents affecting oaroass grade. Thenfore, -bhe sas^ le -was 
stratified by -weight and drantm such -that equal mcabers of carcasses 
fell in eao h -weight group for -the -weight ranges liaioh most butcher-
•fcype hogs in Iowa -were brought to aaricet. lUie particular -weights of 
oaroaases seleoted Trere Intended to vary frors 105 to 225 pounds. 
This range in oaroass weight approximates the li-ve -weight range from 
165 to 515 poinds and includes -the bulk of the butcher hogs mrt:eted 
in Iowa and in the western oombelt. The entire range was divided into 
12 oonseoutive weight groups, each having a 10 pound -weight range. 
An attempt 'was mado to Iiave 50 oaroassos in eaoli of the \rolght groups* 
Two weight grixi.-oa oontained 52 oarcassos and one group oontained 47 
oaroasses. Tlie otlior nine yroiii^ s contained fron 48 to 51 oaroassea 
per nroup, 
Sanpliraf, bjr vroicht alone, however, would not suffioo for the 
purpose of this study. There are many variations in the finish, quality 
and conformation for an;,' ten pound vioinht of oaroasses. To 
develop a prade standard representative of all possiblo variations it 
is neoessar^ f to include all possible variations in the sample. '\»hen 
oonduotinc regressioii anal^ -^sis, if the typo of relationship is blown 
it •would be necessary only to sanple tho extremes, but •svhon the tj/po 
of relationship is unknown, it is nocassai^ .'- that tho pattern of 
individual observations be distributed as evenljr as possible from 
one end of the entire range to the other* attempt TOS raade, there­
fore, to sanple as •vvids a ran^ e of variation of oaroasses within eadh 
weight group as possible, regardless of the numbers in w>.ioh these 
jdiysioal categories come to market* 
From previous worl: on tJiis subject, it has been obserred that 
there was a hif:h degree of relationship between baclcfat thlclaiess and 
the degree of finish. Degree of finish is a subjective term used to show 
the amount of fat the animal has as well as the distribution of that ftit* 
It also Is related to conformation of th«5 carcass. It seemed desirable 
to use soiTie objective measure of the degree of finish Instead of such 
terns as very fat, less fat, etc* Therefore, it was decided to select 
oaroasses on the basis of 5 millimeter gradations of average backfat 
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thiolcn®B8. Tho ranjo of baold'at t^ 'lo!aie88 ms fair.d to b© from 20 to 
70 Tnilliaetora, Eaoh olaasification of a ^ ivon oaroaaa -woi.eht ima to 
represent an equal portion of tho total physioal mngo in variation. 
It ims iaiposaible to obtain adequate numbers of li^ ht weight 
very fft,t oaroasses and almost impoasible to obtain enai^ h heavy weisht 
ver:/ lean oaroasses. The 50 oaroasses for eaoh -preicht croup were 
distributed as evenly as possible between tho possible objootively 
measured degrees of finish. Eaoh weif^ t group contained from 6 to 8 
divisions in baokfat t'iokness. It ms Impossible to fill all of the 
five nilliBieter divisions in baolcfat thiolcneBS for the ran^ e from 20 
to 70 millimetejrs. As hoes inorease in •weight the;' also tend to inorease 
in average thiolcnesB of baokfat. 
It isas not neoessQiT.' that the number of oaroasses in eaoh oell 
should be exactly tho aene because tho analyses oontemplated in this 
phase of the studj' are of the regression t^ /po, aasuminc continuous 
variables. Confomonoe to a sampling model or experimontal design 
required in analysis of variance is not necessary. Most of the cells 
could have been filled with equal numbers of c&roasses, had sufficient 
rescurcos and tine been available to check lai^ e nimbers of oaroasses 
over a lone period of tJr», 
It mis reoocnized that to add an additional oaroass to a ooll 
containing only 3 oaroasses TTOuld add moh more to the analysis than 
adding one to a oell containing 10 carcasses, TJhencver possible, car­
casses were selected to fill these extrerie cells oontaining only a few 
oaroasses. The selection of oaroasses for each oell was a random 
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seleotlon prosumably witli uo bias. Caroassos with serious shaolcle 
biniises, haa, loin, or belly bruisiny, or witla jowls noticeably triraroed 
for diseased glands, Tvoro disoaz'dod. 
Tlie uistribution o? oaroasses by v.'eight and baokfat tliio3noBS is 
shovm in Table 4. Tlie Itiok of underfiniahed light-vreii-hts and oveiv 
finished oaroasses of all vreights is evident. 
After tho oaroasses had bear, in tlio ooolor for 24 hours, they 
vjere neasiired and weighed. Tlio neusuraments includedjbody lo:ii;th, hajn 
lengtli, baokfat t' iofcneis at tlie first rib, last i"lb and the last Ivimbar 
vertebra, T/idth of eaoh liaia, .ridth of eaoh shoulder, oirournferonoe of 
eaoli hoai and thickness of bell^ r pocket. Tlxo measureuents vwre all 
recorded in nillimeters. 
The carcasses were out the same day tlmt tlie measuresiouts were 
taken. The usual procedure was to uae tho regular power cutting 
nacliinery and cutting tables iranediately after tho regular cutting 
gang had conpletod their day's operations. Because this phajie of the 
study was primarily concerned with actual differences between oaroasses, 
rather than the variations in the particular product obtained by the 
c-attinj gang in a packing plant, it was oonaidered advisable to standard­
ize the catting procedure for eaoh hoj^  oaroass. 
Tiie persoiinel used to cut the oaroasses was specially aelooted 
rroa the regular outbinf^  crew and given specific! detailed Instruotions 
detailed description of eaoh laeasurenent is given in Appendix A, 
Table 4. Prequencr/ distribution of caroasses selected for out-out tests 
Classified bj^  iraif^ ht of oaroass r.nd a-rerap;e baokfat thiclmoss 
Carcass 
weicht 
(pounds) 
20.0 
to 
24.9 
Average backfat thioroiess (nillirieter) 
25.0 30.0 35.0 40.0 45.0 50.0 
to to to to to to 
29.9 34.9 35.9 44.9 49.9 54.9 
55.0 
to 
59.9 
60.0 
to 
64.9 
G5.0 
tc 
69.9 
Total 
105-114.9 6 9 12 12 8 2 49 
115-124.9 6 10 13 12 4 3 1 49 
125-134.9 8 0 8 0 9 6 3 50 
135-144.9 3 6 11 9 8 9 4 1 51 
145-154.9 2 6 10 11 6 10 5 2 52 
155-164.9 1 7 7 8 10 7 8 1 49 
165-174.9 2 2 7 10 12 11 3 3 50 
175-184.9 2 3 7 6 12 7 8 6 1 52 
185-194.9 2 8 9 6 9 8 4 4 50 
195-204.9 1 4 10 6 7 10 10 1 49 
205-214.9 2 2 9 9 9 11 8 2 52 
215-224.9 1 1 9 9 9 4 5 9 47 
Total 25 45 71 87 99 92 71 55 3C 17 COO 
a> 
CO 
aa to the aitting procedure. TJio outtinr; orew "was supervised by a 
representative of the pnokin:;; pln.nt and a roprosorrtatlvo of the Tov«. 
State Experiment Station, The p-arpose of this supenriaion vras to reduce 
cutting variation to a miniimun. Detailed outtinc instxnotions are given 
in Appendix B, 
The outs and various trisminEB Tiwro weighed on scales graduated in 
pounds and ounces and the •weights were i^ corded. The sum of the iveighti 
was aasuned to bo the total weight of the oaroass, Tliis asaunption was 
based on the follov/ing facts» (l) the rail scales used to weigh the 
oarcasses prior to cutting was graduated in two pound intonmls, (2) there 
is often a variation in the weight of the gamble and pulley on which the 
caroflLSs moves along the carcass rail and (3) the cutting losses were veiy 
snail. Therefore, it Tivas considered advisable to asausio that the sum of 
the -weights of the outs and trimning to be the weight of the carcass. 
In order to ervaluate the relationship between the various measurements 
of the oaroass and the pirobable frequenoy with whioh the wholesale cuts 
are discounted for quality reasons, the haras, loins, plonios and bellies 
ware graded by U.S. government graders cn the bMia of the V,S, atandards 
for -the various wliolesale cxtts. These cuts were not do\'nigraded Cor bruises, 
trintnlnf>s or fftulty worknp.nship. 
The information recorded on each carcass was put on cards suoh aa is 
shown In Appendix C, The outs were grouped according to ainilarity of 
•^ rpes of cuts (lean outs, fat outs and skeletal outs). 
Analysis of Data 
Prelininarv analveia 
—I—I r I - I - ** r -r -1 
Tho anproaoh to the problerc of devolopinr, oaroasa grade sta:idard8 
ims to determine whether some physical roeaauir© oould be found wjiioh has 
a fimotional relationship 7.1 th the Troichts of certain ivholosalo outs or 
oo.Tt>inations of outs and the quality grade of tho outs. 
For a Given weight group of oaroassea, the data available are the 
series of rieasurenents mentioned previously and tho vroichts of various 
vAiolcsalo outs and trinmini^ a. To let each cut and triiir.anc, beoono a 
dependent variable and try to predict tlie v/oiclit of each of these cuts 
by use of the pl^ oioal SKsasurenents as indepondeut variables v/ould beooiae 
an unvrieldfy' problem. It would be especially um/ielify Y/h.en tho twelve 
carcass weight croups wore involved. 
Scno oonbination of similar cuts appears to liavo norit. Tho 
haiaa, loins, butts and picnics mke up the lean outs vhioh are all high in 
value. Other hij^ h va].ue cuts are bellies and lean trinrnin-jS. 
There vre.s, however, corciderable variation in the BIZ O  of bellies and 
lean and fat trimrninj due primarily to cutting procedure, Tl\o bellies 
from female oaroasses are trinnwd normally about one to two inches further 
up on tho loner side than bellies from nale oaroasses. Tliese trimmings 
are then separated into lean and fat tri-nmings. Consequently, tlie weight 
of the belly from a female carcass ? s less and the trimmings greater than 
for a male carcass of equal total treight and degree of finish. No con­
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sideration viae ci^vor. to sex w!:on the aamplo was drawn, assuninf: tliat the 
number of rnale and fenialo oaroasses v.'ovcld bo nearly equal and aasiming 
that there rjas very littlo difference beti-won rmle and I'oinale oaroassea 
for '-iven nhyoioal charaoteristios, The oooporatinp; packer vjould not 
allow the bellies fron the fe:i«lo oaroaeaes to be trinned, firat, as a 
barrow belly wid ti:on woifihed nnd later triaiaad aa a 30w belly and vreiehed 
again, b'at instead they wore triiaaod aooordin^ to regular prooodu« 
oorroBpondin^^ to tho sex. 
CX:lior combinations of cuts tliat vioro ocnsidored desirable vwi'e the 
1 2 fat crita and tho skoletal cuts, 'i'ho four lean outa rialte up about 50 
per cent of the total Y;ei.-;ht of tha caroass, the bellies and lean trim 
abo'.it 22 per oent, tha ffet outa about 20 per oont and the s.celetal outs 
about 8 per cent. 
For a civen total oaroass •woi^ht there appeared to be a i'unctional 
relp.tlonship between the vroichts of tho various combination of outs. Aa 
tho size of tho four lean cats increased, the aggragate weight of the fht 
cuts decreased. 
It seemed lo:3ical to seloot oonbinations of outs tliat had no known 
variation due to sex. The four lean aats and the bono outs appeared to 
have no sejnial variations. For tiie 145ol55 pound oaroass weight group, 
^Ffet backs, jowls, flat trim. 
2 Spare ribs, neok bones, front feet, hind feet and tail. 
the mean r/eight of the four loaii c.ita for fomles vms 78.2 and the var­
iance 'Wtts 30«56 lbs.I the mean weight for mles ms 74»3 and the variance 
waa 40«P2 lbs. The noan weight of the bone outs for feiaales mo 11.2 lb8. 
and the wrionoe ivas 2»66 Ibo,; the mean weight for rmles was 10.C Iba, 
and the varinnce Trtia 2,10 lbs. At the V*> level the difference between 
the r^ eans of nalo rnd femle for both sets of csuts vias not sif.nifioantt 
Therefore, it seersd reasonable to asaurw thnt the onl^ - two suitable oom-
binationfl of cuts T»?iich omld lcf,ioally be used as dependent vrriables in 
the regreasion analyais Tfere as follcwsi 
1. The TJeicht of the four lean cuts (ha:;3, loins, Vutts er.i pionios), 
2. The weicht of the 8l:eletal cuts (spar* i-ibs, neok bones, front 
feet« hind feet nnd tail). 
It seemed logical to select the oonbinatfcn cf cuts t!-iit represented 
the largest proportion of the total value of tl^ o oaroass. Tlio fo-ir lean 
cvxts uB'Aally -ralce up about 60 to 65 per cent of the total valuo of tl:e 
oaroass tmd the skeletal cuts only represent about 1 per cent cf tlie value 
of the oaroass* It also seonwd logical to selsot the conbinatLon of cuts 
that appeawd to have the greatest fanotional re lat ion ship ivith tho other 
oonbinations of cuts and the least variation due to sex for n .^ ivon total 
woif^ ht of oaroass. 'FVon visual observation of aoatter diai^ rariis, the total 
TToight of the four lean outs soerwd to hr.vo tliese properties. Therefore, 
the total Trei^ ht of the four loan cuts appeared to hnve the greatest merit 
as the combination of cuts to be used as the dependent variable in the 
prellalnary re^ reasion analysis. 
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The physical iiioaBurQnciits which vrore f^ivoK. an exploratory'' oxarainetion 
for uoe as indepondont variables r/orc as followa: 
1. .Ivorar.o baclcfat thiclaiess 
2« Ijonfjth of tody 
3* Avorase loRf.th of ham 
4. Avor£i;;o cirounforenoe of }ian 
5. Thio'c'.ess of bell;: •nookot 
e» ivero.r,e width cf shoulder 
7» Aven.r,o "ddt'.i of lian 
Ir.:'.07: cf ha;-! 
dm Inde:: of rrasolin^ in h&ra 
10. Index of nusoliHL': i-^ shoulder 
T]io first five of those measures are indioatod on tho earoass data 
card (Soo ApporJi?: C). Tno index of liara is calculated bj' dividiiv: tho 
oiro r^ forcnce cf t'lo han "by tho lensth of lian. The purpose of tliis laeasure-
aent T«IS to sho-,v tho o on formation of tho hani. Tho index of rausolin^ of 
lioTi was ft onloulated measure obtained by subtractinr; trrf-oe the thiolciess 
of bac^ rfat at t}ie last litnbar vertebra fron tho total width of ham. The 
purpose of this monsure is to estiinate the thioloxeas of the lean laeat or 
niu8oliii!j- of the ban. The index of ausoling ixi the slioulder vms sirailarly 
calculated by subtracting tviioe tho baokfat thiolaiess at tho first rib 
from the total v/idtli of shoulder. 
The average thieknesees of baokfa.t and of belly podcet are niaasiires 
to approximate the degree of finish. The other measures are essentially 
measures of confonuition. Average baokfat thiokness is supposedly related 
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to quality of tho Trarious outs. 
The 145-1R5 pound oaroass "woight group ms aelootod as the tost group. 
Soattor diagrtuns Tfora -lotted showing the rolationahip between the various 
TTSoasurenonts and tho weight of tho four lean oixts, rK- usin^ visual 
evaluations of tlie siinple rolationshi-ps only, it me cotioluded tluit the 
order of tlio -mrious raaaaurements in tiioir abili-l^/ to prodiot tho woi^ht 
of tho four hir;h valued outs was as follovrs: 
1. Average baokfat thiokneas 
2. Lenr^th of body 
3, Index of nusolinc of han 
4. Loi^th of ham 
5. Index of hazn 
G. Index of muscling of shoulder 
7. Average widtli of shoulder 
8. Average u-idth of hara 
9. Average oiro-ojioferenoe of Ixan 
10. Thickness of bell^' pooket 
The scatter diagrcma shov/in^ the rolatia^ship of the various neaaure-
r.ents to t'le v/oijjht of the four loan outs are giver, in. Appendix D, The 
relatioiships appeared to be linear for all of tho scatter diagrarui that 
shewed e\-idenoe of any degree of relptionship. Baokfat thiolcness was 
superior to the other measiurements v/?ieja plotted against the weight of the 
four lean outs. Body length seamed useful and v/as seoond only to baokfat 
thiolaiess. Thicteess of belly pooket had the least merit as a nsasure. 
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Part of the scatter TimB explained by tho variation in iveicht. Tlie 
weishta of the oai'oaases variod over a ton pound ronce or tho ra:5ee of 
tho WGlnht {;;roup, Y/lien several woi'^ht croups wore to bo analyzed, it 
seamed nooeasar^'' that woi;^ht should bo inoludod as aio of tho iiidonondent 
variables. 
^oattor diacraras vwro ^jlottad for tho 145-155 pOLind wolght "to 
iiidicata the relationship bet^wdn baokf&t thiolaioss and the other moasure-
'.nent. Tho rolatiomship appeared to be linoar for thoso scatter diagramB 
that shcrivod ovidonoe of anj"- decide cf roletlonahip. Judi^ln^; fi'o;'. the 
visual oboervution of scatter alone, thoro \ms a relationship botr/reen 
badcfat thioknesa and several other ^Taaaurenonta• Tlie order of inportanoe 
•was as follows s 
1, Index of musolins of ham 
2. Length of lifln 
3* Loncth of caroass 
4. Index of misolins of shoulder 
5. Index of ham 
o. Avemgo vri-dtli of shoulder 
7. Average cirounferenoe of han 
8. Averu£o vadth of ha:a 
9» Thiotaaeas of beU^' pocket 
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Past KTork in th« United States, Canada and Detunark indioatea that 
baokf^ it thiokness and vraight of oaroass are the most useful neasurements. 
The scatter diagrams oonfirm the oonolusions of these earlier investiga­
tions. Vfeight of oaroass is partioularly important when more than one 
wsiGht group is oonsidered* 
Scatter diagrams irere used to determine the independent variables, 
other than baokfat thiokaess and oaroass traight, whioh should be used to 
predict the iraight of the four lean outs* This would depend on the im> 
proveroent in the multiple correlation coefficient as well as the inde­
pendent effeot of the added variables. 
Grade standards, based on objective measurements that are practical 
and acceptable, should be accurate and the measurements relatively simple. 
The Improvement in the correlation ooeffioient should be of such magnitude 
as to compensate for the added con^ lexity in the actual grading of the 
oaroass caused by the inolusion of an additional variable. 
Length of carcass is used in carcass grade standards in Denmark and 
Canada and the scatter diagrams indicated that length was probably the 
most promising measure other than backf&t thickness and carcass weight. 
Therefore, length of carcass was used as an independent variable in the 
multiple correlation anailysis to test the relationship between this 
msasurenent and the weight of the four lean outs. 
Rirther observation indicated that there was a relationship between 
length of carcass and the other measurements. Scatter diagrams were 
plotted to show these relationships. Judging from visual observation of 
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ths soatter* the order of importanoe of those relationships trore as 
follows i 
(1) Length of ham 
(2) Index of muscling of ham 
(3) Index of ham 
(4) Average wldtli of shoulder 
The aoatter of tho other msasuronenta indloated tliat no relationship 
existed. 
The test Tshether a given independent variable raay really "be related 
to the dependent variable, even if it shows no apparent correlation* is 
whether the independent variable is correlated with other independent 
variables 'vdiich in turn are correlated urith the dependent variable. The 
variables that appeared to have no relationship with the dependent var­
iable -vrore average width of shoulder, average width of ham, average oir-
oumferenoe of ham, and thiclcnsBs of belly poolcet. These same measurements 
appeared to have no relationship with any of the most signifloant variables 
(baokfat thlokness weight of oaroass and leiigth of oaroass). Index of 
tmisoling of ham, index of ham and length of ham appeared to have oonaider* 
able merit as independent variables and they appeared to be correlated 
with baokfat thickness and length of carcass. 
To test more accurately which of these six variables (baokfat thick­
ness, weight of carcass, length of carcass, index of musoling of ham, 
index of ham and length of ham) should be used as independent vai*iables, 
the multiple regz*assion of these six variables on weight of the four lean 
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outs vtiB oaloulated for the 145»155 pound oaroaas ^ ight olass. The 
multiple oorrolation oceffioiont (R) -was .9249. The multiple reEreaaion 
of baokfat thiokneaa, weight of oaroaas and length of oaroass on the 
vreight of the four lean outa ma again calculated for the 145-155 pound 
-weight claaa. The correlation ooeffioient (R) vraa •9121. The reduo-
tion in the unexplained deviation due to inoluding index of ruBolin^  of 
ham* index of ham and length of ham ma not aignifioant at the 5 por oent 
level (See Table 5)* 
The relationahip between these TneaaureinentB and tha iraicht of the 
four lean outa azaong different vreight groups waa teated by regression 
analyaia. The -neight groupa IIS-IZS, 145-155, 195-205 and 205-215 -nere 
ohosen a> teat groupa. The aeveral oorrelation and regreaaion ooeffioienta 
obtained are given in Table 6. 
i\n examination of the aimple oorrelation ooeffioienta (r) indieatea 
-Qiat baokfat thiokneaa haa the higheat degree of oori*elation to the 
weight of the four lean outa (r above -.8345 for all four weight groupa). 
Length of oaroaaa waa aeoond (r above .6646 for the four weight groups). 
Total weight of oaroass was third (r above *1592). The correlation 
ooeffioients between baokfat thickness and length of oaroass were neg­
ative and relatively high (r above -.7299). 
For the four weight groupa, the standard partial regression oo­
effioienta of baokfat thiokneaa on the weight of the four lean outa 
differed aignifloantly from aero at the 1^  level and total weight of 
oaroaaa differed aignifloantly from tero at the Sf<> level. The standard 
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Table 5* Analysis of varianoe of roduotion in variation 
due to regression 
Source of variation 
Degrees 
of Sum of squares t'!ean squares 
freedom 
Reduotion in due to 
fitting 6 variates 
2 Reduotion inj.y due to 
fitting 
Reduotion inXy^  due to 
Error after fitting 
all 6 variates 46 
1694.117008 
1647.674656 
46.442S52 
286.3720 
15.4808 
6.S638 
N ; 52 
r 1980.49 
R^ .123456 • .85540296 
H^ .12S a 83195303 
F s 152^ 08 . 2.4386 
6.3638 
F.05 = 2.81 
,^01 = ^ '2^  
r average 'baokfat thiokness 
X2 9 length of oaroass 
X5 • total -neight of oaroass 
X4 s index of musoling of ham 
xg • index of ham 
X0 s length of ham 
y « Height of the four lean outs 
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Table 6. Correlation and regression ooeffioients of average baokfftt 
thiokness, length and weisht to the weight of the 4 lean 
outs in pounds for selected weisht groups 
Caroass weiptht groups (pounds) 
llS-125 145-155 195-205 205-215 
N 50 52 49 52 
*"12 -.7649 -.7939 -.72D9 -.7418 
.1679 -.0593 -.0735 -.0087 
**23 .0818 .1308 .2080 .1921 
'yi -.8345 -.8894 -.9114 -.0932 
.7820 .7309 .7058 .=646 
'y3 .2509 .2542 .2001 .1592 
y^l.23 -.7738^  -.3603^  -.8694^  -.9617^  
y^S.lS .1600 .0217 .0450 -.0807 
y^3.12 .3677* .2004* .1269* .1663* 
Vl«23 -.4892 -.5707 -.6907 -.7476 
V.15 •0256 .0037 .0097 .0151 
y^S.lE .6157 .4423 .2935 .3867 
R .9132 .9121 .9217 .9173 
H2 
.8339 .3319 .8495 .8414 
Significant at W" level 
b / 
Significant at ]> level 
y - Yit, of four lean outs (lbs.) 
X]^ s Baokfat thiokness (milliineters) 
X2S Length of carcass (nilliiasters) 
X55 Total weight of oaroass (lbs.) 
partial rogrossion oooffioiont of length of oaroaso differed significantly 
from rero at the 5;>i level for the 115-125 pound oarcasa weight group, 
only. 
It is interesting to note that the simple correlation coefficient 
(r^ g) length of carcass to weight of four lean outs is significant 
at the level (ryg above •6646), hut when this variable was included 
in the multiple regrvssion, the standard partial regression coefficients 
did not differ significantly fron tero. It is apparent, therefore, that 
a large portion of the relationship of length to the weight of the four 
lean outs is exerted through its intorrelationohip with baokfat thick-
nesfi. In other vcords, for the scste carcass weight, if length is increased 
baokfat thickness siay be expected to decrease* But it is idle baokfat 
thickness, rathor than bodj- length, which is exerting the strongest 
influence upon the dependent variable* If the baokfat and wei^ t are 
ass'^ sied to be held constant, the Independent relationship of length to 
the dependent variable is considerably reduced* 
It is interesting to note the change in the partial regression co­
efficients of average baokfat thlelaiess on total weight of the four lean 
cuts when the total weight of the carcass increases. For the 115-125 lbs* 
oaroass weight group, this statistical paraneter was 0.4892 and the 
value increased as the weights increased until the partial regression 
coefficient for weights of carcasses between 205 and 215 pounds was -.7476 
Xhe midpoints of the -various weight groups were plotted against the 
partial regression coefficients (^ yi,25)* regression of total 
walght of oaroass en the partial regression coefficients of baokfat 
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thloloiess on total vrelr,ht of ths four lean oiits appeared to be linear 
and differed Bignifioantly from sero at the level (See Figure 10). 
The foregoinp diaouesion indioates that Tflthln weight groups 
baokfl&t thiokness is the moat important measure. Carous vreight appeared 
to be second only to baokflat thiokness in its relations to total -meight 
of the four lean outs • The addition of the body length ^ rariable pro­
vided little improvement in the relation of baokfat thiokness to the 
'neight of the four lean outs* Yniatever relationship length appears to 
have with the dependent variable when correlated independently is due, 
not to its independent rolatic9iship« but rather to Its high degree of 
intenrelationship with baokfiat thiokness. The estimate of the inter-
correlation betiroen baokfat and length of oaroass for the entire sample 
is not knoim but may have a greater or lesser degree of relationship 
when the ontlro panple is used in multiple oorrelation analysis. 
Other measures that appeared to have meidt as independent variables 
were interoorre}iited with baokfat thiokness« weight of oarcass, and 
length of carcass. The reduction in the unexplained deviation due to 
Inoluding these other variables was not significant. It is clear that 
these three measurements (baokfftt thiokness, carcass length and weight) 
are the most important and that the slnultaneous use of other variables 
would add little to the ability to prediot differences in the weight of 
tho four lean outs among carcasses. The addition of other variables 
would add ruoh to the complexity of the grade standard. It is also 
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iraporbant to note that the three moasuremeats are relatively ain^ jle to 
make and they probably could b© perfonaed quite eoonomioally in a 
coameroial neat packing plant. Hiorefore the average baokfat thiokneis, 
length of oaroaos and total weight of caroass will be used as the priraary 
cieasures in the inultiple regression analysis of the entire sample. 
Detailed Statistical ^ Vjilysis of the Entire Stinple 
Derelopnent of the nia.lor reKression equation 
The analysis to this point has been directed toward the determination 
of the nerit of the various combinations of outs and objective cieasure-
ments, Tliis analysis has dealt prinarily witii selected caroaos vwicht 
groups and has shcrwn the relationship of various sieasur^ iiTonts ai\d tlie 
weight of the four lean outs for carcasses of equal weights. 
Physical measures other than the average ba<d:fat thiobiess, the 
length of the caroass, and the total weight of the carcass have been 
eliciinated from further consideration. It is important* at this point« 
to show how these three measurements for all variations in carcass weight 
can best be combined into an equation that will show, for tlie entire 
sample) their relationships to weight of the four lean outs. 
These relationships can first be expressed as a linear equation includ­
ing these three independent variables as follows! (l) Y « k ^  a*X^  4 bXg ^  6X3 
idiere Y s total weight of the four lean cuts 
k s a constant 
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- avorace baokfat thicknoss 
Xg : total -weight of tho oaroaa# 
Xj = length of tho oarooss 
As tiaB indicated previously (See Figure 10)» baokfat thiotaioBa and 
the -weisht of the four lean outs twre found to olianee at a constant rate 
as tho weicht of tho oaro&ss Increased. Therefore, a* In equation (l) 
oan ho expressed linear equation (2). 
(2) a' s R J- dXg 
where a' a the regrosflicn oooffioient of haokflat thickness on -woieht 
the four lean ou-b« 
a s a oons-bant 
X2 s to-bal treisht of the oaroass 
Substituting equation (2) into the basic equation (l) equation 
(S) and oan be expanded into equation (4} 
(3) Y - k * (a 4. dXg) f bX2 f 0X3 
(4) Y r k • aX^  f dXj^  f bXg + 0X5 
Vihen the total weight of all oaroasses in -the se.'nple vm.s plot-bed 
against the total range cf the four lean outs, -there appeared to be a 
Blight ourvilinear relationship be-bween these -two -variables• As -Height 
increased, the weight of -the four lean ou-ts increased but at a deoreasing 
rate* The log X2 seemed to be -the curve that -would best fir -fehis relation­
ship* Therefore, ano-Uier -variable was added to equation (4). 
(5) Y - k + aXi 4. bXg + oXg 4. dXj^Xg + e loc Xg 
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Equation (5) is a joint ounrilinear maltiplo regression equation. 
The values k, b, o, d and e oan bo dotemined by the usual methods 
of least squares used for linear nultiple correlation vrith 
and loc Xg used as the independent faotors* 
Processinr. of data for the entire sample 
'Ihe various parameters in the nultiple regression equation were 
determined by iiie zwthod of least squares and the resulting regression 
equation is as followsi 
(G) Y - -9,4804 - .2450Xj + .5732X2 4- .OlSDXj - .OOSOX^  4- 4.1020Xg 
Vihere I 
Y a TBeight of the four lean outs in pounds 
average baokflat thickness in inilliineters 
X2S total weight of the oaroass in pounds 
Xgs length of oaroajs in nillliaBters 
4^= -^ 1^ 2 
Xg- I03 X2 
The multiple correlation coefficient (R) vtas .9832 and the correspond-
in; coefficient of determination (R^ ) vma .9668. In other iiTordSi about 
97 per cent of the variation in the -weight of the four lean outs is ex­
plained by this set of independent variables. The error of estimte ma 
2.828 pounds* 
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Tho Btimdard partial regrosaion ooeffioients for the several 
variatee and their respective (t) values ajpe as follo^ vst 
Xi a -0,1782 
X, B 1.2989 
M 
3 0.0521 
« -0.S934 
- 0.0235 
tj^  • 4.28 
s31.33 
tg X 3.26 
t4 m 6.04 
ts • 2.0G 
The standard partial regresaioii ooeffioients -mre all signifioantly 
different from tero at tho 1 par cent level eroept Xg. The variate Xg 
was, however* signifioantly different from zero at the 5 per oent level. 
It Tsas decided to use 0.01 as the critical pro"babilJ.% lovelj therefore, 
the reduction in the unexplained deviation, duo to includinE the variate 
X5, i. not significant. 
The parameters for tlie nultipla regression equation were again 
recalculated, leaving out the variate X^ , and tho resiilting equation can 
be vrritten as follotTSi 
(7) Y s -5.4051 - .2313X;^  4 .SBSiXg 4. .OI6SX4 - .0020X^  
The aultiple correlation coefficient (R) -nas .DSSl and tho correspond­
ing coefficient of detemination (I^ ) ma •9665. By leaving out the 
variate Xg, about 97 per cent of the variation in the weight of the four 
lean outs is still explained by these four independent variables. The 
error of estimate "vas 2.839 pounds. All of the standard partial regression 
coefficients for the remaining variables were significantly different 
from Bero at tho 1 per cent level. 
The sttuadard partial rosrsBelon ooeffioients revealed that tho total 
vroisht of the oaroasa is tlie Most important variable and the oroas product 
of baokftit thiokaass and woieht are aaoond, while baokflEit thiobieaa and 
length are next in order of iir.poi'tanoe. For any given vfoight of oaroaaa, 
backfat thiclsioaa ia the laoat inportant influence on tho xwight of tho 
four lean outa, l^ ackfat thio3riesa inoreaaea, the weight of the four 
lean outo deoreaaea, Tiila raoaris tliat the fatter the hog oaroaas of a 
2ivon. -violEht, the smaller vrill be the ogcregato -woiEht of the four lean 
cuts, .'is tho vroif;ht of the oarcaas incroases for a siven ler.stli, the 
veicht of the four lean o'lta will decrease at an inoreaain^  rate as the 
he;; oarcasa bocon»s fatter. Daokfkt thiokneaa and length have opposite 
effects on the Tfoight of the four lean outa. For a:iy given carcass weight, 
the h03 oaroasa mat be longer as t!ie ho^  gets fatter "n order for the 
v;eight of tlie four lean outs to jremin constant. 
."js the ho," oarcaaa beconoa heavier, tlio length of tho oarcasa tends 
to bocono longer. The ainplo coxTelation coofficient of length on 
•weight (rg^ j) was ,7440f while the single correlation coefficient of 
length on weight of the four lean cuts "was ,8643 and the atune 
relationship for oaroasa weij^ t (r o) "was ,9137» 
Aa was pointed out previously, the impojrtant considerations in 
establishing a oarcasa grade standard were the oonformtion, finish and 
quality of the oaz>oass. Conforraation is the relative proportions the 
various cuts are of the carcass. Finish can also bo partly sjeaaured by 
the relative proportion of fat outs. Finish is also detemined by the 
marbling or foathoring of tho ftit T.dthin tho lean of the lorji outs nnd 
on tho outer odGos e-nd beneath the skin of tho loan outs. There is 
gonarall^ " a close relationship botiveon tlie anount of fat surround in,'-; a 
nit and the auiount of fat featliorinj v/ithin tlie cut. The oonsuner 
apparently does not desii^  large quantities of exoess fat pork v/itli the 
different lean outs. Therefore, p.ost of tho ftit is trimned frcn tho 
outer surfaces whan tlio oaroass is out into its oomponent parts for 
processing or sale. A fatter skinned ham will, therefore, have a larger 
quantity of the orij^ inal regular laun triuriwd amy and discarded as fftt 
trim. For example, rogular hans, used in this study, -ivere skinned about 
40 per cent of the voiy dom to tlio hock tone. The portion rono-rod '.vas 
tho skin and niost of tho layor of fat imnediatoly below tho 3kli^  on the 
upper part of tho han (See Appendix B), The fatter the hog or the 
greater tixe degree of finish, the greater was tho proportion of t'^ e orig­
inal liara tliat ms triaiaod avay and disoai^ ied as fat trimming. Tlierefore, 
the relative proportion of tlio various oats and trinniinj;3 tliat -rake up a 
oaroass is a measure of coaforoatiun and to some oxtont a rolatirely 
accurate measure cf finish. 
Finish and quality of tiio ho;^  carcass aro alao closely related. 
Quality of u o&roass Is moasured by tlio quality of the oonponont loan outs. 
Quality of a particular lean out is a characteristic of the loan flesh 
and the fat included tlierein. It pertains primarily to the thickness, 
finnness and strength of both the muscle fiber and tho connective tissue. 
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The amount of ftit that a lean out originally oontains, both on the outer 
art)as and marbled or distributed amonc the lean fibers in the out, deter-
toines in pax^  tlie juioiness and tenderness of the out. Therefore, as the 
degree of finish of the outs increases« the quality of those outs also 
increases. Uore will be said about quality grades of outs in subsequent 
sections. 
Since ooriforaation is a quantitative or proportional concept and 
the degree of finish is dependent on the relative amount of fat in the 
carcass, it seemed logical that these carcass characteristics could be 
measured by some quantitative ratio. The ratio of the wight of the four 
lean outs to the total carcass might seemed to be a suitable ratio. 
Therefore, to determine the relative oonformation and degree of finish of 
the carcass the mights of the four lean cuts ms expx>essed as a per cent 
of the total carcass wsifsht. 
The regression equation -nas -worked out in terms of weight of the 
four lean cuts using weight of the carcass as an independent variable 
instead of percentages, mainly, becaiise it is easier to see the interre­
lationship between backfat thickness, weight of carcass and the weight 
of the four lean cuts. If the weight of the four lean cuts had been used 
as a percentage of carcass oaroass weight« there would have been rounding 
errors irtiich were squared and the accuracy of the statistical parameters 
would have been decreased* 
To calculate the index of lean it was necessary to solve eqiuiticn (7) 
and determine the weight of the four lean outs and then divided the result­
ing value by the total oaroass weight. For roaeans of euphoziy and 
booause it is ropetitioualy mentioned in suboequent sootions, the weight 
of the four lean outs as a peroontage of the oaroass twight will be re-
ferrod to aa the index of lean* 
The index of lean is a loeasure of the oonforraation of a hog oaroass. 
It measures the relative proportion of fat and lean outs caking up the 
oaroMS* niere is« hovwver, some variation in the proportion of the 
individual outs that nab} up the index of lean. This error is partly a 
oonpensating error because for a given index of lean, if one of the four 
lean outs is smaller relative to the other three) one or more of the 
other three cust be larger. The differenoe in the value per pound of 
each of these four outs is usually small* Ihe relationship of each 
individual out to the index of lean ivill be disoussed in a subseqiAent 
seotion* 
The index of lean is also a neasure of the degree of finish. The 
relative proportion of fat outs is related negatively to pxvportion of 
lean outs. The index of lean is, therefore, tlie oonverse of degree of 
finish when used to desoribe oaroasses. As hog oaroasses ixiorease in 
degree of finish, they decrease in index of lean. 
The index of lean is also associated rrith the quality of the caroass. 
As vas explained previously, the quality of the carcass is partly deter­
mined by the quality of lean outs. Yihen the data were taken at the 
packing plant, a trained govermnont grader graded tlio various lean outs 
on the basis of United States govermaont grade standards. The distrlbu-
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tlon of the grades for b}ie various outs (telliea, loins, haras and pionioa)^  
by index of lean are  ^Tables 7 through 10.. The oonbinad distri­
bution of the grades of tlaose four cuts by tlao index of loan is given in 
Table 11. There me a close relationship betvwen tho index of loan and 
the distribution of oaroass r^ rades. No outs Tiere graded dovn (See Table 
11) tv!ie]i t!io index of loan •vvas -10 or beloiv. No outs •were graded in ttie 
top grade wl-.en tho inde:c of lean was 58 or above» No cuts •v/ore graded 
dovm to grade three v/hen tlie index of lean was 50 or less* f^ oa in­
spection of tliese tables it would appear tliat there is a olose relation-
ship between tlie index of lean and tlie quality grades of the outs and 
henoe, the q^ ialitj' grade of the oaroass* 
The basic tabulation of baokfat. oaroass neight. oaroass length 
and the index of lean 
Thus Ibr an attenpt has been oade to pi^ jvide the best possible de-
soription of the universe of hog carcasses with respect to the -variation 
in the index of lean with the variations in thr«e measurements, the weight 
of the oaroass, the average baokfat thicloiess and the length of carcass* 
It Ims been previously pointed out that to establish grade standards, 
based on conformatlon« the degree of finish and quality, a oaroass index 
that is related to these three oz^ tez*ia nust be used* This index was 
found to be the index of lean* 
So far, emphasis has been placed on showing the similarity betwsen 
the important grade criteria (coiifonnation, finish and quality) measured 
B^oston Butts are not commonly given a quality grade* 
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Table 7. Distribution of grades for bellies by index of lean 
Index 
of LAINIBOR Por oent 
lean No. 1 N'o. 2 No LKA- Cull Total TLO. 1 ; TO. 2 
"
i li 
. CULL. Total 
38-3B.9 3 S 100.0 100.0 
30-39.A 2 2 100.0 100.0 
40-40.9 4 4 100.0 100.0 
41-41.9 11 11 100.0 100.0 
42-42.9 18 18 100.0 100.0 
43-43.9 31 2 33 93,9 6.1 100.0 
44-44.9 32 32 100.0 100.0 
45-45.9 38 S 41 92.7 7.3 100.0 
40-46.9 40 6 46 87.0 13.0 100.0 
47-47.9 41 6 47 87.2 12.8 100.0 
4N-48.9 38 17 55 69.1 30.9 100.0 
49-49.9 36 14 50 72.0 28.0 100.0 
50-50.9 35 16 51 68.6 31.4 100.0 
51-51.9 12 25 1 38 31.6 65.8 2.6 100.0 
52-52.9 7 SO 2 39 17.9 76.9 5.2 100.0 
53-53.9 7 33 5 43 16.3 76.7 7.0 100.0 
54-54.9 1 19 6 26 3.8 73.1 23.1 100.0 
55-55,9 12 10 1 23 52.2 43.5 4.3 100.0 
56-56.9 9 10 1 20 45.0 50.0 5.0 100.0 
57-57.9 2 7 9 22.2 77.8 100,0 
53-58.9 2 Z 4 50.0 50.0 100,0 
59-59.9 1 1 100.0 100,0 
60-60.9 2 1 5 66.7 33.3 100.0 
61-61.9 1 1 100.0 100,0 
Total 356 196 43 5 600 59,3 32.7 7.2 .8 100.0 
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Table 8. Distribution of grades of loins by index of loan 
Index 
of ihinbor I'or oent 
loan Ho. 1 No. 2 No. 3 Total No. 1 iro. 2 No. 3 Total 
38-30.f) 3 3 100.0 100.0 
30-30,9 2 2 100.0 100.0 
40-40.9 4 4 100.0 100.0 
1^-41.9 11 11 100.0 100.0 
42-42.9 17 1 18 94.4 5.6 100.0 
45—43.9 29 4 33 87.9 12.1 100.0 
32 32 100.0 100.0 
45-45.9 39 2 41 95.1 4.9 100.0 
46-4C.9 33 8 4G 82 ,G 17.4 100.0 
47-47.9 43 4 47 91.5 8.5 100.0 
40-42.9 46 9 55 33.6 16.4 100.0 
4I?-49,9 42 0 50 3^4.0 16.0 100.0 
50-50.9 41 10 51 80.4 19.6 100.0 
51-61.9 28 10 38 73.7 26.3 100.0 
52-62.9 22 17 39 56.-1- 43.6 100.0 
53-53.9 20 22 1 43 46.5 51.2 2.3 100.0 
54-54.9 13 10 3 2G 50.0 3G,5 11.5 100.0 
55-65.9 4 15 4 23 17.4 65.2 17.4 100.0 
56-56.9 3 14 3 20 15.0 70.0 15.0 100.0 
57-67.9 7 2 9 77.8 22.2 100.0 
50-58.9 2 2 4 50.0 50.0 100,0 
59-59.9 1 1 100.0 100.0 
60-60.9 2 1 3 66.7 33.3 100,0 
Cl-61.9 1 1 100.0 100.0 
i'otal 439 145 10 600 73.2 24.2 2.6 100.0 
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labia 9, UiBtributicn of gradoa for hams by index of loan 
Index 
of 
lean 
'•furibor 
i'lo. 2 
oent 
3" Total No.l No. 2 I-^ o, 3 Total No. 1 
51-3^ .9 3 3 100.0 100.0 
39-38.9 2 2 100.0 100.0 
40-40.9 4 4 100.0 100.0 
41-41.9 10 1 11 00,9 9.1 100.0 
42-42.9 17 1 18 04.4 5.6 100.0 
43-4S.9 31 2 33 93.9 6.1 100.0 
44-44.9 30 2 32 S3.3 6.2 100.0 
45-45.9 35 6 41 35.4 14.6 100.0 
46-46.9 39 7 46 •H.8 15.2 100.0 
47-47.9 40 7 47 ?.5,l 14.9 100.0 
45-43.9 39 IS 55 70.9 29.1 100.0 
4S-40.9 33 12 50 7G.0 24.0 100.0 
50-50.9 29 22 51 56.9 43.1 100.0 
51-51,9 14 24 3Q 36.8 63.2 100.0 
52-52.9 13 25 1 39 33.3 64.1 2.6 100.0 
53-53.9 21 22 43 43.8 51.2 100.0 
54-54,9 4 21 1 26 15.4 <30.e 3.8 100.0 
55-55.9 2 13 3 23 8.7 78.3 13,0 100.0 
56—56.9 19 1 20 05 .0 5.0 100.0 
57-57.9 1 7 1 9 11.1 77.3 11.1 100.0 
58-53.9 o 2 4 50.0 50.0 100.0 
59-59.9 1 1 lO-O.O 10'^.0 
60-60.9 ? 3 100.0 100.0 
61-61.9 1 1 300.0 100.0 
Total 372 218 10 GOO 62.0 36.3 1.7 130.0 
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Table 10. Distribution of grades for pionios by index of lean 
Indo* 
of 'xicibor ior cent 
lean. Mo J Uo, 2 No . 3 Total ;io. 1 iro. 2 ITo. 3 Total 
SB-30.9 3 3 100.0 100.0 
50-sn,0 2 2 100.0 100,0 
40-40.9 4 4 100.0 100.0 
41-41,0 11 11 100.0 100.0 
42-42.9 17 1 18 94.4 5.6 100.0 
43-4S.9 30 3 33 90.9 9.1 100.0 
44-44.9 S2 32 100.0 100,0 
45-45.9 •30 1 41 97.6 2.4 100.0 
4C-4G.9 41 5 46 89.1 10.9 100.0 
47-47.9 44 3 47 93.G G,4 100.0 
48-43.9 40 9 55 1C.4 100.0 
4C-4C.9 40 10 50 80.0 20.0 100.0 
50-G0.9 40 10 1 51 70,4 19.G 2.0 100.0 
51-51.9 23 IS 3S G0.5 o9,5 100,0 
52-52.9 23 16 39 59.0 41.0 100,0 
24 19 43 55.8 44.2 100,0 
54-54.9 8 14 4 26 30.8 53,8 15.4 100.0 
55-55.9 2 14 7 23 8.7 60.9 30.4 100,0 
5C-Go.a 2 15 3 20 10.0 75.0 15.0 100,0 
57-57.9 a 1 9 33.9 11.1 100,0 
58-58.9 1 3 4 25,0 75,0 100,0 
59-50.9 1 1 100,0 lO-J.O 
GO-GO.9 2 1 3 66.7 3o. 3 100,0 
C1-C1.9 1 1 lOG.O lOvJ.O 
Total 434 145 21 soo 72.3 24.2 o«o 100.0 
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Tabl® 11. Diatribution of crtidoB for throe loan outs and bellies by index 
of lean 
Cuts 
by Index of lean 
r.radea 39 40 41 42 43 .44 45 46 47__1_ 49 
Grade I 
Bellies 2 4 11 18 31 32 38 40 41 38 36 
Loins 2 4 11 17 29 32 39 38 43 46 42 
Tlans 2 4 10 17 31 30 35 sn 40 39 38 
Picnios 2 4 11 17 30 32 40 41 44 46 40 
Total 8 16 43 69 121 126 152 158 168 169 156 
Per oent 100.0 100.0 97.7 95.8 91.7 98.4 92.7 25.9 89.4 76.8 78 
(trade II 
Bellies 2 3 G 6 17 14 
IjOins 1 4 2 8 4 9 8 
Iferis 1 1 2 2 6 7 7 16 12 
Picnios 1 3 1 5 3 9 10 
Total 1 3 11 2 12 26 20 51 44 
Per oent 2.3 4.2 8.3 1.6 7.3 14.1 10.6 23.2 22.( 
Srade III and Oull 
nellies 
Tx)in» 
Hans 
I'ionios 
Total 
Per oent 
Total all 
outs 8 16 44 72 132 123 164 184 188 220 200 
Per cant 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.C 
a 
Loins« pionioa* haras 

dex 
X of lean 
5~4 IC z "S Q ~ _ "59 " 48 49 50 51 _52_ 53 „ 60 Tota] 
38 36 35 12 7 7 1 
46 42 41 20 22 20 13 4 3 2 
39 38 29 1-1 13 21 4 2 1 
46 40 40 25 23 24 8 2 2 2 
L69 156 145 77 05 72 26 8 5 1 4 1589 
76,8 78.C 71.1 r.o,Y 41.7 41.9 • 25.0" 8.7 6.3 2.8 33.3 
17 14 16 35 30 33 19 12 9 2 2 
9 8 10 10 17 22 10 15 14 • 7 2 1 1 
16 12 22 u 2f^ 22 21 IC 19 7 2 1 3 
9 10 10 15 16 19 14 14 15 p 1 1 
51 44 58 74 08 Pf) G4 59 57 24 5 2 7 704 
23.2 22 .G 28.4 4'-.7 56.4 55,8 (51,5 64.1 71.2 GG.G 31.2 50.0 58.3 
1 2 3 G 11 11 7 '4 1 1 
1 3 4 3 2 2 
1 1 S 1 1 2 
1 4 7 3 1 3 1 
1 1 3 4 14 20 IG 11 11 2 1 91 
0.5 O.G 1.9 2.3 '0.5 27.2 22.5 30.G C5.C 50.0 3.4 
220 200 204 152 156 172 104 92 80 36 IC 4 12 2384 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

by subjeotive rwans and the BOSM oritoria measui>ed by objeotlvo methods* 
At thia point, aon» distinotion m5.rht v»H bo drawn botrmon the two methods. 
It 3ms been explained that there is a olose relationship betwswi the index 
of loan and sxibjeotivo oaroass grade oritoria v/hon index of lean is deter­
mined b;; objootive measurements. The tentative oaroass standards« 
used in this oountiy, are based on subjective evaluation of those oritoria 
and ai^  useful in sesrogatins carcasses that are discouatod for off-standard 
•yjholosnle outs. It has also boon explained that bjr placing ejaphasis upon 
subjective criteria, difficult!'" is encountered in koeping grading;; entirely 
uniform aaionK different carcass grades. There is no definite r.^ le for 
sottin-^  bcwndary lines between different grades. Therefore, it is diffi­
cult to make uniform judgiponts of carcass 'aorit when settlenent to farmers 
is oonteniplated on a oaroass grade basis. 
An objective 8:-ston of gradiiis hog carcasses« based on tho index of 
lean, probably approxiajates tho tlireo grade criteria mentioned above, 3ut 
more emphasis is placed on quantitative classification of carcasses acoord-
ing to tho proportion of tho high valued cuts. In other r.-ords, noro smj^ sis 
is placed on conformation and finish. The assumption is made and sub­
stantiated, that the quality grades of the particular outs are related to 
the quantitative measure of conformation and finish (index of lea;'.). It 
can be granted that grade standards, based on objective noasux^ nsnts, have 
inportant advantages over grades based on subjective measureinents * The 
question still remains whether gradss, based on objective standards, can 
permit differentiations in value consistent with the "ideal" grading system. 
The relative merit of tho two methods muld depend upon the certainty of 
th© relationship existing between the quantitative eraluatior. of index 
of lean (oonforrmtion and decree of finish) as oorspaMd to quality grade 
of tho particular outs. Ihis will depend also on the relative importance 
of tho index of lean and qualitj' r^ ra-de of tho outs in oonV,ribut:lng to the 
differsnoes in oaroass value. Ihis question is further investigated in 
subsoquont sections. 
In order to set the limits or the boundary lines between grades, based 
on the index of lean, sonw nsthod will be required to spooiiy tlie desired 
baokfat thioVMess and oaroass lencth at eaoh carcass weight. Biis nothod 
sho>.ild have the greatest probability of predicting a certain value of the 
index of lean. Because baolcffiit thioVaiess for a given weight of carcass 
has th© noet important Influence on the weight of the four lean outs it 
was doo'.ded to army the data girinG tho bnokfat thickress at cach of the 
various carcass welf^ hts, caroess lengths and the ^ luos :f tho index of lean. 
A tabular description cf those data is giver, in Tkblo 12. The values of 
backfat thickness were oaloulated in milUjaeters. The;,' wore tlior. raultiplied 
by a oonveraion factor to change tlien to inches^  for one vwr cent intervals 
of tlio index of lea:i, for one inch intervals for lengtli and ton pound 
intervals for cereass we:^ ::ht. Tho upper and lower linit for loiigth, used 
in this table, changes as the weight of the oaroass changes, fjt tho carcass 
I^t wKS ooncluded that jx'.ches r/ov.ld be a better osacure to be used in 
setting up practical grade standards, mainly beoause the aecurac;;' needed in 
practical work vrill not require as detailed a meosuremont as the data used 
in this study. Only at the boundary lines between grades will acouracy in 
measurements need to be eqvial to that used in the sample for this study. 
Also most ffemers nnd naolrwrs are nore familiar with tljis ooaaon oyster, of 
measurerents . 
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Tablo 12* Baokflat thloknass in inohes at speoified indexes of 
lean« oaroass Heights and oaroass lengths 
Caroass 
TieiCht 
(lbs,) 
90 
Caroass 
lexi^ th 
(in») 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Index of lean 
40.0 41.0 42.0 43.0 44.0 46>0 46.0 47«0 
2.2S1 
2.271 
2.310 
2.350 
2.390 
2.429 
2.469 
2.145 
2.184 
2.224 
2.264 
2.303 
2.343 
2.383 
2.059 
2.098 
2.138 
2.178 
2.217 
2.257 
2.296 
1.973 
2.012 
2.052 
2.091 
2.131 
2.171 
2.210 
1.886 
1.926 
1.966 
2.005 
2.045 
2.086 
2.124 
1.800 
1.840 
1.880 
1.919 
1.959 
1.998 
2.038 
1.714 
1.754 
1.793 
1.833 
1.873 
1.912 
1.952 
48.0 49.0 50. 
1.628 
1.608 
1.707 
1.747 
1.786 
1.826 
1.866 
*1*542 
1.581 
.^681 
1.661 
!il.700 
'^ 1.740 
1.780 
1.456 
1.495 
1.585 
1.575 
1.614 
1.654 
1.693 
1.37 
1.40 
1.44 
1.48 
1.52 
1.56 
1.60 
100 
110 
25 
26 
27 
23 
29 
30 
31 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
2.335 
2.373 
2.411 
2.449 
2.487 
2.524 
2.562 
2.395 
2.431 
2.467 
2.503 
2.539 
2.575 
2.611 
2.244 
2.282 
2.320 
2.358 
2.395 
2.453 
2.471 
2.299 
2.3S5 
2.371 
2.407 
2.443 
2.479 
2.515 
2.153 
2.191 
2.228 
2.26G 
2.304 
2.942 
2.380 
2.203 
2.239 
2.275 
2.311 
2.347 
2.383 
2.419 
2.062 
2.099 
2.137 
2.175 
2.213 
2.251 
2.288 
2.107 
2.143 
2.179 
2.215 
2.251 
2.287 
2.324 
1.970 
2.008 
2.046 
2.084 
2.121 
2.150 
2.197 
2.011 
2.047 
2.083 
2.119 
2.155 
2.191 
2.228 
1.879 
1.917 
1.955 
1.992 
2.030 
2.068 
2.106 
1.915 
1.951 
1.987 
2.023 
2.059 
2.095 
2.132 
1.788 
1.826 
1.863 
1.901 
1.939 
1.977 
2.015 
1.819 
1.855 
1.891* 
1.927 
1.963 
1.999 
2.036 
1.G96 
1.734 t 
1.778 
1.810 
1.848 
1.885. 
1.929 
1.728 
1,759 
1.795 
1.831 
1.867 
1.904 
1.940 
1.605 
1.648 
1.681 
1.719 
1.756 
1.794 
1.882 
1.514 
1.552 
1.42 
1.46 
1.627 
1.668 
1.699 
1.785 
il.771 
il.808 
1.844 
1.62 
1.666 
1.708 
1.741 
1.531 
1.567 
1.608 
1.689 
1.675 
1.712 
1.748 
1. 
r 1. 52 
1.57 
1.61 
1.64 
1.43 
1.47 
1.50 
l.£4 
1.58 
1.61 
1.65 
120 26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
2.483 
2.518 
2.558 
2.587 
2.622 
2 .t)56 
2.691 
2.388 
2.418 
2.452 
2.487 
2.522 
2,556 
2.591 
2.288 
2.318 
2.352 
2.387 
2.421 
2.456 
2.490 
2.188 
2.217 
2.252 
2.286 
2.821 
2.356 
2.890 
2.082 
2.117 
2.152 
2.186 
2.221 
2.255 
2.290 
1.982 
2.017 
2.051 
2.086 
2.121 
2.155 
2.190 
1.882 
1.917 
1.951 
1.906 
2.020 
2.055 
2.089 
1.581 
1.616 
1.650 
1.685 
1.720 
1.754 
1.789 
1.4S 
1.51 
1.55 
1.5 E 
1.6] 
1.6E 
1.6E 
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27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
2.531 
2.565 
2.598 
2.681 
2.664 
2.697 
2.730 
2.427 
2.460 
2.494 
2.527 
2.560 
2.593 
2.626 
2.323 
2.356 
2.389 
2.428 
2.456 
2.490 
2.522 
2.219 
2.252 
2.285 
2.818 
2.352 
2.885 
2.418 
2.115 
2.143 
2.181 
2.214 
2.247 
2.281 
2.314 
2.011 
2.044 
2.077 
2.110 
2.143 
2.176 
2.210 
1.906 
1.940 
1.973 
2.006 
2,039 
2.072 
2.105 
1.594 
1.627 
1.660 
1.698 
1.727 
1.760 
1.798 
1.4S 
1.52 
1.5S 
1.5G 
1.62 
1.65 
1.66 
140 27 
28 
29 
80 
81 
82 
83 
2.608 
2.640 
2.672 
2.704 
2.736 
2.767 
2.799 
2.500 
2.582 
2.564 
2.596 
2.628 
2.660 
2.691 
2.892 
2.424 
2.456 
2.488 
2.520 
2.552 
2.584 
2.285 
2.316 
2.848 
2.880 
2.412 
2.444 
2.476 
2.177 
2.209 
2.241 
2.272 
2.804 
2.386 
2.368 
2.069 
2.101 
2.188 
2.165 
2.196 
2.228 
2^ 0 
1.961 
1.998 
2.025 
2.057 
2.089 
2.121 
2.152 
1.688 
1.670 
1.702 
1.788 
1.765 
1.797 
1.829 
1.52 
1.56 
1.5£ 
1.62 
I.6G 
1.6E 
1.72 

48,0 49.0 50.0 51.0 52r0 53.0 54.0 55.0 56.0 57.0 5C.0 59.0 60.0 
L,5i8 1.456 1.870 1.288 1.197 1.111 1.025 .939 .853 .766 .680 .594 .508 L«581 1.495 1.409 1.323 1.237 1.151 1.065 .978 .092 .806 .720 . .634 .548 L.eai 1.586 1.449 1.363 1.276 1.190 1.104 1.018 .032 .346 .760 .673 .587 
L.661 1.575 1.468 1.402 1.816 1.230 1.144 1.058 .972 .885 .799 .713 .627 
L,700 1.614 1.528 1.442 1.356 1.270 1.183 1.097 1.011 .925 .839 .753 .667 
L.740 1.654 1.568 1.4B2 1.395 1.309 1.228 1.137 1.051 .965 .878 .792 .706 
L,780 1.698 1.607 1.521 1.435 1.349 1.268 1.177 1.090 1.004 .918 .832 .746 
L.605 1.514 1.423 1.331 1.240 1.149 1.058 .966 .875 .784 .692 .601 .510 
L.64S 1.552 1.460 1.369 1.278 1.187 1.095 1.004 .913 .821 .730 .639 .548 
L.681 1.5 1.498 1.407 1.816 1.224 1.138 1.042 .951 .'•559 .768 .677 .585 
L,719 1.62^  1.586 • 1.445 1.358 1.262 1.171 1.000 .988 .897 .806 .714 .628 
L,756 1.666 1.574 1.483 1.891 1.300 1.209 1.117 1.026 .935 .844 .752 .661 
L.794 1.708 1.612 1.520 1.429 1.338 1.246 1.155 1.064 .973 .831 .790 .699 
L.8S2 1.741 1.649 1.558 1.467 1.376 1.284 1.193 1.102 1.010 .919 .828 .737 
L.627 1.581 1.435 1.339 1.248 1.147 1.051 .955 .859 .763 .667 .571 .475 
L.668 1.567 1.471 1.375 1.279 1.183 1.087 .991 .895 .799 .703 .007 .512 
L.699 1.608 1.507 1.411 1.315 1.219 1.128 1.027 .931 .336 .740 .644 .548 
1.786 lh689 li£48 1.447 1.851 1.256 1.160 1.064 .968 .872 .776 .680 .584 
L.771 1.675 1.580 1.484 1.388 1.292 1.196 1.100 1.004 .908 .812 .716 .620 
L.808 1.712 1.616 1.520 1.424 1.328 1.282 1.13G 1.040 .944 .348 .752 .656 
L.84i 1.748 1.652 1.556( 1.460 1.364 1.268 1.172 1.076 .900 .884 .788 .692 
L.681 1.581 1.4S1 1.381 1.280 1.180 1.080 .900 .879 .779 .679 .579 .478 
L.716 1.616 1.516 1.415 1.815 1.215 1.115 1.014 .914 .814 .714 .613 .518 
L.751 1.660 1.550 1.450 1.850 1.249 1.149 1.049 .949 .348 .748 .648 .548 
L.785 1.685 1.585 1.484 1.384 1.234 1.184 1.083 .983 .883 .783 .632 .582 
L.820 1.720 1.619 1.519 1.419 1.319 1.218 1.118 1.018 .918 .U17 .717 .617 
1.8S4 1.754 1.654 1.554 1.458 1.353 1.253 1.153 1.052 .952 .n52 .752 .651 
L.889 1.789 1.638 1.588 1.488 1.388 1.287 1.187 1.087 .987 .886 .786 .686 
L.698 1.594 1.490 1.336 1.281 1.177 1.073 .969 .865 .781 .656 .552 .448 
L.781 1.627 1.528 1.419 1.315 1.210 1.106 1.002 .898 .794 .690 .585 .481 
L.784 1.660 1.556 1.452 1.348 1.244 1.139 1.035 .981 .827 .728 .619 .514 
L.798 1.698 1.589 1.485 1.881 1.277 1.173 1.068 .964 .860 .756 .652 .548 
L.8S1 1.727 1.622 1.518 1.414 1.310 1.206 1.102 .997 .898 .789 .585 .581 
L,864 1.760 1.656 1.551 1.447 1.348 1.289 1.135 1.031 .926 .822 .718 .614 
L.897 1.798 1.689 1.585 1.480 1.376 1.272 1.168 1.064 .960 .855 .751 .647 
L.746 1.688 1.580 1.422 1.314 1.207 1.099 .991 .883 .775 .668 .560 .452 
L,777 1.670 1.562 1.454 1.346 1.238 1.181 1.028 .916 .807 .699 .592 .484 
L.809 1.702 1.594 1.486 1.878 1.270 1.168 1.055 .947 .889 .781 .624 .516 
L.841 1.788 1.626 1.518 1.410 1.302 1.194 1.087 .979 .871 .763 .655 .548 
L.878 1.765 1.657 1.550 1.442 1.884 1.226 1.118 1.010 .908 .795 .687 .579 
L.906 1.797 1.689 1.582 1.474 1.866 1.268 1.150 1.043 .985 .827 .719 .611 
L.987 1.829 1.721 1.618 1.506 1.898 1.290 1.182 1.074 .967 .859 .751 .648 

132. 
Tablo 12. (oontimod) 
CaroaBS Caroass 
weight length Index of lean 
(lbs.) (in.) 40.0 41,0 42,0 
.. M'-P- __45,^  47.0 48,0 49,0 
150 27 2,641] 2.537 2,420 2,ol4 2.203 2 ,092 1,981 1,870 1,759 1,647 
20 2.679 2,567 2,456 2,345 2.234 2.123 2,012 1,900 1,789 1,678 1 
29 2.709 2,598 2,487 2,376 2,265 2.153 2,042 l,9S]r 1.820 1,709 
30 2.V40 2.629 2.518 2.406 2.295 2.1B4 2.073 1,9G2 1.851 1,740 i 
31 2.771 2.659 2.548 2.437 2,326 2,215 2.104 1,993 1.881 1,770 ] 
32 2.801 2,690 2.579 2.468 2,357 2,245 2.134 2,029 1.912 1.801 ] 
33 2.832 2.721 2.610 2.498 2.387 2,276 2.165 2,054 1.943 1,832 3 
160 27 2.685 2.571 2.456 2.542 2.228 2,114 1.999 1,885 1.771 1,657 1 
28 2.714 2.600 2.486 2.372 2.257 2,143 2.029 1,915' 1.800 1,686 1 
29 2.744 2.630 2.515 2.401 2.287 2,173 2,058 1,944 1.830 1.716 1 
30 2,774 2.659 2.545 2.431 2.317 2,202 2,088 1,974 1.859 1.745 1 
31 2,803 2.689 2.575 2.460 2.346 2,232 2,118 2,003 1.889 1.775 1 
32 2,833 2.718 2,604 2.490 <2,376 2.261 2,147 2,033 1.919 1.Q04 1 
33 2,862 2.748 2,634 2.519 2,405 2,291 2,177 2,062 1.948 1.834 1 
170 28 2,748 2.631 2,514 2.3i)6 2,279 2,162 2,045 1,928 1.811 1.693 1 
29 2,776 2.659 2,542 2,425 2.308 2,191 2,073 1,956 >1.839 1.722 1 
30 2,805 2.688 2,571 2,453 2.336 2,219 2,102 1,085 ,1.868 1.751 1 
31 2,833 2.716 2,590 2,482 2.365 2,248 2,131 2,013 ^ 1.896 1.779 1 
32 2,862 2.745 2,628 2,510 2,393 2,276 2,159 2,042 1.925 1.808 1 
33 2,890 2,773 2.656 2,5S9 2,421 2,305 2,188 2,070 1.953 1.836 1, 
34 2,919 2,302 2,635 2,568 2,450 2.333 2,216 2,099 1.982 1.865 1 
23 2.779 2,659 2,539 2,419 2,300 .^180 2,060 1,940 1,820 1,700 1 
29 2,807 2.G87 2,567 2,447 2.327 2.207 2,088 1,968 1.848 1,728 1 
30 2,834 2,714 2,594 2,408 2,355 2.235 2,115 1.995 '1.875 1,766 1 
51 2,862 2.742 2.622 2.502 2,332 2.262 2,143 2,023 1.903 1.783 1 
32 2.839 2.769 2,650 2,530 2.410 2.290 2,170 2.050 1.931 1.811 1 
33 2.917 2.797 2.677 2,557 2,437 2.318 2,198 2,078 •1.958 1.038 1 
34 2.944 2,825 2.705 2,585 2.465 2.345 2,225 2,105 11.986 1.866 1 
28 2,308 2,6 .6 2.563 2,441 2.319 2.196 2,074 1.952 1.329 1,707 1 
29 2,835 2,712 2.590 2,468 2,345 2.223 2,101 1.973 1.356 1,733 1 
30 2,861 2. 2.617 2,494 2.372 2.250 2,127 2.005 1.883 1,760 1 
31 2,388 2,766 2.643 2.521 2.399 2.270 2,154 2,032 1.909 1.787 1 
32 2,915 2,792 2.670 2,548 2,425 2.303 2,181 2,058 1.936 1.813 1 
33 2,941 2,819 2,697 2,574 2,452 2.330 2,207 2,085 1.962 1.840 1 
34 2,968 2,846 2,723 2.601 2,479 2.356 2,234 2,112 1.989 1.867 1 
29 2,861 2,736 2,612 2,487 2,362 2,230 2,113 1,988 1.863 1,739 1 
30 2,887 2,762 2.638 2,513 2,383 2,263 2.139 2,014 1.889 1,765 1 
31 2.913 2,788 2,663 2,539 2,414 2.289 2,164 2,040 1.915 1,790 1 
32 2,939 2,814 2.689 2,564 2.440 2,315 2,190 2,066 1.941 1.816 1 
33 2,964 2,840 2.715 2,590 2.466 2,341 2.216 2,091 1.967 1.842 1 
34 2,990 2,866 2.741 2,(116 2.491 2,367 2,242 2,117 L.99S 1.868 1 
35 3,016 2,891 2,767 2,642 2.517 2,392 2,268 2,143 3«018 1.894 1 

8.0 49.0 50.0 51.0 .-52.0 53.0 "l54.b" " 55Tq" . S'G.U* rjiitQT 59.0" •GO.-CT" 
759 1.647 1.536 1.425 1.314 1.203 1.092 .931 .8G9 .750 
. 
.647 .536 .425 
789 1.678 1.567 1.456 1.345 1.234 1.122 1.011 .900 .709 .670 .5G7 .456 
820 1.709 1.598 1.487 1.375 1.264 1.153 1.042 .931 .820 .709 .597 .486 
851 1.740 1.628 1.517 1.406 1.295 1.114 1.073 .9G1 .050 .739 , .620 .517 
881 1.770 1.659 1.540 1.437 1.326 1.214 1.103 .902 .0.11 .770 .659 .548 
912 1.801 1.690 1.579 1.467 1.356 1.2'i5 l.lo4 1.023 .912 .801 .609 .570 
943 1.032 1.720 1.609 1.498 1.387 1.276 l.lo5 1.054 .942 .831 .720 .609 
771 1.657 1.542 1.428 1.314 1.200 1.085 .971 .867 .742 .620 .514 .400 
800 1.G86 1.572 1.450 1.343 1.229 1.115 1.001 .030 .772 .650 .544 .429 
830 1.716 1.601 1.437 1.373 1.259 1.144 1.030 .910 .802 .607 .573 .459 
859 1.745 1.G31 1.517 1.402 1.2S8 1.174 l.OGO .945 .031 .717 .603 .488 
889 1.775 1.661 1.546 1.432 1.310 1.204 1.089 .975 .861 .746 .632 .518 
919 1.004 1.G90 1.576 1.462 1.347 1.233 1.119 i.oor, .890 .776 .662 .548 
948 1.834 1.720 1.605 1.491 1.377 1.203 1.148 1.034 .920 .806 .691 .577 
811 1.693 1.576 1.459 1.342 1.225 1.108 .931 .873 .756 .639 .522 .405 
839 1.722 1.605 1.488 1.371 1.253 1.136 1.019 .902 .705 .6G0 .551 .433 
868 1.751 1.635 1.516 1.399 1.202 1.165 1.048 .931 .813 .696 .579 .462 
896 1.779 1.662 1.545 1.42B 1.310 1.133 1.076 .9139 .042 .725 .608 .490 
925 1.808 1.690 1.573 1.456 1.339 1.222 1.105 .988 .870 .753 .636 .519 
953 1.836 1.719 1.602 1.485 1.360 1.250 1.133 1.016 .899 .702 .665 .548 
982 1.865 1,748 1.630 1.513 1.396 1.279 1.162 1.045 .928 .010 .693 .576 
820 1.700 1.581 1.461 1.341 1.221 1.101 .981 .662 .742 .622 .502 .382 
848 1.728 1.608 1.488 i.3<;8 1.249 1.129 1.009 .389 .769 .649 .530 .410 
875 1.756 1.636 1.516 1.396 1.276 1.156 1.03(5 .917 .797 .677 .567 .437 
90S 1.783 1.663 1.543 1.424 1.304 1.104 1.004 .944 .024 .705 .505 .465 
931 1.811 1.691 1.571 1.451 1.331 1.211 1.092 .972 .852 .732 .612 .492 
958 1.838 1.718 1.599 1.479 1.359 1.239 1.119 .999 .879 .760 .G40 .520 
986 1.866 1.746 1.626 1.506 1.386 1.267 1.147 1.027 .907 .787 .667 .548 
829 1.707 1.584 1.462 1.340 1.217 1.095 .973 .050 .728 .606 .483 .361 
356 1.733 1.611 1.489 1.366 1.244 1.122 .999 .877 .755 .632 .510 .308 
883 1.760 1.638 1.515 1.393 1.271 1.148 1.026 .904 .781 .659 .537 .414 
909 1.787 1.664 1.542 1.420 1.297 1.175 1.053 ,930 .30R .606 .^ )G3 .441 
936 1.813 1.691 1.569 1.446 1.324 1.202 1.079 .957 .835 .712 .590 .468 
962 1.840 1.718 1.595 1.473 1.351 1.220 1.106 .904 .861 .739 .017 .494 
989 1.867 1.744 1.622 1.500 1.377 1.255 1.133 1.010 .8.38 .766 .643 .521 
863 1.739 1.614 1.409 1.365 1.240 I.ILT .990 .006 .741 .G16 .491 .367 
889 1.765 1.640 1.515 1.390 1.266 1.141 1.016 .891 .767 .642 .517 .393 
915 1.790 1.666 1.541 1.416 1.291 1.167 1.042 .917 .793 .668 .543 .413 
941 1.816 1.691 1.567 1.442 1.317 1.193 1.068 .943 .013 .094 .569 .444 
967 1.842 1.717 1.593 1.468 1.343 1.218 1.094 .969 .844 .719 .595 .470 
993 1.868 1.743 1.618 1.494 1.369 1.244 1.119 .995 .370 .745 .G21 .496 
018 1.894 1.769 1.644 1.519 1.395 1.270 1.145 1.021 .896 .771 .646 .522 

133. 
Tinblo 12 • (oQRoluded) 
CaroasB Caro&aa 
twight length Index of lean 
46.0 47.0, 48.0 (in.) 40.0 41.0 42,0 43,0 44,0 45.0 
29 2.836 2,759 2.052 2.505 2,378 2.251 
30 2.911 2.784 2.G57 2.530 2,403 2.277 
31 2.936 2,009 2.682 2.555 2,428 2.302 
32 2.961 2,854 2.707 2.580 2,<154 2.327 
33 2.986 2,859 2.752 2.605 2.479 2.352 
54 5.011 2,884 2.757 2,631 2.504 2.377 
35 3.036 2.909 2.782 2,656 2.529 2.402 
29 2.910 2.781 2.S52 2,525 2.393 2.264 
30 2.934 2,805 2,G76 2.547 2.418 2.289 
31 2.058 2, "129 2.700 2,571 2.442 2.315 
32 2.982 2,555 2.724 2,595 2.466 2,337 
33 5,007 2.878 2.749 2,G20 2.491 2.362 
54 3.031 2.902 2,775 2,644 2.515 2.386 
35 3,056 2.926 2,797 2,668 2.539 2.410 
30 2,955 2,824 2,095 2,562 2.451 2.300 
31 2,979 2,848 2,717 2,586 2,455 2.324 
32 3,002 2,871 2,740 2,609 2,478 2.347 
33 3,026 2.895 2,764 2.635 2,502 2.371 
34 3,049 2.918 2,787 2.G56 2,525 2.394 
55 3,075 2.942 2,811 2,680 2,549 2.418 
36 3,096 2.965 2,035 2,704 2,573 2.442 
30 2,975 2,842 2.709 2,577 3,444 2.311 
31 2,998 2,865 2.752 2,600 2,467 2.354 
32 3,021 2.G88 2.755 2,022 2,490 2.557 
33 3,044 2.911 2.778 2,645 2,513 2.380 
34 3.067 2.954 2,801 2,668 2.535 2.405 
36 3.090 2.957 2,824 2,691 2.558 2.426 
36 3,113 2.980 2,847 2,714 2.581 2,448 
SO 2,994 2.860 2,725 2.591 2.456 2,521 
31 3,017 2.882 2,747 2.615 2.478 2,344 
32 3,039 2.904 2.770 2,655 2.501 2,366 
33 5,061 2.927 2.792 2,657 2.525 2,388 
54 3.084 2.949 2.814 2.680 2.545 2.411 
55 3.106 2.971 2.837 2.702 2,567 2.455 
36 3.128 2.095 2.059 2.724 2,590 2.455 
210 . ,G . 2.125 1,998 1.871 
2.150 2.0«8 1*8»6 
2.175 . 2,048 1,921 
2.200 2.078 1*946 
2.225 2,098 1.971 
2.250 2.1S8 1.9»e 
2.275 2.148: UOtl 
220 . 2.135 2.006 1.877 
2.160 2.081 1*902 
2,184 2.065 1,916 
2.208 2.079 1»960 
2.253 2.104 1*974 
2.257 2.128 1*999 
2.281 2.1SS . t*0t8 
2S0 SO . . .6 . 1^5 2.169 2.058 1.907 
2.193 2.062 1*981 
2.216 2.085 1*964 
2.240 2.109 ' 1*978 
2.263 2.182 2*001 
2.287 2.156 '2*025 
2.311 2.180 2*049 
240 . . . . 2.178 2.048 1*912 
2.201 2.068. 1*916 
2.224 2.091 1*968 
2.247 2.lU 1*961 
2.270 2.187 2*004 
2.295 2.100 2*027 
2.316 2.188 2*060 
250 . . .3 2.187 2.052 ' 1*918 
2.209 2.074 1*940 
2.231 2.097 1,962 
2.254 2.119 1*964 
2.276 2.141 2*007 
2.298 2.164 2*029 
2.520 2.186 2*061 

Table 12. (oonoluded) 
49.0 50.0 51.0 52.0 55.0 54.0 55,0 56.0 57,0 58,0 59.0 60.0 
1.871 1.744 1.617 1.490 1.365 1.236 1.109 ,932 .8o5 ,728 ,601 .474 .547 
1.896 1,769 1.642 1.515 1.388 1,261 1.154 1,007 .830 ,753 ,626. .499 .572 
1.9S1 9.794 1.667 1.540 1.415 1.2R6 1.159 1,032 .905 ,778 .651 .524 .397 
1«M6 1.819 1.692 1.565 1.438 1.311 1.184 1,057 .'J 30 ,803 .676 .549 .422 
U971 1.844 1.717 1.590 1.465 1.33C 1.209 1,082 .955 .828 .701 .574 .447 
1.W6 1.869 1.742 1.-15 1.48B 1.361 1.254 1,107 .980 ,853 .726 .599 .472 
t.OCl 1.894 1.7G7 1.640 1.513 1.3G6 1.259 1.132 1.005 ,878 .751 .624 .497 
1.8T7 1.748 1.619 1.490 1.561 1.232 1.103 .974 .845 .716 .587 .458 .529 
1*102 1.775 l.r.44 1.F15 1.386 1.256 l,l?-7 .998 .869 .740 .611 .482 .365 
UM6 1.797 1.668 1.559 1.410 1.281 1,152 1.023 ,894 .765 .656 .507 .578 
1*M0 1.821 1.692 1.565 1.454 l.S'JS 1.176 1.047 ,918 .789 .660 .551 .402 
1*974 1.845 1.716 1.5G7 1.458 1,520 1.200 1.071 ,942 .815 .634 .555 .426 
i*Mg 1.870 1.741 1,612 lk4?55 1.354 1.225 1.09G .967 .837 .708 .579 .450 
s«ots 1.694 1.765 1,GS5 1.507 1.370 1.249 1.120 ,991 .862 .733 .604 .475 
1.907 1.776 1.645 1,514 1.583 1.252 1.121 .990 ,359 .728 .597 .466 ,555 
1*981 1.800 1.669 1,5 S!3 1.407 1.276 1.145 1.014 .885 .752 .621 .490 .559 
U9B4 1.825 1.692 1,561 1.430 1,299 1.168 1,037 .906 .775 .644 .515 .582 
1.9T8 1.847 1.716 1.585 1.454 1.325 1.192 1,061 ,930 .799 .668 .557 .406 
t.001 1.870 1.759 1.608 1.477 1.347 1.216 1.085 ,954 .823 .692 .561 ,450 
t«0t5 1.894 1.765 1.652 1.501 1.570 1,259 1.108 ,977 .846 .715 .584 .455 
t«049 1.918 1,787 1.656 1.525 1,394 1.263 1.132 1,001 .870 .739 .608 .477 
1*912 1.780 1.647 1.514 1.301 1,24P 1.115 .985 ,350 .717 .584 ,451 .518 
U9I5 1.805 1.670 1.557 1.404 1,271 1,158 1,005 .875 .740 .607 ,474 .341 
1*908 1.825 1.695 1.560 1.427 1.291 l.lCl 1,028 .''96 .765 .650 ,497 .364 
1*991 1.848 1.7B 1.5G5 1.450 1.317 1,184 1.051 .918 .786 .653 ,520 .387 
1*004 1.871 1.758 1.606 1.475 1.540 1,207 1.074 ,941 .809 .676 .545 .410 
t«Qt7 1.894 1.761 1.628 1.496 1.365 1.250 1.097 ,964 .851 .699 .566 .455 
1*060 1.917 1.784 1.651 1.519 1.506 1.253 1.120 ,987 ,854 .722 ,589 .456 
1*918 1.785 1.648 1.514 1.579 1.245 1,110 .975 ,841 ,706 .572 ,437 .502 
1*940 1.806 1.671 1.556 1.401 1.267 1.152 .998 ,865 ,728 .694 ,459 .525 
1*962 1.828 1.6D3 1.558 1.424 1.209 1.155 1.020 ,8B5 .731 .616 ,482 .547 
1*964 1.850 1.715 1.5Q1 1.446 1.311 1.177 1,024 ,908 .775 .658 ,504 .569 
1*007 1.872 1.738 1.605 1.460 1.334 1.199 1.065 ,930 .795 .661 ,526 .592 
1*019 1.894 1.760 1.625 1.491 1.356 1,221 1.087 ,,952 .818 .685 .548 .414 
1*061 1.917 1.782 1.647 1.513 1.570 1.244 1.109 ,974 ,840 .705 .571 .436 
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Inoreaaes in might* the length of tho oaroaas also inoroases. The 
oaroass '«rei(sht8 used fron 90 to 250 pounds. !Ihaso woiohts 
oorreapond to a live wight of about 140 to 360 pounds. Tho sample 
oaroass noichte ranged from 105 to 225 pound#. The calcalations v»ro 
extended beyond these limits* minly because it is assumed that the re­
lationship* expressed in the final ragx>o88ion formula, would hold fairly 
accurately* slightly beyond the limits of the saaple data. Butcher hoES 
very seldon oorae to rrarket at carcass weishts beyond tho limits found 
in Table 12, 
A carcass with an index of lean of 40 is a highly finished oarcass 
as only 40 per cent of tho vreight of the carcass consists of hains* loins* 
picnics and butts. A carcass irith an index of lean of 60 is very lean 
and 60 per cent of Its vreight consists of these high value outs. 
It can bo obsenred in Table I'i that for any carcass neiGht and length 
the rate of ohange in baokfat thickness is constant for each increment 
change in tho index of lean. As tho backfat thickness decreases the index 
of lean increases. The rate at vihich backfat decreases* with increases 
in the index of lean* beconos greater for heavier carcass might groups. 
Fbr any given index of lean and carcass might group the rate of 
ohange in backfat thickness is constant for a one inch increase in tlie 
length of the oaroaas. As 1^ e carcass becomes longer it requires a thicker 
backfat to yield the sane index of lean. For consecutively heavier might 
groups the rata of diasge in baokfat thickness deoreases for eaoh one 
inch inoreaae in the carcass lengtli* 
Iss. 
The baokfiat thioknese inoreases at a deoreaeing rate as oaroass 
-Height inoreases for any ^ iven oaroasa length and any given index of 
lean less than 52. This indioatos that as the oaroass becomes heavier 
the baoklkt thiokuesa raust only inoroase a euocessive]^ '' snialler amount 
to mintain the same per oent of the fo-Jir lean outs. 
This iMt mentioned ralationship does not hold for extrenely heavy 
oaroasses tlmt are very lean. For example» as the wolcht of & oaroass 
v^ia!i is SO inches long Inoreases front 230 to 240 pounds the haokf&t 
thiokncMS tliat is ziseded to yield an index of lean of GO decreases* 
This peculioritj' my be explained by the outtin,- and trimminc procedures 
used in most packing plants, Korrnally "whers there is a thick ocverinf. of 
fat over tho ho^ 's baok ihere is also a thick covering of fat over the 
hams and shoulders. IShen thero is a thin oovertng of fat over the baok 
there is a thin oovering over the hains and shoulders. TThen the lean 
outs, (hamsJ loins* and butts) are trincoed the meat trimmers attempt to 
leave about the sane thiokness of fat over tiie cuts, thus, in the case 
of a vex^ ' "tiiin oaroass most of the fstt under the skin and surrounding 
the out is left. The vreight of the lea^  outs is large relative to the 
other outs and trismings. A pound of gain added to the very lean hor 
is distributed mainly as an inoroase in the i^ sioal size of the oaroass. 
The surfkoe area of tiie lean outs expand as a seonetrio function of 
iveight and the layer of fat around the trimmed outs remains constant. 
As a oaroass beoomes leaner a point is reached -where the increase in 
the surfaiee area of the outs and, oonsequently the layer of fat remain* 
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ing on the outs, la at a higher rate relative to the inorease of the 
fat tliat makes up the fat outs and triscnings. rnoroforo* less baokfat 
thickness is required to yield the saBn index of lean. 
The Derivation of Carcass Cirade Standards 
The main objootiye, v^ en establishing grade standards« is to develop 
a Bothod of uX'oupin^  carcass of liko dharacteristies in terms of con-
forraation finish and qualil^ - together in the stune classifioation. Tne 
characteristics of the grade standard should be also consistent irith 
the characteristics of tlie "ideal" grade standard. 
The first characteristics of the "ideal" grade standard is accurao^ y. 
Since the index of lean is assumed to be the basis on which carcasses of 
like conformation, finish and qualily are to be classified it tms neo> 
essary to detennine how aocurate the index of lean can be date mined by 
the use of the three objective measurements (baclcfat thioknees, length 
and weight). The standard error of estimte for the weight of the four 
lean cuts nas 2.839 pounds. By expressing this as a percentage of the 
average twights of the carcasses in the sample the estinated standard 
error of estimate for the index of lean was found to be 1.719 points of 
the index of lean. 
By using tlie carcass iraightt length and backflait thickness the ireight 
of the four lean outs oould be predicted accurately and vrtien the weight 
of the four lean cuts is expressed as a per cent of oarcass Height (index 
of lean) this degree of accurapj' decreases vexy little* 
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Tho seoond nocesoar:^ ' oharaotoristio is that the grade standard be 
understandable, &,-• usins tho index of loan as a basis on whioh to 
group oaroasses, the boundaries oan be fixed and stable (within an ex-
treme3y aarrwr range). Also the various olass and grade divisions oan 
be olearl^  dofinod. 
The third necessary ol'JLniotdi*iBtio requires that tho grade have 
eoononio significance. Grades should ba auffioiently troed t& inoludo 
sinilar oaroasses. At tho saino tiaio, tlicy should bo sufficiently narrow 
to represent value differenoes I'or quality in blie oaroasses. It is 
possible that a standard ocnprisinc large nunbers of grades nay result 
in excessive gradinj costs. Tho additional cost, incurred in developing 
tho grade and gradinn tlie product, would offset tho advantages gained 
i:i uifferentiating the qualitj- o2 the product. Little infomation is 
available regarding; the oost of grading under tJiis suggested objective 
systes!. It is obvious that the greater the number of classifications 
TTithin the grade standard, the narrower will be the classification or 
grade boundaries end the greater tho probabilii^ ' of aisgrading a particu­
lar carcass. From an eociioniio standpoint, the question of the optimiBn 
number of classifications soens to have no exaort ansiror mtil value 
differences between grades and costs of grading are determined. 
-'^ nothor desirable characteristic of the **ideal" grade standard is 
that it be sinple. If the grade is based on tiio index cf lean, idiioh is 
in turn detemined by threo sinple ^ neasuroments, then it seems possible 
that the grading oan be dono with case, speed and preoision. 
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Th® fifth oharaotoristio of the "Idoal" grade standard is that it 
be pruotioal* This means tliat tho grade standard should lie pr&otical in 
tlie sense that thoeo agents in tho trade aooept tlie standard. Con­
sequently, the standards should conform aa olosolj,'' to oxistinc praotioes 
as is consistent with the objectives sought* Unless the cl&ssea and 
grades conform rather olosdj' to existing; custons and praotioes. It vrill 
bo extremely difficult to secure tlie support, on an optior&l basis, of 
the vni'ious nembers of the trade. Kowsver, it is essential that the 
classifications be established in such a nay that the nain objectives 
in fomilating the standards will be achieved. 
At tlie present tL*ne, the grade standards accopted by the trade end 
used to classify inaaiy of our agrio-ultural products ocntain fron throo to 
six or seven distinct grades. As an exan^ lei beef carcass grades consist 
of prine, choice, conmorcial, utility, cutter and cannor. Tl^ io tentative 
subjeotive hor; carcass grades iroro originally sot up to include Vos. 1, 2, 
3 and cull. In terns of numbers of grades a proposed standard oonsistent 
wi'tii existing; practices would include fron three to seven grades. 
Altemativo standards 
Tho probloa at "Wiis point is to conbine oarcass weight, length and 
b&ckfat thickness infcrnntion in such a wa^ ' as to provide a hog oarcass 
standard that is px^ ctioal, sisiple and has econunio signifioanoe. Au 
attempt was tuade to keep the index of lean cor^ rable within each grade 
regardless cf weight and length* 
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Tli« xwxt stop Is to deolde upon the number classes on. grades to be 
used. Orades oould be based on a one point gradation in the index of 
lean* This would result in about 20 grades. It is obvious that such a 
sohedole irould be irapraotioal for classifying hof; oaroasses in a paoking 
planb due to the minute gradations in baokfiat thiokness amon^  grades 
within a fjiven •woii'.ht r,roup. StmII errort in the meaenrement of baokffct 
thickness, oaroass length and trsight luould result in oaroasses being out 
of grade from one to two grades. 
Because the estimated standard error of ostinate ms 1*7 points of 
tive index of lean, it was concluded that there should be a aepamtion 
of the midpoints of the grades by at least SbO for the index of lean. 
Therefore, an attempt was made to have the midpoint of the grade sep­
arated from the midpoint of the next F,rade in each of •tiie •noighb groupe 
by a difference of 3.0 for the index of lean. 
The next step was to decide vdiat index of lean to use as the grade 
boundaries. There was only- a small probability that the primal outs of 
the carcass would be graded down because of inferior quality to grades 
no* 3 or cull for values of the index of lean below 51 or 52 (see Table* 7 
to 11 inclusive). The graphic illustration of the quality grade distri* 
bution ty index of lean for the combination of the 4 lean outs (hanB« 
loins, picnics and bellies) is given in Figure 11.^  One logical boundaxy 
T^he :jraphio illustmtion of quality grade distribution b;*' index of 
lean for each of the lean cuts can be foimd in Appendix E, Figures 22 to 
2G. 
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for a grad* would b« the point it^ ere certain outa are beginning to 
be dlsoonated for laok of quality/'• It m« assuiMd that this point 
was iirtiere the index of lean irns 51 or 62^ . Starting from this point 
grade boundaries oould be established in either direction (See Table 12). 
'Xhe distribution of oaroasses aooox>ding to the index of loan nay 
be also considered as a oontributin^  factor in the selootlon of boundaries 
for c&roaas grades. The frequency distribution of oaroaases according to 
the in'lex of lean is shcnm in Fl^ re 12. It can bo readily ohsenred 
that the distribution is approximtely nonnal* The mean of this distri­
bution is 49*265 for index cf lean. The variance and standard deviation 
are 18«1S09 and 4*26, respectively. The frequency distribution of the 
hog sarcaas universe by the index of lean xrould be more leptokurtic 
than shonn in Figure 12. Tho sample used in this atud^ ' ms purposely' 
stratified by finish to include extreme eases* In realitj' tho proportion 
of the hogs that flail in the extremes vrould be leas then is ahown in the 
sample diatribution. 
It can be argued that the middle grade ahould be centorod near the 
taaan of tho distribution* thus making it posaible to hp.ve an equal number 
of gradea on either aide of the meen of the diatx*ibution. it can be 
S^everal of tlio cats (hans, loins» picnics end bellies) that are 
a old to governtnent agenta laiat be graded on the basis of govemiaont 
grades standards. Cuta sold through otlter ohann«ls are generully graded 
according tc pacVeer grade standards* No absolute information vraa avail­
able as to relative characteristics of the two systems. From observation 
and oonveraaticn with federal gradera* the author concluded that only 
oarcaaaea liavinf^  the quality oharaoteristica of covemmont grade 8 and 
cull are generally diacoxxnted in value. The four cuta of the sample 
that were graded tiere graded by federal graderb according to govemioBnt 
atandarda * 
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oliaarvod, alao« tlmb tlie upper limit of the middle grade for a grade 
standard mth a 3.0 index of leaii interval and centered at the Twazi of 
43*5 would fall near an index of loan of 51* As a reault of those 
above montioned ounsideratlona it -was decided to establish grades witli 
tlio upper limit of the middle grade at aji index of lean of 51 and set 
the renjaining bounuaries at Intervals of 3.0 iudexos of leai'. i:i ooth 
dirootlons. 
The next step was to deterraino the luteirvala of oaroass rro'.(^ t to 
be used. Live ho^ js are at present sorted by wit^ it, ISoat of tlie prices 
aps quoted on the basis of 30 to 40 pound v/eijht intorvuls, L '60 pound 
live TTOisht oorresponds to approxijaately a 20 pound oaroass weicht intonral# 
Those persons ongased the hos trade ore aooustoned to ^ 7orkin^  T/i-bli T7eit;ht 
intervals of this breadth. The ho^  oaroass triiolesalo mrket in fJhicago 
and New Yor'c use a SO pound oaroass interval for hog oaroass price quota-
tioias. Therefore froja praotioal o-jfisideratiojis it seemed lot^ ioal to uee 
a 20 poxmd oaroass Treight interval as the desired interval. To use a 
narroiror carcass weisht interval v/ould require nlmte f^ radatioxis in 
baokfat thiolau>ss. It is obvious t]iat such a schedule -.vould complicate 
the gradloG procedure. Tlie use of a vrider InterTal in oaroass weicl?t 
•would simplil^ / the gradijic procedure but at the same time it would in­
crease tlie probability of nisgradini: carcasses. 
The nraxt step vklb tc deterr.ino the site of tlie length interval for 
each 20 pound carcass woi^ i^ lit intez-val. It can be observed from Table 13 
that tho distribution of carcasses by length for eaoh 20 pound wight 
Table 13* Peroentage distribution o? carcasses by length and "neight intervals 
Carcass Carcass irolKht (pounds) 
length 100-120 120.140 140-160 1^60-100 180-200 _ 200-220 220-^ 40 " 
(laches) (per cent) (per coot) (per oent)' 1(per oentl (per oeiit) (^per oont) (per cent) 
25 16 3 
2C 25 rs O 2 
2,1 27 25 10 4 
28 19 22 19 12 7 2 
29 10 33 25 27 18 7 3 
90 S 7 22 33 27 25 19 
SI 2 10 16 21 27 23 
52 3 8 19 23 26 
35 1 1 6 10 18 
34 2 5 9 
36 1 2 
Total percent 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
interval apnroxiraates the norml distribution. The near length for eaoh 
5»ight group inoreaso at an approximate rate of one inch for o-rory 20 
potinds* It can also "be observed the average ranee of length for eaoh 
20 pound v/oicht croup is approximtoly 7 inohoa. If tho grade standard 
was based on one Inoh intervals of lenjjth for each 20 pound weight croup 
it would be naoessar;' to hRire niinute sr^ -^ ations in baolcfat thickneaa 
intoi^ ls of 3.0 index points of loan por grade* Tiiis would only oan-
plicate the gradins prooeduro. Length nas the least alcnifioant variable 
in prediotinc the weicht of the four lean outa and thus the relative 
proportion of the four lean outs to tho oaroaas weiglit (index of lean). 
It Trtis deoided to use two inoh intervale of length for eaoh 20 
pound "weicht group. !I!he middle 2 indh interval in eaoh v/eicht group was 
oentered approximately at the near, length and the jniddle 2 inoli length 
inteirval was increased by 1 inch for eaoh suoceasiv^  •weicht gx^ p. Mth 
this arran^ oment ov«r 50 por cent of the oaroassos fell in the middle 
lengtli interval of eaoh wight group. The reminder of the oaroassea 
were distrib'jted approxiiaately equal between either of the tivo extrew 
length intervals. 
Grade standard A ivas developed on tho basis of the above proposed 
condition. An attempt vias nado to l:eep the average index of lean oon>-
parablo v/ithin each grade regardless of weight and length. The midpoint 
of one grade vrtis separated from the midpoint of tho next grade in each of 
the treiglit croups by a difference of S.O for the index of lean. The 
required backfat thickness at the mrgin of eaoh grade for the midpoints 
Table 14* Grade standard A 
Caroass 
wisfats 
I«ngth 
of 
oaroass 
(lbs.) ?in.) 
"O^  9® 
Caroass grades 
Pttokfat 
thickness 
at maiTin 
(i^ y 
Baokfat 
thickness 
at nargin 
(in.) 
10® 11® 
Buokfat 
thickness 
at margin 
12^  
Dtiokfat 
thickness 
at mi^ 'in n K narp; 
Tte.7 ri^ .T 
:!ndcfat 
•uhiclcness 
at margin 
"fin.T" 
13S 
Backfat 
thickness 
at nar^ in 
lass than 25 2.06 1.80 1.54 1.28 1.02 .77 
80-100 25 to 26*9 2.14 1.60 1.C2 1.36 1.10 .36 
27 and over 2.22 1.96 1.70 1.44 1.18 .92 
Loss than 26 2.20 1.92 1.63 1.34 1.05 .76 
100-120 2G to 27.9 2.28 1.99 1.70 1.41 1.12 .84 
23 and ov^ r 2.35 2.0G 1.77 1.48 1.20 .91 
Less than 27 2.32 2.01 1.70 1.39 1.07 .76 
120-140 27 to 20,9 2.39 2.09 1.76 1.45 1.14 .83 
29 and over 2.46 2.14 1. '3 1,52 1.21 .39 
Loss than 28 2.43 2.09 1.76 1.42 1.09 .76 
140»160 23 to 29.9 2.49 2.15 1.32 1.49 1.15 .82 
SO and over 2.55 2.22 1.38 1.55 1.21 
CO 00 .
 
Less -fiian 29 2.51 2.1G 1.31 1.46 1.11 .76 
150-150 20 to 20.D 2.57 2.22 1.B7 1.52 1.16 .31 
31 and over 2.6S 2.28 1.92 1.57 1.22 ,87 
®:Averago index of lean equals 40.5 
A^vomge index of lean equals 43.G 
A^verage index of lean equals 46.5 
A^verage index of lean equals 49.5 
•/.verase inder of lean eqiials 52.5 
A^verage index of lean equals 55*5 1
 
J
 index of lean equals 58.5 
Table 14* (oontlmad) 
Caroass Length 7a , Qto 1 90 t icA 1 11® • » i2'r : ISS 
twights of Buokfat ISaokflat Baokfat Badkftat Badkfat Backfat 
oaroass tliiolciecs thlokneea thicknees thiokness thicniess thickness 
at nareln at narKin at TnarRin at mrKin at nargin at marf^ in 
01
 
•
 
(in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (In.) Till.) (in.) 
Less than 30 2.59 2.22 1.86 1.49 1.12 .78 
180-200 30 to 31,9 2.64 2.28 1.91 1.54 1.18 .
 
CO
 
32 and over 2.70 2.33 1.96 1.60 1.23 .86 
J^ Bs than 31 2.66 2.28 1.90 1.52 1.13 .75 
200-220 31 to S2«9 2.71 2.33 1.95 1.57 1.18 * CD
 0
 
S3 and over 2.76 2.38 2.00 1.C2 1.23 .85 
Less tlian 32 2.72 2.32 1.93 1.54 1.14 .75 
220-240 32 to 33.9 2.76 2.37 1.98 1.58 1.19 
0
 
CO .
 
34 end over 2.31 2.42 2.02 1.63 1.34 
Lees than 33 2.77 2.37 1.96 1.56 1.16 .75 
240-260 33 to 34.9 2.81 2.41 2.01 1.60 1.20 .80 
35 and over 2.8C 2.46 2.05 1.65 1.24 .85 
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of 2 inoli intervals of loi:gth witliin eaoh 20 pound oaroaas viDight interval 
is s.-'Cn-Ri in lable 14. 
It Y/ill bo observed that tho f.rade desleiiations within oaeli wei^ t 
group aro indicated by numbers rather than bjr srade tonns. Orade terns 
oan later be used to describe the mnber desicnationa, Caroasses in 
grade 7 would be vorj' fat, and those in grado 13 v;aald be vory lean* It 
is oxpeoted that oaroasses increase in value per ICX) pounds vrltli increase 
ta tho iiide:; of loan up to the point nvhere oertain outs aro discounted for 
lacking quality, or up to the point v/here tlie cuts are discounted due to 
excess tvoight. For example, carcasses in grade 7 v/ould bo wortli less per 
powid than those in grade 8 because tlie;/- carry a highor proportion of low 
value fat cuts and a lower proportion of hi^ h value lean outs, Lilccwiso, 
carcasses in grade 0 vrould be vforth less per pound then those in grade 10. 
Carcasses Li grades 11 and 12 would probably be discounted for i:iadequate 
finish. Under longotime price relationships, carcasses in grade 10 prob­
ably oornr>».xui the highest price* 
The use of grade standard A in the modem packing plant would probably 
create no seidous practical problems* As the carcasses moved along the 
carcass rail lino from the Icllllng floor to tho cooler thojr oo<ald first be 
weighed and the carcass identification number and wei;;ht reoordedf and 
attaolied to eadi carcass* ®ie grader could first look at the weigjit of the 
carcass and determine the weight group classification* This would be a 
simple process* Next, he could classify the earcass into one of the three 
length classifications* This also should be quite simple* Finally, the 
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avsraco baokfat oould be detemined and consequently the grade oould 
be detominod* 'Xhe whole prooess irould tako only a ftm seoonds. The 
relative speed with which graders oould grade oaroasses is not knonn* 
To supplj- this information *ill require f\irther Imrestigation. 
The Conadians^ t usin^  a similar grading otandard, have found that, 
••••a trained grader has no trouble grading oaroasses at a 
rate of 550 per hour, but after 1 or 2 hours of continuous 
grading he needs a few mirutes rest to refresh his brain. 
Two graders oould Ixandle this situation very well by working 
altomatoly 1 hour eaoh, the one resting or taking the tickets 
over to the main office while the other was grading. 
An alternative standard B with 5 grades was developed. The midpoint 
of the middle nra<3e was set at 50 for index of lean and with a grade 
midpoint difference of 4*0 for the index of lean* The same weight and 
length intervals vjvre used as in grade standard A, Speoifioations for 
grade standard B are given in Table 15. The differecoe in baokfat thiolc-
ness between grade limits for grade standard A is approximately 0.3 inches 
for the light weight groups and approximately 0.4 inches for the heavy 
oaroass weight groups. Grade standard B has baokfat thldkness differences 
between grade limits of approximately 0.4 inches and 0.5 for linht and 
heavy oaroaiss weight groups respeotively. The wider differences in the 
required baokfat thickness would result in fewer baokfat measurements 
beoause there are fewer grade boundaries, thus making it possible to de­
crease grading time and reduces the probability of cisgrading a oarcass. 
Shepherd, Livestock marketing methods in Denmark, Qreat l^ ritaln, and 
Canada, op. oit,» p* 155* 
Xable 15* Grade stcmdard B 
Coroaaa rjadea 
Caroaa* Equiv. Length , gB t 10® t 11« 
iwighta live of Baokfat nackfat Baokfat Backfat 
veight oaroass tliio'oiees thiokness thickness thickness 
(aporox.) at narRin at margin at raarpiin at narsin 
(lbs.) (Iba.) (in.) (in,) (in.) (in.) (in.) 
Less than 25 1.89 1.54 1.20 .85 
80-100 124-151 25 to 2C.9 1.97 1.62 1.23 .93 
27 and over 2.04 1.70 1.36 1.01 
Less than 26 2.01 1.63 1.24 .86 
100-120 151-178 26 to 27.9 2.08 1.70 1.32 .93 
28 and over 2.16 1.77 1.39 1.00 
Less than 27 2,12 1.70 1.28 .86 
120-140 178-205 27 to 28.9 2.18 1.76 1.35 .93 
29 and over 2.25 1.03 1.41 1.00 
l088 than 28 2.20 1.76 1.31 .87 
140-160 206-231 28 to 29.9 2.2G 1,32 1.3G .95 
30 and over 2.33 1.88 1.44 .99 
Less th^ n 29 2.28 1.81 1.34 .87 
160-180 231-257 29 to 30.9 2.34 1.87 1.40 .93 
31 and over 2.39 1.92 1.46 .99 
A^verage index of lean equals 42 
A^verage index of lean equals 46 
1
 
1 index of leau equals 50 
A^verage index of loan equals 54 
® Ave rage index of lean eq'>ial8 58 
Table 15* (continued} 
Caroaaa gradea 
Carcass Equiv. Length i 9^  t ' IQO t 11^  t 12^  
wights live of Baokfht Baokfat liackftit rac3cftit 
weight earoass thickness thickness thickness thickness 
(approx.) at mr;;in at mrKin at satriin at taarcin 
" { i E r n — r i 5 7 5  T t a . l  ( t a H  ( i S n  n S H  
Less than 30 2.34 1.86 1.37 .88 
lGO-200 2S7-2G5 30 to 31.9 2.40 1.91 1.42 .93 
92 end og-er 2.45 1.96 1.47 .98 
Less than 31 2.40 1,90 1.39 .88 
200-220 283-309 31 to 32. 2.45 1.95 1.44 .93 
33 and over 2.50 2.00 1.49 .98 
Less 'Uian 32 2.46 1.93 1.41 .88 
220-240 S09-SS5 32 to 33.0 2,50 1.98 1.45 .93 
34 ond over 2.55 2.02 1.50 .98 
Leas thnn 33 2.50 1.95 1.42 .88 
240-260 335-362 33 to 34.9 2.54 2.00 1.47 .93 
35 and over 2.59 2.04 1.51 .97 
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Several other alternative grade atandards luxy have been developed 
based oia other intervals of weight» lentjth, and index of lean. For 
tho reasons disoussed previously in this section, it was ocnoluded that 
these two grade standards had the greatest laerit as tentative hog 
oaroass grade standards* 
In February 1950, tho Livestook Branch of tho Production and feSarfcet-
ing Administration of the United States Department of /igrioulture released 
proposed standards for grades of slaughter barrows and gilts (See 'liable 16). 
These •peoifioations irore prepared priiaarily for use in biding live hogs. 
The hog buyer would attempt to estinate the bacdcfat tliiokness from ob> 
servation of the li-w hog and with this estiiaate and the carcass might 
tho live hog -would be classified into one of the five grades. 
In preparing these specifications an attempt was made to keep the 
average index of lean comparable within each grade regardless of the 
weight. The value of the index of lean for tho midpoint of ^ oioe no. 1 
is 49.5, for choice no. 2 the raldpoint is 46*5 for the index of lean, all 
caroasses that have 4S or less for the index of lean are classified into 
choice no. 3« for nedium the midpoint value for the index of loan was 
5S.25 and all carcasses that have 55.5 or more for the index of loan 
are elassified as cull. 
The basic equation used to predict the index cf lean included only 
two variablff, baokfat thickness and carcass weight and can be wx^ tten 
as follows! 
y - K f aXj^  f bXg 
Table IC# Schedule of proposed oaroaas measuronents for grades of 
slaughter barrov/s and EiltB^  
Weight (lbs») Average baole fat thickneas^  of oarcas8« by p;rade 
Live Caroass Choice Choioe Choioe 
(Approx,) no. 1 no.2 no.3 liedium Cull 
140 92 1.4G-1.73 1.74-2.02 2.03 or more 1.03-1.45 1.02 or less 
170 115 
1.51-1.78 1.79-2.07 2.08 or more 1.08-1.50 1.07 or less 
200 138 
1.57-1.84 1.85-2.13 2.14 or more 1.13-1.56 1.12 cr less 
230 162 
1.62-1,09 1.90-2.10 2.19 or more 1.18-1.61 1.17 or less 
260 107 
1.68-1.95 1.96-2.24 2.25 or nore 1.24-1.67 1.23 or less 
290 21S 
1.74-2.01 2.02-2.30 2.31 cr nore 1.30-1.73 1.29 or less 
S20 240 
L^ivestock Branoh, Production and >4irketin(; AdninistratIon. Proposed standards for grades of 
slaughter barrows and gilts. U.S, Department of /agriculture, 1950 (Processed) 
Average of three measurements made opposite first and last ribs and lest lunbar vertebra. 
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whoro: 
y a Indo:- of l«an 
9 Baokfiftt thioknoBS 
Xg s "iVoight of oaroaes 
Djr obaonrir^ g tliia eqviation it can bo aeon that for anj' Y/ei{ilit 
croup the rato of chanc® in baokfat thickness is oonetant for each 
inoroaent change in the index of lean. Also, for any index of loan the 
rate of chance in backfat thickness is constant for each increnont change 
in weight. 
!7rade standards A and B differ from the above described grade 
standard in that length tsas included as an additional independent var­
iable. Also, the basic tabulation of the relationshipa between the indox 
of lean and backlkt thiolaies8« carcass might and length are different. 
In grade standards A and for a given index of lean, the rate cf change 
in backf&t thickness decreases for each successive inorease in carcass 
weight and the ztite of change in the backl^ t thickness for each successive 
change in the index of lean is constant for angr vmigiht and length r.i'oup 
but increases as the average might of each weiQ;ht group inoroaaes. It 
can be alao observed that the grades of ohoice No. 1 Z ond S corresponds 
to grades 10, 9, and 8 respectively for grade standard A. 
Physical Sffeotiveness of Alternative Standard 
Before atterapting to ana^ x* the eocnomlc effectiveness of carcass 
standards in sorting or classifying carcasses into honogeneous groups 
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with rospeot to value dlfferenoe8« anovalTiation of the ability of 
these standards to measure physical differonoes will be required. Any 
grade standard trust first have statlatloal sif^ niflaance botneen grades. 
That is, the variation veithin cradea mat bo slgnifioantly less than 
the variation between grades. Ihe amlysis of varlanoe tables for the 
two standards are given in Tables 17 aiid 13. 
Table 17. Ano.lj'sis of varianoo of ^ rada rjeena for erade 
standard A 
Soaroe of variation 
Degrees 
of Sum of squares 'Jean squares 
freedom 
Total 
Crrado neans 
Carcasses in same grade 
599 
C 
593 
10,890.56 
10,318.C0 
571.88 
1,719.78 
.9644 
F - 1»719.78 
.9644 
3 1,783.26 
Ttible 18. Analysis of variance of grade neans for grade 
standard B 
Source of vai'jation 
Der^ roes 
of Sum of squares 'feen square 
freedom 
Total 
Grade means 
Carcasses in seme grade 
599 
6 
595 
10,n90,56 
10,072.34 
818.22 
2,510.08 
1.S752 
F , 2.518.08 
" 1.3752 
» 1,851.07 
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It oan bo roadil^ v obaorved that for both grade standards ttie c«ide 
moans ar« sienifioantly different at tho 1 per oent level* On tlie 
baais of this teat both of theae standards have merit# The difforonoe 
in the roBultins (F) values do not indicate a::^  logioal reoson for 
aaauning one atandard signifioantly superior to tho other. 
Another tost of tlie relative effeotivoneas of tho two alternative 
grade atandarda vaa the relative aocuraa^ ' v/ith v;iiich oaroasaas are 
olaaaified into eaoh partioular grade by uaing tlie variablea baokfat 
thiokneas, oaroaaa weight and length* For tho two grade atandard the 
eatinated atandard errors of eatinate of index of loan about tJio mean 
index of lean for each grade aro given in Table 19. 
Table 19* Dicperaion of indexes of lean about grade neana 
for grade atandarda A and B 
Satixaated Eatiaatod Coefficient 
atandard errora oorrelatiofti of 
of eatlmate ooeffioient detomii'iation 
Thooretioal regreaaion aurAice 1.719 ,915 83.72» 
Srade neans for grade atandard A 1.977 .886 IQm^ T/a 
Grade meana for grade atandard B 2.078 .873 7G.2]J» 
Z differences s *068  ^ .058 
d?.ff. - .068  ^' 058 • 
Bj- usinj backfat thio^ moaa, oaroaaa weight end length it naa poaaible 
to explain 78.4755 and 76,23^  of the deviation about the grade ssana for 
grade atandarda A and B, respectively. Tho eatimated correlation oo-
•fflolenta did not differ aigniflcantly at the 5 per oent lovel (T^ iff, « 
l.OOO). On the baala of thla teat it la inpoaaible to oonolude which of 
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thase grade 8tatidax*d8 is superior in Its abilit;'/ to diatiosuish 
pliysioal differonoes in hoc caroasses, 
iio oaroasses vrere next graded into the -various grades aooordixig to 
the actual oaroass raeaaurer.dnts of backfat thiclinossj caroass weight 
and lon^ rUu For each oaroass the oaroass grade tras then compared "nith 
the actual ^ rade Ixised on the actual index cf lean. A tabular analysis 
cf the per cent cf the oaroasses graded correctly and Inconreotly is 
f,iven in Table 20. 
For Grade standard A, only about 60 per cent of the carcasses wore 
correctly CJ^ o^d and for GW'do standard B, about 70 per oent of the 
carcasses were oorreotly fjrade standard B no carcasses were 
out of j^ rade by two grades nAiile for standard A about 2 per cent cf the 
oaroasses wore out of grade by two grades. For both standards the per 
oent overtraded was about tlie sarae as tlio por oent undergraded. Grades 7« 
8, and 9 were generally overgraded more often than thoy rrere under-
graded and grades 11* 12 and 13 were undargraded rtore often than thi^  
-were overgraded. 
By observing tlio saraplo distribution of caroaosee according to 
the index of loan (Fi^ u^re 11), tli© e;q)lanation of this last peouli8uri-ty 
oan be determined. It is Inpoaaible for grade 7 to bo undergradad and 
also inposeiblo for grade 13 -to be overgnxded. Ilho distribution of 
carcasses in grades 7, 8 and D is concentrated at the upper limits of 
eaoh grade and the distribution of oaroasses izi grades 10, 11 and 12 
are concentrated near the lower liini-ts cf the grade. Therefore, for 
grades 7, 8 and 9« a greater number of the oaroasses -will be graded in 
Table 20* Per oent of the total oaroasses ovisr, under and oorreotly graded 
for eaoh oaroaas grade for grade stemdards A and 
liiniber 
of Caroasses Oaroasses Carcasses Carcasses 
oaroasses under under Carcasses over otver 
in graded two graded one correctly graded one graded two Total 
eaoh ^ rade grades grade graded Krade grades 
(percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) (percent) 
Orade staxidard A 
Grade 7 18 0.0 0.0 44.4 50.0 5.6 100.0 
Grade 8 85 0.0 2.3 C1.2 36.5 0.0 100.0 
Grade 9 135 0.0 9.6 59.3 31.0 0.0 100.0 
Grade 10 157 1.3 20.3 61.8 15.3 1.3 100.0 
Grade 11 117 0.9 25.6 62.4 11.1 0.0 100.0 
Grade 12 72 2.8 30.6 56.9 9.7 0.0 100.0 
Grade 13 16 12.5 50.0 37.5 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Tieighted average 1.2 17.8 59.5 21.0 0.5 100.0 
Grade standard B 
100.0 Grade 8 71 0.0 0.0 57.7 42.3 0.0 
Grade 9 167 0.0 C.6 70.0 23.4 0.0 100.0 
Grade 10 193 0.0 16.6 76.2 7.2 0.0 100.0 
Grade 11 133 0.0 25.6 72.2 2.2 0.0 100.0 
Grade 12 36 0.0 41.6 58.3 0.0 0.0 100.0 
Weighted avorage 0.0 15.3 70.4 14.3 0.0 100.0 
*Under graded refbra to those oaroasaes olaesifiod Lnto a lotwr nucorioally designated 
and over graded refers to oaroasses olasaified iv.to a high nuaericaHy designated grade. 
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a higher numerioal grade than a lovior prada. The opposite sitimtion 
can be seen for gradee 11, 12 and 13. 
After observinc the foregoing; testa of the relative effeotivenesa of 
the two oarcass grade standards in sorting oaroasoes into homogeneous 
groups aooording to pliysioal differenooo it was oonoluded that ^ n.d9 
standard B probably had superior merit as n tentative oaro&sa crade 
standard. Grade standard B urould be more praotioal for use in a modem 
packing plant. There aw fewer margins between grades, thus eliminating 
the nooessi'fy of additional caroass masurerwnts for oaroasses that 
flail at the grade roarguris. It is believed that oaroasses oan be graded 
efficiently on the basis of a differenoe of 0.4 to 0.5 in-hes average 
baokfat thiokness per f:;rade under usual packing house conditions. Tb 
use a grade standard Tdth differences of less than 0*4 inches for back" 
fat thickness Trould probably require too concise a measurentent for 
praotioal use. the other hand, it seens desirable to accept a grade 
standard that has the physical characteristics within grades or olassi-
ficatlons as hotnogeneous as possible withatt becoming impractical. 
Value Differences Betmen Different Carcass Orades 
The xiext problem vras to analyse the economio effectiveness of the 
carcass grade standards in sorting oarca^ ses into homogeneous ^ z^ pa 
with respect to value differences. Each of the component cuts of the 
hog carcass varies vrlth the index of lean. Therefoj>e, it was necessaiy 
(l) to determine the relationships of the ifholesale outs and trinmings 
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to the Index of lean and (2) to use tlie prices of the various outs and 
detensino average oaroass values for each grade. 
Relationships between the ytfiolesale outs and trlnanlnpis 
and tlie index of lean 
The relationships between the various Tfr.olesale outs and trinmlnES 
of the hos oaroass and the index of lean were detemined by ooraputing 
their regressions to the index cf lean* The values of the regxvssion 
coefficients, standard deviations about regression and the correlation 
ooeffioients, for eaoh of the T^ olesale outs, trimmings tmd sVelotal 
parts to the index of lean are shoivn in Table 21. The individual peroent-
aees of eaoh separate out and trinrainc for eaoh index of lean were also 
determined. The location and slopo of the recreaaion line of eaoh of 
the 14 Trtiolesale outs and trimmings to the indox of lean arc indicated 
in Fibres 13 and 14« 
From observation of scatter diagrans, the relationships between the 
index of lean and -ttie per cent of iriiolesale outa all appeared to be linear. 
It can be seen that the per cent lean outs and trirwilnna (hans, loins, 
pionics, t«tt8, lean trin and extra lean trim) and the a'colotal out® 
(spare ribs, neok bones, front feet, hind feet and tail) all have positive 
regression coefficients while the per cent fat outs (bellies, fat backs, 
flat trin and jowls) all have negative regression coefficients. All of 
the correlation coefficients are significantly different from tero at 
the 1 per oent level. 
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Table 21. Distribution of the per oent eaoli wiiolesale out is of 
oaroaas Twight olassificd "by index of loan 
Standard 
TOiolesale outs Regression Correlation devlatian 
and trimmizigs values ooeffioients about 
(r) resression 41 42 43 44 ilL 
laan outs bellies 
Han .576 .927 .649 16.08 16.46 16.84 17.21 lT.tl 
Loios .297 .867 .729 ll.&l 12.21 12.50 12.80 lUU 
Picnios .179 .347 .480 7.14 7.31 7.49 7.67 fM 
Boston Ixitts .148 .762 .536 5.87 6.02 6.17 6.32 
Total 4 lean outs 1.000 l.OGC .000 41.00 42.00 43.00 44.00 IB.OO 
Bellies -.570 -.730 1.480 20.07 20.20 19.85 19.46 1»«QI 
Lean trim .060 .326 .740 2.88 2.94 3.00 3.06 S.2I 
"Sx lean trim .036 .504 .260 .25 .29 .33 .36 •40 
Total lean out* ^  
bellies ^  trim .726 64.70 65.43 66.16 66.88 6T«I1 
fkt outs 
Fat badk 
-.535 •".904 1.078 12.38 11.35 11.31 10.78 1004 
Pat trin 
-.333 -.763 1.204 13.77 13.43 13.10 12.76 iB,«a 
Jowls 
-.073 -.533 .498 4.09 4.02 3.94 3.87 
Total f^ t outs -.942 -.957 1.218 30.^ 4 29.30 28.35 27.41 28.4T 
Skeletal outs 
Spare ribs .071 .792 .235 1.81 1.88 1.95 2.03 a«io 
NaQk booea .055 .666 .261 1.10 1.16 1.21 1.26 um 
Front feet .038 .663 .135 1.98 1.01 1.05 1.09 uu 
Bind feet .044 .723 .179 1.05 1.09 1.14 1.18 uu 
Tail .008 .468 .067 .12 .15 .14 .15 •It 
Total skeletal outs .217 • 839 .599 5.06 5,27 5.49 5.71 5.M 
Total all cut* 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 

Tablo 21. (ooiitinued) 
Index of lean ' 
41 . 46 47 48 " 49 ' 50 5l" 52 53 54 55 " 5C 57 53 59 
;l IT^  IT.96 18.34 18.71 19.09 19.46 19.84 20.22 20.59 20.97 21.54 21.72 22.10 22.47 22.85 
10 ll*10 ll«39 13.69 13.09 14.28 14.53 14.88 15.18 15.48 15.77 16.07 10.36 1Q.G6 1G.96 17.25 
7 fM 8»0S 8.21 3.39 8.57 S.75 S.92 S.IO 9.28 9.46 9.64 9.62 10.00 10.18 10.36 
2 6*62 6.76 6.91 7.06 7.21 7.36 7.50 7.65 7.80 7.S5 0.10 8.24 3.39 8.54 
ID 4B.Q0 46.00 47.00 48.00 49.00 50.00 51.00 52.00 55.00 54.00 55.00 5C.00 2^ 7.00 SS.OO 59.00 
£ IfvOf -18«72 18.35 17.98 17.61 17.24 16.87 16.50 16.13 15.76 15.39 lb.02 14.65 14.28 13.91 
16 8*11 8*18 5.24 3.30 3.56 3.42 3.40 3.54 3.60 3.66 3.72 3.78 3.84 3.90 3.96 
16 *40 •43 .47 .51 .54 .58 .61 .65 .68 . 71 .75 . 79 .83 .86 .90 
18 6T«81 88*33 69.06 09.79 70.51 71.24 71.96 72.69 75.41 74.13 74.86 75.59 7C.32 77.04 77.77 
8^ lAJM 8.71 9.17 8.64 S.IO 7.57 7.03 G.50 5.96 5.42 4.89 4.36 3.82 3.28 2.75 
'8 1I.4I lt«10 11.77 11.45 11.10 1C.7G 10.43 10.10 9.77 9.44 9.10 8.77 8.43 8.10 7.77 
17 1^  8*T2 3.65 3.58 3.50 3.43 3.36 3.28 3.21 3.14 3.07 2.99 2.92 2.85 2.77 
kl 28«4T 88*83 24.59 23.65 22.70 21.76 20.82 19.8C 18.94 18.00 17.06 1G.12 15.17 14.23 13.29 
>3 8«10 8*17 2.24 2.31 2.38 2.45 2.52 2.59 2.66 2.73 2.81 2.88 2.95 3.02 3.09 
!6 1*88 1.43 1.48 1.54 1.59 1.65 1.70 1.76 1.32 1.87 1.92 1.98 2.04 2.09 
19 UU 1*86 1.20 1.24 1.28 1.32 1.36 1.40 1.43 1.47 1.50 1.54 1.58 1.62 1.66 
.8 ust 1*87 1.31 1.35 1.40 1.44 1.49 1.53 1.58 1.62 1.66 1.71 1.75 1.79 1.84 
L5 *lf *16 .17 
CO 
•
 .19 .20 .20 .21 .22 .23 .24 .24 .25 .26 
(O CM .
 
1 5«8t 6*U 6.35 6.5G 6.7S 7.00 7.22 7.43 7.65 7.87 8.08 8.29 8.51 8.73 8.94 
> 100*0 M*0 100.0 100.0 lOC.O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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It i« interesting to notice th© inoreaae of the oorrelation oo-
effioienta for a ooxabined group of like outs compared to tho sane nvasure 
for the individual outs. Pbr example, the correlation ooeffioients for 
eaoh of the fat outs nas less than the conflation ooeffioients for the 
flat outs taken as a group. This inorease oen he explained by the com­
pensating error that exists for the cuts of a given group* Hams, loins« 
butts and pionlos are outs that make up a eceatinuous aro starting at the 
hind leg of the ho^  oaroass and extending over the back to the front leg. 
Zn the modem packing plant these are out from the oaroass at a rapid rate 
TTith pofter equipsnnt* It is easy for a meat cutter to nisoalculate the 
point of dissection by as imch as half of an inch. Consoquontly part of 
the variation in tJie weight of a particular cut is due to cutting error. 
Thus, for exan^ le, if the split between the ham and loin is in fiBivor of a 
larger ham the loin irill be sma ller* therefore* the inorsased weight of 
the ham compensates for the decreased weight of the loin. This sane com* 
pensatin;^  error can be fcund be-^ en fat trijn and the other fat outs or 
between az^  of the sl^ eletal cuts. 
The value per pound for each of the outs vAtliin a group is generally 
quite hoDOgeneous. Therefore« there is conpensatin^  error for value var­
iations as well as weight variations. 
itoother con^ nsating error is found in the variation between groups of 
cuts. If by using the oaroass measurements (badlcfftt thiokness, length and 
weight) an index of lean is determined that differs from the actual izidex 
of lean, tba estimated per cent of other groups of outs nust also vaxy 
from their aotual per cents. For example, if the index of lean is estimated 
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to be 48 and the aotu&l index of lean is 46j thon either the estimated 
per oent of fat outa or the per oent slcolatal outs will be aiaallor by 
2 per oent. The roaenitude of the oomponaating error in value will be 
equal to tho relative averaco prices por pound for the groups of outs. 
A measure of dispersion of eaoh out vrithin a grade oan be detemined. 
There is a dispersion of the per cent eao>i cwt is of the total oaroass 
•weisht around its regression line to the index of lean, und xtiiUnin a given 
grade there is a dispersion of the iaclex of loan around the average index 
of lean for the grade. The total expooted dispersion of tho index of 
lean within a grade is tho sun of tho variability about the regression 
surface of index of lean to the physical measuronwnts of the hog oaroass 
(baokfatf length and vwight) and tho vaxdabilitj' about the average index 
of leem mthin a grade* 
It was found (Table 19} that tho estiasited standard error of estimate 
for tho index of loan tms 1«719 and the estimted standard deviatioii of 
Index of lean withlu grades tms 1*977 and 2*078 index points for grade 
standard A and D rospeotively* The variance within grades, deflated by 
the regression coeffioient of the particular cut to tho index of lean« 
was added to -tiie variance of this out around its regression lino to obtain 
the varianoe of the per oent of the out within a given weight and grade 
of oaroass* The results of these calculations are given in Tables 22 and 
25* 
It can be observed that the sun of variances of individual outs within 
grades for a group of outs, such as the 4 lean cuts or the fht outs, is 
Table 22, The oaloulation nf dispersim cf distribution for designated 
outs^  vithin grades for grade staxidard A 
Standard Total Regress icsi Dispersion 
error of estiraated ooeffioionts of average Variance Variance Disper­
VQiolesale desig­ Variance dispersion of desig­ per oents of average of desig- sion of 
cuts nated outs about the of index nated outs of outs at per oents nated cuts designat­
about the regression cf lean to index of vai^ ring of cuts within ed cats 
regression lino witliin lefui indexes of within grades within 
line 
(«ry2) 
grades^  lean with­ grades grades 
(<r y) (<ri) (b) in grades (b ^ 1)2 
(b^  I) (b^ I)2 
Hans .649 .4211 1.977 .376 .7434 .5526 .9737 .987 
Loixis .729 .5320 1.977 .297 .5872 .3448 .8768 .936 
Pionios .480 .2303 1.977 .179 .3539 .1252 .3555 .596 
Butts .555 .2863 1.977 .148 .2026 .0856 .3719 .610 
Total 4 lean 
outs .000 •0000 1.977 1.000 1.9770 3.9085 3.9085 1.977 
Bellia 1.480 2.1908 1.977 -.370 -.7315 .5351 2.7259 1.651 
Lean trim .740 .5481 1.977 .060 .1186 .0141 .5622 .750 
Bxalean txdm .260 .0676 1.977 .036 .0712 .0051 .0727 .270 
Fat baoks 1.078 1.1646 1.977 -.535 -1.0577 1.1187 2.2333 1.511 
Fbt trim 1.204 1.4498 1.977 -.333 - .6583 .4334 1.8332 1.372 
Jowls .498 .2476 1.977 -.078 - .1443 .0208 .2684 .518 
Total fat outs 1.218 1.4824 1.977 -.942 -1.G623 3.4682 4.9506 2.230 
Total skeletal 
outs .599 .3592 1.977 .217 .4290 .1840 .5432 .737 
A^ll values expressed as per oent of the oarcass iieight 
S^ee Table 19. 
Tiholesale 
outs 
Table 23« Tlio oaloulaliion of dispersion of distributions for designated 
outs* within grades for grade standard B 
Standard 
error of 
desig­
nated cuts 
about tlie 
regression 
lino 
((Ty) 
Variance 
aboMt tlio 
regression 
line 
(^ y2) 
Total 
estlmted 
dispenion 
of index 
of loan 
within 
grades^  
( 
j^ egreesion 
ooefficients 
of desig­
nated cuts 
to index of 
lean 
(b) 
Dispersion 
of average 
per cents 
of cuts at 
var:'iag 
indexes cf 
loan vfith-
in grades 
(bVi) 
Variance Variance Disper-
of average of dosig- sion of 
per cents nated outs designat-
of outs within ed cuts 
•within grades within 
grades grades 
(b ^ )2 iry2 + 
(b ^1)2 
Hams .649 .4211 2.078 .376 .7813 .6026 1.0237 1.011 
Loins .729 .5320 2.078 .297 .6172 .3309 .9129 .955 
Picnics .400 .2303 2.078 .179 .3720 .1384 .3687 .607 
t^ta .535 .2863 2.078 .148 .3075 .0946 .3809 .617 
Total 4 lean 
cuts .000 .0000 2.078 1.000 2.0780 4.3181 4.3181 2.078 
Bellies 1.480 2.1908 2.078 -.370 -.7689 .5912 2.7820 1.668 
Lean trim .740 •5481 2.078 .060 .1247 .0156 .5637 .751 
Ex.leai^  trixa .260 .0G76 2.078 .036 .0748 .0056 .0732 .270 
Fat backs 1.078 1.1646 2.078 -.535 -1.1117 1.2359 2.4005 1.549 
Fat trim 1.204 1.4498 2.078 -.333 - .G920 ,4789 1.9287 1.389 
Jowl* .498 .2476 2.078 -.073 - .1517 .0230 ,'d706 •520 
Total fat 
cuts 1.218 1.4824 2.078 -.942 -1.9575 3.8318 5.3142 2.308 
Total skeletal 
cuts .509 .2592 2.078 .217 .4509 .2033 .5625 .750 
A^ll values expressed as per oent of the carcass weiglit. 
S^ee Table 19. 
lo8B than the variance within grades for the oonbined group of outs* 
Uiis can bo explained by the compensatinG error within a group of outs. 
The standard deviations of designated outs within grades are expressed 
as the percentages that each out is of the total oaroass woif^ t. The 
amount of the dispersion in pounds can be calculated for ar^  given oaroass 
woight by nultlplying the figures in the last coluim by the weight of the 
oaroass and dividing by lOO* 
Pricing outs and detennininf: carcass values 
The schedule of average viholesale prioea of the various iiholesale cuts 
and trimmings for tlie year 1949 are given in Table 24. "uitti both the index 
of lean and the schedule of prioes for each of the component outs and parts 
known* the value of the average oarcasses was readily detennined. The 
several percentage components of the carcass were nultiplied by their ro-
spootive prioes and the sum of these value products give the carcass value 
per 100 pounds regardlesa of the carcass weight. The value of a giver 
oarcaas ma obtained by nultlplying this sun by the weight of the oaroass. 
For grade standards A and B the average values per 100 pounds of desig­
nated weights and grades of carcasses using the average wholesale prices 
for the year 1949 are given in Tables 25 and 26. 
Seveml Important tendencies are apparent in the data shoim in these 
tables, within any given weight range, the average value per 100 pounds 
of carcasses in grade 8 are lower than those in grade 10 because they yield 
lesa of the high valued outa. Another tendency is the apparent changing 
relationship of degree of finish to carcass value at different carcass 
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Table 24* Average wlioleaal© prices for pork outs and trimmings 
at Chicago 1949®' 
Wholesale outs VJeight Prioes Yilholosale outs Weight Prioes 
per ant. per owt, 
p^ounds) Xdollara) 1 [pounds; (dollars) 
Fresh skinned 10-12 46.39 Fresh pionios 4-6 30,25 
hams 12-14 45,76 6-8 28.74 
14-16 45.47 8-10 26.66 
16-18 44,G8 10-12 25.84 
18-20 44,12 12-14 25,21 
20-22 42.69 
22-24 41,72 Boston butts 4-8 38,76 
24-26 39.14 
2G-S0 3u,51 D.G, Jov/l hutts 11,34 
fVesh loins 8-10 47,06 Spare ribs (under 3 lbs,) 37,99 
10-12 47,06 Neokbones 11,59 
12-ie 44,74 Front feet 07,40 
16-20 40,36 Begular pork trim (50^  fat) 20.49 
Sp, port: trim - 0S>» 39,64 
Fresh bellies 6-8 3S,66 Ex, pork trim - 95?? 46.66 
8-10 33.21 ^^ fined lard (Tieroes P,S.Lar^ ) 12,03 
10-12 31.60 Tails 21,60 
12-14 29,60 Convervion of fat to lard 
14-16 27.96 (12,03 X Qonversion f^ otor) 
lG-18 2C.50 
18-20 25.61 i^t or trinnings Weight Raotor Price 
Fat trimmings and 
Green fi&tbaok8 6«i>8 (09.64) fatbaolcs under 6 lbs, 80*0GP« 09*62 
8-10 (09.75) Patbacke® 6-8 81,501 09.80 
10-12 (09,93) 8-10 82,25^  09.89 
12-14 (10,73 (10-12) 83,50- 10.06 
14-16 10.93 (12-14) 84,50^  10,17 
16-18 11,38 (14-16 ) 85,50;^  10.29 
18-20 11,44 (16-18 ) 86,25:'^  10.38 
T^he average prioes for all outs and trimoings other tl^ an loins and Boston 
butts were enlculated from data taken from the National Provisioner* the weekly 
tr&de mgasine of the packing industry'. The average prioes for loins and 
Boston Butt* were oaloulated from the Qiloago VOioleaale Ueat Situation, fum-
iohed by the I'roduotion and I^ arket jldministration in the Ibited states I'epax^  
nent of Agrioulture, 
T^he faotors for converting fat to lard were oopied from The Ifational Pro-
vi8iGiier« 31( 1947, page 25. 
''luring this year it vrill be observed that on the average it ms profitable 
to oonvert fatbaoks up to 12 pounds into lard. All fatbaoks owr 12 pounds 
oould nost profitably be nerohandised as fatbaoks in tiie ivholesale trade. 
Tbblo 25. Averago oonposito oaroass valuo per 100 pounds for specified caroass 
grades and v7oights for i^ rade standard A, based on 1949 avaznge prices 
E^ ivalent 
Carcass live weight Caroass grades 
iwifjit (approxinate) 7 8 9 10 11"^  '  ^
100-120 151-173 $ 28.27 $ 29.29 3^0.20 $31,24 $(32.13) $(3S.OO) 1(53.85) 
120-140 178-205 27.92 28.93 29.93 30.87 (31.77) (S2,65) (33.43) 
140-160 205-231 27.61 28.57 29.53 30.44 (31.30) (32.15) (32.98) 
160-180 231-257 27.28 28.10 29.06 29.92 (50.74) (31.54) (32.33) 
180-200 257-283 26.93 27.79 28.60 29.39 (30.20) (30.98) (31.73) 
200-220 283-509 26.61 27.40 20.16 23.93 (29.68) (30.40) (31,12) 
220-240 500-335 26.30 27,0G 27.76 28,49 (29,16) (29,79) (o0,44) 
*13ie values for these grades do not include discounts for quality, 
available to detemine aocurately the amount of the disoounta. 
Insufficient data vrere 
Table 2G« Average oomposite oaroass value per 100 pounds for speoifled oaroass 
grades and weights for grade standard B, based on 1943 average prices 
Carcass 
Equivalent 
live vjoight Carcass (grades 
•OiKht (approximate) 8 9 10 11" 12^  
(poundsj (pounds) 
100-120 151-179 5 28.98  ^30.27 1 31.44 $(32.62) 1(33.86) 
120-140 178-205 28.52 29.88 31.10 (32.30) (33.45) 
140-160 205-231 28.16 29.42 30.54 (31.66) (32,70) 
160-180 231-257 27.71 28.93 29.88 (51.00) (32.10) 
180-200 257-283 2V.S4 20.40 29.37 (30.34) (31.38) 
200-220 283-509 27.05 26.92 28.79 (29.49) (30.36) 
220-240 309-535 26.75 27.62 28.15 (28.81) (29.59) 
*The values for these grades do not Inolude disoounts for quality. Insufficient data were 
available to determine accurately the amount of the disoounts. 
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weichta, IVithin eaoh woicht croup the \iioight8 of hams, loins and pionios 
decline v/ith the deolino in index of lean. Tlvo reduced •weight of a par­
ticular out plaoea it in a higher prioe bracket.whioh is more oomon with 
the heavj' than tho li;;;ht v:oiaht oaroasses. This offaete part of the 
deox*ease in value of the carcass ndiioh is due to the higher proportion 
cf lard. Still another tondenq^ '- is the deorease in value per 100 pounds 
associated mth the inoreastog carcass might mthin the same grades. 
There is also a tendency for the average values to vary at an irregular 
rate from •^ rade to grade of a given •weight or from vwight group to 
weiglit group of a given grade, lliis can be exi^ lained by -the discrete 
na^ bure of the prices for the •various tfeigh-fcs of -the component cuts. 
It can be seen from Tables 25 and 26 that "the •variations in average 
value between grades is about $.75 to -il.OO for grade standard A and about 
$•90 to $1.20 for grade standard B, It should be recognized, hovaever* 
that iriien lower prices are used the •value differences be-tneen grades irould 
be atnaller. In. sane livestock roarlceta prioe differentials betneen similar 
classifications are qucfced on •Uie basis of 10 cents per 100 pounds. 
Iherefore, it seems apparent that there is sufficient value range for 
practical use in the maricet* 
Cn •the basis of the average 1949 prices there appears to be a range 
in value difference of about ""^ 2,50 be'tween •the lonest numerical grade and 
grade 10 for any given weight group. Hots sold on -fcho present live basis 
are sold at an average price someTAiere betneen the limits of these values. 
Thus for grade standard A -bhere would be 7 separate and distinct values 
that oan bo used as tlio basis for buying hogs. For ^ rado standard B 
there vould be 5 distinct value divisions for each weight group, Tliis 
would make it physically possible for buyers to quote prices aiid buy 
on nsore nearly the basis of trtiat the hog carcass was worth In the vrtiole-
sale .7iaz^ :et. 
If it oan be assumed that oaroasses have the numerical grade cf 11 
or above are tlie only oaroasses that are discounted in value beoause of 
the underfinished nature of the outs Idian tlie oaroasses having numsrioal 
grades of 10 and below are discounted on conformation and finish. Thore-
fore, the previous oonlantion that an objective system of grading hog 
oaroasses on the basis of the inde:: of lean probably plaoes more emphasis 
on quantitative olassifioation of oaroasses according to the proportion 
of the high valued outs, seems to be substantiated* The main consider­
ations for grades 7 to 10 are conformation and finish. 
Prices offered to producers for hogs based on the average value per 
100 pounds similar to those given in Tables 25 and 26 would make it 
possible for the producer to adjust his feeding and breeding practices 
so that the probable marginal value products would be equal to marginal 
oos't. At the some time it woild make it physically possible for consumer* 
to equate their marginal rate of substitution of grade 7 pork for grade 10 
pork with the marginal rate of transformatioa within any firm or between 
fixtns producing the two grades of poz^  and assuming no other defects in 
the pricing mechanism. 
It has been pointed out that insufficient information was available to 
determine the exaot index cf lean at ivhloh there v/as a decrease in oaroass 
value caused by disoounting of outs for quality. If adequate price data 
for discounted outs nere available it is possible that t?io linitsof the 
several grades might be established at otlier indexes of loan. The upper 
limit of grade 10 might be 50 instead of 51 or 52 as vias used in estab-
lishinc grade standards A and B, The recess it;'- of shifbinc the grade 
limits based on other indexes of lean would be Justified inainl3'^  for 
eocnomio reasons. It seens reasonable to have one grade (grade 10} position 
relative to the index of lean« aud based on lor tirae price oonsiderations 
that always include the highest valued caroassoe. 
Part of the variation of the index of lean within grades night be 
Induced if the graders iwre trained to detect unusT-ial carcasses, that is, 
caroasses that differ in physical proportions from the standardised car­
cass* For example, some carcasses are unbalanced relative to the standard­
ized carcass. Tiioy could have heavy front shoulders and light hind quarters, 
A trained grader oould ad^ u^st their £rade dcfv/ir.'.urd to oonpensate for the 
value difference betvwou that coroasa and the standardised carcass. This 
system oould be especially useful for determining the prade of those 
carcasses falling CQ tlie boundary line between grades. 
There are several characteristics of hog carcasses that cannot be 
determined objectively. For exanple,hogs fed on soybeans or garbage 
usually have fiit that is soft and oily, and the yield of lard for a given 
amount of fat is reduced. Also, certain color oharooteristics of tho cuts 
from a carcass say be undesirable, o^me of those undesirable charaoteir-
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istioo oan be detooted by a trained gmder before the oaroaes is out up. 
Therefore* it seems probable that certain subjective evaluations of the 
oaroass oould be used to establish the final grade after the oaroass had 
been placed in a grade based on obi^ ootive neasuremcntst 
Up to this point sradea have boen given nuiaerioal designations start­
ing vrith grade 10 and being numbered oonseoutively hx eltlier direotion. 
For practical use in the narteet O'tiier grade nomenclature would probably 
be desirable. For grade standard B it -nas assumed that the carcasses 
grading 8t 0 and 10 would not contain outs that would be discounted for 
quality. The only difference in average value of these grades is due to 
the greater proportion of lower valued f&t out# found in oarcasees having 
grade 8 than grades 0 and 10. Consequently, all of the resulting outs 
from oaroasses in these three grades Kould contain ohoioe perk. A 
praotioal grade noinenclaturo oould be choice No* 1, ohoioe No. 2 and 
choice No. 3 for grades 10, and 8 respectively. Grade 11 oould be 
termed medium and grade 12 oould be teznod cull. Px^ jposed live hog 
standards recently published by the United States Doparfcaent of /igriaalture, 
used -tiiis system of grade designations.^  
Limitations of the Analj'sis 
Ihe grade standards proposed in tl^ is eection could bo used in the 
modem packing plant to classify hog oaroasses into homogeneous eoonomie 
L^ivestoolc Eranah« Production and llarketing Administration. Proposed 
standards for grades of slaughter barrows and gilts. Dept. of I^ r» 
1950. (Processed) 
groupa within eaoh -weight group, Rxt there are limitations to the fore­
going analyoiB used to develop these grade standards. First* the dis> 
tribution of the universe of ho^  oaroasses is subject to seasonal and 
geograpliio variations. Seoondj it is believed that the distributions of 
oaroass 'weights, within eaoh weight group are skewed in different 
directions during different seasons of the year* Third, there are 
differences in the cutting procedures for different plants. These 
differences would affect the relationships betwsen the physical measure­
ments of the carcass and the index of lean. Fourth, due to the differenoes 
in cutting procedures the weights of the wholesale outs ivould var^ ' for any 
given index of lean. Fifth, knowledge of the discounts of cuts for quality 
should be known. Viithout this Icnowledge the average values for grades 
11, 12 and 13 could not bo deterained. Finally, no data were collected 
on by»produot8 and the relationship of by-product values to carcass values 
for the different grades is not knom. Therefore, the total value of the 
carcass to the paclcer is not known. 
Additional ssmples should be analysed to detertnine the variation 
betwvon the pl^ sical relationships found in this study and sasiples in 
other geographic areas and during oijier seasons of the year. It is also 
probable that flirther research would find other basic regression equations 
that oould explain more accurately the relationship of the phytiioal 
measurements to the index of lean. 
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SUMMAICf AND COHCI USIONS 
The objectives of this study vjeret (l) to outlins the charaoteristioi 
of the present aysten of marketing hofjs in the United States; (2) to 
outline tho ways in which the present systen of narketin;- hogs deviates 
fron the "Ideal fiirkotLng Sj'oten"^ ; (3) to investlnate the alternative 
r»thod of jnarketinp; hogs by oaroass weicht and grade and to show by 
tlieoretioal models Tdiether this aystom oan satisf^ '^  the conditions neo-
esaaxy for an "ideal ^ jarketing Sy8tan"j (4) to outline hypotheses that 
need empirical verifioationi and (s) to test some of the hj'pothese 
outlined by the theox*etioal models. 
lloGS are usuall:- sold in the United States on a live basis. There is 
little or no sorting or pricing on the basis of quality. The prices paid 
to produoers vary only wLth the variation in "Uie -weight of the live hog. 
Experimental evidence indicates tliat under the present live buying 
systarn, hog buyers cannot estimate accurately carcass grade and dressing 
percentage. Therefore, hogs of a :;iven weight are sold near the average 
price. 
The pricing meohanism in the market does not pass on to the producer 
tho consumer's desiws for quality. Tliis prevents optirum adjustment of 
*'Ideal Marketing System^ ' is one that will acconiplish the followingt 
(l) detemine ccnsumer's demand for products, (2) detemino the consumer's 
demand for mrketing services, (s) provide an effective prioe mechanism 
that will reflect to the producer consumers' desires for goods and services, 
and (4) reduce inarketing costs to a niniBum. 
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produotioti to oonsiunors' deimxad for qualitj' or optimum oombinatione of 
fat and lean outa* 
As a result of an inaffioient prioiiio meolianismt produotiva reaouroes 
at the faTO level are wasted. All anir.ials are diaoouiibed tJio avorase 
amount of loss due to fill and physical defects. IJie individual producer 
is competitively forced to fill his ho? oonstitutiag a loss of procluotlve 
resouroes. There is no incentive to reduce the losses from fill, bruising 
and disease beoauso livestock buyers are unable to aoourately determine 
the extent of fill, bruising« and disease losses frcta observatiou of the 
live animal* 
i^ rket news oamot be accurately relayed to tlie producer because of 
inaoouracy in live grading methods and live grade standards. Tlierofors, 
marketing re8oui*oe6 are not used most efficiently and too many resouroes 
may be used in moving the hog to mar'.cot. B^ecause the producer does not 
knoer aoourately tho quality of meat he is producing, he does not know 
his exact competitive bargaining position* 
If it is assumed tliat a perfectly functioaing system of mar^ -otiug 
hogs by oaroass ireight and ,^ rade Is in effect oa!accurate and acceptable 
caroass grade standards have been established, then, theoretically, 
the narketing of hogs by oaroass weight and grade would make it possible 
fcr the buyers and sellers to detemine the true value of the hog oaroass* 
Therefore, the pricing meolianism in the maxlcet could express the oonsuiasr'i 
desires for quality and quantity to the producer* 
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Froducera would, in the long run, produce laoro hit^h qaality yoric 
and lo8S Icnv quality pork. The distribution c-f the inoomo fron the pro-
dv.otion of porl: would be ohansod. Produoars of hich quality pork would 
reoeive inoreased returns per unit of production and producers of loir 
quality porl: would receive less for each unit of produotion. In the 
long run it would be possible to equate the marginal rate of trans­
formation between pork and aziy other product with the ntarginal rate of 
substitution between pork and any other product for the ocmnunity whioli 
is oonsuning them. 
There would be no incentive to fill ho(^ s before sale and losses due 
to disease and braising could be allocated to those responsible for the 
losses* There would be incentive to eliminate fill and reduce losses 
due to bruising and diseeiBe, thus reducing the cost of pork production* 
The producer would have increased bargaining; power. Be could be 
provided with a moT9 accurate language for prioe quotations and would not 
have to consider relative excretory shrinkage between alternative markets. 
The ^ rade prices would be agreed upon while the hogs were still on the 
farm. 
Increased knowledge as to the best outlet for the producer's hogs 
would reduce marketing costs. Duplication of market functions would be 
eliminated} bv r^ing costs would be reduoedt transpozisation costs would 
be minimized and the buyixig of hogs by description could be initiated* 
The reduction in osrbain mai^ eting and production costs would be 
felt in the short run by both the producer and the consumer. But in the 
long run -Uie consuiosr will stand to gain most* 
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To Bubstantiate tha hypothaaes that aii ideal oaroaas oyatem oould 
be established in the United States several teohnioal and eoonomio 
problems vrould require l\irther investi^ jation. Sorao of tho prolilaraa 
that would jreguire further inveatication aneludo»(l) the poasibility 
of developing aoourate and aooeptablo oaroasa i^ rade standards) iz) tlie 
most praotioal and desirable nethod of identiiying 'jKeighiiij^  and gradint; 
hogs J (3) the effect of delayed settlerient on produoers; (4) tho most 
aooeptablo way to deal v/ith ahrinkege, brtiising and disease; (5) tlie 
practicability of obtaining noro oor.:plete pliyaioal by-produot datai 
(6) tho percistenoe of price differeTttials betjison the grades during the 
introductory period and after tho carcass Byatom has been entirely aooeptedi 
(Y) the direct cost of mr^ cetinc hogo bj' oaroass weieht and grade oorapared 
T/ith the present live weight nethod of marketing 1 (s) the inoreaaed in­
direct costs tc sooiety such assoost of rsopganiaation of the market, 
costs of nonopoly ajad oosta of eduoating produoers and meat packers* 
Developing K0(; Caroass ^ rade Standards 
Tentative oaroass erode standards have been published by the United 
States Uepartenont of Iture for classes of slaughter barrort rnd gilts 
and for poric outs and misoellaneous meats. No official standards l»ve 
been released, honever, either for alanghter hogs or poi^ oaroasses. The 
tentative speoifioations for pork carcasses have had onO^ r a ver;/ limited 
aoceptanoe. In the absence of satisfaotozy live or oaroass standards, 
hogs continue to be sold with little sorting other than for weight. 
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The ob,iaotivea of the second main phase of this study -were (l) to 
deterndno the relationship between oojeotive raeasuretaonta and oharaoter* 
istioa of the hot; oaz^ ass for butchei^ -type hoga marketed in lowai (2) to 
USD these relationships to develop tentative ob.jeotive oaroass 
standards; (3) to ahoa tha rolati'TW valuoa per IDO pounds between the 
various oairoass grades and weight olassifioations. 
Data -woro obtained oii 600 hog oaroasses at the lona looking Compai^  
at Das Moines, lona in 1948. Ihe oaroass measurentents includlr^  average 
"baokfat thiolaiess, leuf^ th of body, lon^ tli of ha::i, thiolmess of liaia, thiok-
noss of shoulder* oirouoforanoe of han and thiolaiess of belly pocket tvere 
recorded. Haoli oaroass ms subjaorbed to a dotailod out-out test to doter-
ciine -woi^ t of the various oo^ iponent vdiolesale cuts and truamiiigs, 
Begression analyses ware applied to tliese data to detemine whioh 
-iTiaasures oculd best be used to estimte the wei^ '^ it of the four lean outs 
(huxns» loins« pionios and Boston, butts) in the carcass. Average baokfat 
thickness, carcass might and length of carcass proved to be the sig-
nii'ioant naasuremcnta • Tlie e^ tlmted weight of the four lean cuts iras 
divided b^ ' oaroass ureight to deteraine the oar cent tliat these outs 
were of tho carcass vsight. This peroentage vns called the "index of 
lean" • 
On tho basis of this analysis a table -was prepared shonin/; the neo-
essar:/ backfat-thickneso for coutiiaious c"i'i«'tionB in the weleht and lengtii 
of the carcass and the index of lean* Two suggested carcass grade standards 
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vfero prepared bj' oomblninp oaroass •woi'^ hts, lonr^ bhs and backfat thloTcn«B8e« 
into weiiilit and grade groupa. Tho linits of tho gradoa vwro baaed oii con­
stant and equal intervals of index of loan for all oaroaas vwlsht r;roupa. 
Tlio relationship between eao?j of the ooirrponents of the hoj oftroess 
r,nd the index of lean wiB detemined. TVith a !r,iven index "f lean and a 
Bohedule of prices for the varlorxs -w)\ole8ale cuts and trijiOTin;-;B, tlio value 
of tho averago caroaas of eaoh grade nnd caroaaa •vrei,r;]it ffiroap onn be 
readiljr determined. 
Vi'ithin eaoh grade t3:e heavier oaroas^ ses are disooiinted lieoause the 
heavier outs that these oaroasses ylelrl usually sell at lower prices in 
the wholesale trade. Price data cn diBocronts cf cuts due to inferior 
qiialit;^ ' were not availablej therefore, the discounts for undorfiniahod 
oarcasies are indeteminant* 
The econonic si;j\ificanoe of carcass standards depends upon tlie dlffor-
encefl in oaroass vRlue betwoen tho several •we:\sl:t tmd grade croiipiuss. 
These value differences •wi.ll defend on tl^ .e average coirippsition of the 
oaroass in eaoh of these groupinf::8 ajid tho relative prices of the s'vroral 
vdiolesale cuts and trlininings. The greater the price differential between 
the lard and lean outs tho greater will be tho diaoount for the over-
finished grades. Likewise the greater tho discounts for heavy vnit'.lit 
outs the greater Trill be the disooicjts for heavier vjeipihts of carcasses. 
The proposed grade standards could be used in tho nodem packing plant 
to olassi^  ho^  oaroasses into homogeneous eoononlc groups within eaoh 
weight group, t^ there are limitations -co the anal^ /'sis. Tirst, tlie 
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dlfltri^ 'i-tion of the univorso of ho^  oaroasaes la aub.^ oot to aeaaonal and 
geogpaphio -Tariationa, Seoond, tlxero are diff«jreno«B in tJie cutting 
procedure fcr diffororvt oackir^  p3.anbs» These diffarerioes affect 
the rdlationships betineor. the oarsass raeaauronents, the* index of lean 
a:\d tiie vjeif;ht« of tho •wholesale outs and trianrdngi. Third, knowledge 
cf tho disoounta cf cuts for lack of qualit;/ should ta detonciriod. Finally, 
no data were oolleoted on tho value of b'/'-produots for different [trades. 
.^dditJoTml somplos ehoiild be analytod to determine the variation 
betweon the physical relationships found in this study and saxiplea in 
other areas and durinr- other soascns of the year. 
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Appendix A* 
Methods of Ueasuring^  Hoj^  CaroasBes 
1 
•I^ mrth of body 
IJeasured from the Junotlon of tho last oeznrioal mid first thoraoio 
Tortabrae to the lowest point (as the oaroass hazigs) of the altohbone. 
Thiokneas of baekfat - (All backfat neasuremonta to include skin) 
Over fir«t rib - At tlie junotioti of the last oerrioal and first 
thoraoio vertebrae* 
Over last rib - At the juaotion of tho Beventh and eighth vertebrae 
below the last lumbar (include the last lumbar -vertebrae in the 
count)* 
Over last lumbar - At the o«nter of the last lumbar vertebrae* 
Thiobiess of belly pooket 
The thinxiest portion of the belly opposite the junotion of the 
second and third vertebrae oounting dovm from the pelvio aroh* To be 
maasuz^ d with a skewer* 
Length of hind let^  (Desoription of this meaaurB to be eupplied.) 
Length of Ham 
Measured from lowest point of aitchbone to inside of hodc joint on 
the oenter of the bonir projeotion which j»y be felt beneath the skin just 
above (as the oaroass hangs) the oenter of the hock joint itself* 
Ciroumferenoe of ham - optional 
At the midpoint of the ham length measurement* Three or four points 
around the ham are located equidistant from a plane through the bony pro» 
jeotion of the hook used as the upper teminus for measuring the leng^  
of ham* 
Width throuKh ham 
Width from top point of aitohbone to the outside of ham on a line 
pamllel to the floor* This measurement is the length of a line per­
pendicular to the sagittal plane bisecting tho carcass* To be measured 
from the rear of the oaroass with calipers. Sum of both meaBurements 
is rsoorded* 
A^ll measurements in millimeter** 
189. 
Width throixgh ghoulders 
Vddth from oentar of flrat tiaoraoio vortebrae to outaido of shoulder 
on a line parallel to the floor* Thia neaauroment ia the length of a 
line perpendioular to the aaGlttal plane biseoting the oaroaas. To be 
meaaured front the rear of the ooroaaa with oalipera. Stun of bot^  measure-
nonts ia reoorded. 
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Procedure for Cutting Porte Caroaaaes^  
1» Separate front froiti middle through the uppor ond of tho junction of 
the tlilrd and fourth thoraoio vejrtebrae and on a line frhioh is per-
pendioular to the akin aurflaoe along the bade fat at this point. 
This out will leave a very snggill portion of the third vertebrae 
thoraoio vertebrae ca the nlddle* 
2, Separate ham fron nlddle at a point approxiinately 3/4 the distance 
from the end of the altdhbone to the rise in the pelvlo aroh and 
on a line vAioh is perpendicular to the hind leg. 
S. Cuttinc the front. 
a. Before lifting the nedk rlba and bones score along tho tmder aide 
of the neck bones to mark tho separation of the Boston butt and 
plonic* 
b. Lift the neok ribs leaving as little lean attaohed to l^ em as 
possible* 
(l) Heok bcnes are trimasd and the trimmings are weighed as leu 
trioDiings. 
o. Sepeirata Boston butt and olear plate from pionlo and Jowl through 
the nmrk referred to in S a. and at an angle roughly parallel with 
the out surflaoe of the breast flap* This out results in a rather 
wedge ahapod butt (wider on t!ae loin end) and should out throxigh 
the scapula (shoulder blade) at Its smallest point* 
d* Remove olear plate from butt in suoh manner that the lean oan 
definitely be seen shonring through the fat en the front third of 
the butt. Two or three small scores in this area are ordizuurily 
desired. The rear two-thirds cf the butt should be neeurly 
entirely oovared with ftit n^ ich ooy range up to about 3/4" thlok 
in the oenter of this area but should taper off to about 1/4-1/8** 
thlok at the edges. The front end of the butt is not triaiaed* 
The olear plate and all f&t trinmings from the butt are weighed 
as flat triamings. 
P^repared by C*E. Standardisation and 'trading Division, Llve-
stoek Branoh, Production and Marketing -Administration, n,S,D*A. This 
method of cutting pork carcasses Is a record of the prooedurs followed at 
one large peeking plant in Minnesota. It has not been approved for industry­
wide use by the U.S,D*A, nor does It represent an acoepted industry-wide 
type of cutting* 
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E* The pionlo IB trimiMid hy ronovlr-t: th® breast flap and other 
loose rsusoles from the Inside of the out* Separato the jowl from 
the pionlo along a line Tdiioh barely leaves all of the shoulder 
nusoles intaot* Fat surfiaoe around the outside is beveled at 
about a 46° angle* The front foot is removed just abore the 
knee joint at a point whioh does not exposo the narrow of the 
leg bones* Front feet are weighed and recorded. Fat and lean 
trisnings are separated and vieis^ <^  ^  suoh* 
f. The jowl is trinmed as a "dry salt" jowl — the rough edges 
merely trimned off and any lean removed and vreighed as lean 
trinndnge* 
4* Cutting the ham* 
a* i<esular hamt - l^ move tail cmd surplus tail fat by making a 
smoothly beveled out* r<«move flank* Remove shank just above 
the oenter of the hook joint* This out normally leaves the 
narrow of the shank just barely escpoeed* YIeights of trinned 
tail and hind feet sliould be reoorded. 
b* Skinned hami «> Skin ham by leaving approximately ^  of fat 
over the skinned surfiaoe. The oollar should be 4^  of the 
length of the ham* \>eight fat triscned from ham as fat trimmings* 
5* Cutting the middle 
a* Loint - Bemove loin by soribing along a line vrtiioh extends frcm 
the lower side of the texiderloin musole on the rear end to a 
point just sli^ tly farther dorm the rib than a point which is 
perpendicular from the lower edge of the split thoraoio vertebrae 
as the middle lies normally on a flat surfaoe* Piill the loin with 
a loin puller leaving the loin rather fat and neoeasitating 
further trim* The outside nusole over the front end of the loin 
should barely be soored for a distance of sons 4-6 ribs baok« 
and the rear end of the loin should also be soored along the lower 
edge for a short distance. The oenter of the loin should be 
oovered with an average of about s/s" of £kt* Soorlng in thit 
area should be avoided* Fat triomdng from the loin should be 
weighed as fat ba(flc* Lean trimming from the fat baok or loin 
should be weighed as lean trimming. The hanging tenderloin and 
any leaf fat idiioh may be adhering to the loin are removed and 
weighed as lean trimmlnge end fat trisnings* 
b. Spare ribe are lifted from the belly leaving as little lean on 
them as possible* All oartilages are left in the belly* 
0* llie fut baok should b« separated on a straight line vhloh passes 
through the sorlbe line at about the center of the upper side 
of the belly* This out has all lean reno^ red and includes any 
fat T)hloh may haye been removed In trismdng the loin* 
d* Tho belly la triianed as a "barrow belly" b;: laerolj' trimlrjp; the 
rear and on a line throii^ h the forvmrd point of the "boot jack" 
and at an angle vhloh nnkea the flank aide alii^ tly longer than 
tlw back Bide. Tho bottom side io trisuned by maroly removing 
enough to square this side* Belliea vdiioh show loanBnazy develop-
neat or seedinesa should also bo trisxaed in tiiiia fashion* The 
should end of the belly should nvrely be trisoned aquare* 
Saparation of fat from lean trinminga* 
a* Bjcoeaa fCit should be removed from lean trismiings until the com­
pos iti on of lean triascings Is 50 per oent trioniable fat and 50 
per oont lean* 
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lOTIVIDUAL HOG CARCASS DATA 
No. Sox Weight Srade Date 
L&NGTH 
Body 
IlBin 
lia:". Cjro,8 
R 
L 
Total 
Arera{;o 
BKFT THKWSS 
let Rib 
lASt RiT; 
last Lisnb 
Total 
Average 
WIDTH IIAU 
R 
L 
Total 
Average 
VIIDTIi SIIIJ[}R 
R 
L 
Total 
Average 
VffilGHT PERCENT GRADE PKICE VALUE 
S^ .rd* llam 
Picnio 
B, R.itt 
Loin 
Total 4 lean outs 
Reg. L, Trim 
%tra L, Trim 
Bellies 
Barrow 
Sow 
TOTA^ . ALL I£AN CUTS 
f^ t Baok 
Josrlfi 
Fat Trins 
TOTAL FAT CUTS 
Sp, Riba 
o^k Bones 
FVont FWet 
Ilind Feet 
Tail 
TOTAL OTHER CUTS 
TOTAL AU^  CUTS 
BELLY POCKET 
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Millimeters 
?IG. 15, REIATIOISHIP BET/FFLEK AVERAGE BACKFAT THIC..JIESS AI.D THE VffilGHT 
OF THE FOUR USAN CUTS (HAJ.B, LOII®, BOSTO:>I BUTTS, AITO PICNICS). 
VIEIGHT GHDUP 145-155 POUNDS. 
9 2  
9 0  
88 
8 6 
8 4  
8 2  
80 
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n 
I  7 6  
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68 
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6 4  
6 2 
6 0 
650 670 690 710 730 750 770 790 8l0 830 850 870 890 
Millimeters 
iflG. 16, RBUTIOIBHIP BETWEEN LENGTH OF BODY AND THE ^ TOIGHT OF THE FOUR 
LEM CUTS (HAIS, LOINS, BOSTON BUTTS, AMD PICNICS). 
TNEIGHT GROUP 145-155 POUr.TDS. 
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FIG. 17. BEIATIONSHIP BETWEEN ITOEX OF liUSCLIHG OF HAII AlH) TIE VffilGHT OF 
THE FOUR I£AN CUTS (HAliB, LOI:®, BOSTON BUTTS, AIID PICNICS). 
•WEIGHT GROUP 145-155 POUIiDS. 
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FIG, 18. HELATIONSHIP BEr/ffiEN LENGTH OF HAl^  AND THE liVEIGHT OF THE FOUR 
LEAN CUTS (HAiS, LOIMS, BOSTON BUTTS, AlfD PICNICS). 
TSEIGHT GROUP 145-155 POUNDS. 
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PIG. 19. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDEX OP HAM AIJD THE WEIGHT OF THE FOUR LEAN 
CUTS (HAIB, LOINS, BOSTON BUTTS, AMD PICICECS). 
;iEIGHT GROUP 145-155 POUNDS. 
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FIGr. 20, REUTIOHSHIF BETiffiBlJ IJ©BX OF IJUSCLING OE SHOULDER AND THE 
YEIGHT OF THE FOUR LEAIJ CUTS (HAJiS, LOU©, BOSTON BUTTS, AND 
PICNICS). 
TiffilGHT GROUP 145-155 POUI^ DS. 
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I^G. 21, REIATIOIBHIP BETINEEN AVERAaS mDTH OF SHOULDER AHD THE YBIQHT 
OF THE FOUR LEAN CUTS (HAiB, LGIIC, BOSTON BUTTS, AIID PICNICS). 
WEIGHT GROUP 145-155 POUNDS. 
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FIG. 22. PER CEllT DISTRIBUTION OF BELLIES I'l EACH GRADE ACCOiiDIirG TO THE INDEX OF I£A1I 
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FIG. 23. PER CElil" DISTRIBUTIOIJ OF KAIJS IN EACH GRADE ACCOHDIIIG TO TIffi INDEX OF LEAII. 
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FIG. 25. PER CEIIT DISTRIBUTIOIi OF PICIIICS III EACH GRADE ACCORDI'JG TO TEE IlfDEX CF LEAIJ. 
